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"
According to the poem mentioned above lie had five sons, Sri Ranga, Ghanna, Venkatapati,

Timma or Tirumala(who distingvished himself in the service of Krislma Devaraya), and lastly Venkata-
Pati. Of these the first, Sri Ranga became the father of Ramaraya, the regent Sadasivaraya." (The
Aravidu dynasty of Vijianagara P. 19.)
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Foreword

This book '

Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama
'

copper plate inscriptions is

the seventh in the series of books published by the Oriental Manuscripts Library
and Research Institute, Government of Andhra Pradesh.

The first, a charter known as
6

Sri Viroopaksha Inscription' was laid by
Srirangarayalu son of Tirumalarayalu in the month of November 1576 A.D.

gifting twentyfour villages for the daily worship of Srikalahastiswara. The, second

charter, known as 'Srirama Inscription' was a gift of a village made by another

Srirangarayalu son of Pinavenkatarayalu in the year 1644 A.D. January for the

daily worship of Srikalahastiswara and the Goddess there.

These copper plate inscriptions were handed over to the then Director,
State Archives, on 1st January 1971 by Sri Parasurama Gurukul at Kalahasti and
on 2nd January 1971 they were shown to the Special Secretary, Education, Govern-
ment of Andhra Pradesh, Sri S. R. Ramamurthy at Tirupati. Sri Ramaimirthy
observed that such valuable inscriptions as these would be very useful for Historians
and that they should be published. Thereafter photos of these copper plates were
taken, by the Director and Sri C. V. S. L. Sastry, working in the O. M. L. & R. I as
Research Officer was asked. to prepare a manuscript copy of the same. Sri Sastry
informed me that, he prepared a manuscript copy and it is handed over to the
Director but he never knew what happened to that script. However the then Direc-
tor of State Archives gave copies of these photos to Sri N. C. S. Venkatacharyulu
with a request to prepare a manuscript copy ofthem, and also write meanings in

Telugu and gist of each sloka, and Sri Venkatacharyulu very carefully prepared the

copy along with meanings and gist of every sloka.

The Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Institute could get an
opportunity as the Joint Director to conduct my researches into several old works
and publish several books. It is all due to the honour and affection of the former
Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh Sri Kasu Brahmananda Reddi. Not only that
this Institute could get an opportunity to publish a research work on these copper
plate inscriptions giving a lot of hitherto unknown historical facts brought to light
by me in this book. There is BO

%doubt, this book will be received with a word
of praise by various research scholars as these inscriptions besides containing
other matters, occupy a unique place in the history of the country.
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As these two inscriptions were in Sanskrit and Devanagari script, the

Devanagari version of these scripts is also being published for the benefit of non-

Telugu researchers. With the same and in view besides the Telugu version of the

research work, an English translation of the same is also being published.

As far as I know, these inscriptions were never published before, nor any

research scholars of inscriptions or historians wrote any comments based on these

inscriptions. These inscriptions stand as authentic proof for the facts regarding

Araveeti Dynasty, right from the ancestors of Araveeti
; Bukkarayalu with different

lineages, till the fall of Vijayanagara empire.

It is mentioned, in my research work that some of the slokas from Sri

Viroopaksha Inscription were taken by the author of Sri Rama Inscription and incor-

porated them in Sri Rama Inscription. However, we find some of these slokas from

Sri Viroopaksha Inscription in some of the later other inscriptions also (See

VeeraVenkatapati Vilapaka Inscription-Epigraphlca India^ Volume IV, page 272).

There is nothing wrong in taking slokas from older inscriptions as far as the former

generations instead of writing something fresh about the old, in order to maintain

a single version of facts about the lineage of rulers. Originating three generations

of gap between them, these two inscriptions provide us a complete and uninterrupted

history of the Araveeti Dynasty and thus, it is needless to say, they occupy a unique

place in history.

The original texts of these inscriptions have been published in Telugu and

Devanagari scripts verbatim, in this book. For the text of each plate of these ins-

criptions in the Telugu script is printed on one page and in the Devanagari script on
the next page line to line as original and its replica. The photo copies of the res-

pective copper plates are printed on the page facing its Devanagari text.

While writing forewords and prefaces to the books Seetakalyanam,
Indumati Parinayam and Sringara Padams (all in Telugu,)

- Sri Geeta Govindam,
Geeta Sankaram and Vaikrutachandrika (in Sanskrit,) Radha Vamsidhar Vilas Natak

(in Hindi) and Enugula Veefaswamy's Journal (in English), I had to do extensive

research, mostly at home than in office, sitting through nights sometimes and during

my strenuous work at home my wife Mrs. Sasikala helping in many ways and

I thank her for the same.

Sri K. Vithal Reddi, Telugu Pandit, Oriental Manuscripts Library and

Research Institute must be congratulated for his patience and sincere understanding
in writing, while I dictated the scripts of the preface for the book Enugula Veera-

swamy's Journal and also the present research work.

The introduction I wrote for the book Radhavamsidhar Vilas Natak, was

translated into Hindi by my dear student Sahitya Ratna, Sri Gurram Subba Rao,

M.A., Sri Vadrevu Purushottam helped me extensively in translating into English,

my preface to Enugula Veeraswamy*$ Journal and the present research work and
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I am indebted to them both. Sri C. V. S. L. Sastry (Research Officer) and Sri V. V.

Chary helped me while I was comparing the Telugu version of my research work with

the translated version and my congratulation are due to them. I also congratulate

to all those employees who worked along with me as Joint Director of Oriental

Manuscripts Library and Research Institute.

Our thanks are due to Sri S. R. Ramamurthy, I.A.S., for the keen interest

evinced by him to bring to light invaluable old texts and to the revival of our ancient

cultural wealth. We are thankful to Dr. N. Ramesan, M. A., Ph.D., I.A.S., for his

kind encouragement in the development of Andhra Pradesh Government Oriental

Manuscripts Library and Research Institute, to the Assistant Secretary Sril. Raghu-
natha Rao. We are also very thankful to Sri D. Kamayya who until his retirement

as Deputy Secretary, has shown great enthusiasm. Our hearty congratulations to

Sri K. Kesavarao, B.A., B.L., who assumed charge recently as Deputy Secretary,

Education Department.

We are grateful to the Andhra Pradesh Text-book Press authorities for

taking keen and patient interest in bringing out this book nicely . Our thanks are

due to the Deputy Directors Sri G. Ramakrishna Rao and Sri D. Veeramanie who
rendered us their invaluable help whenever required.

My hearty congratulations to Sri P. Narayanan, Sri M. R. Sabhapathi,
Assistant Directors, Sri V. Gangadharam, Sri K. Narasimha Rao, Sri Y. Sreeramulu

and Sri B. James, and others who helped in the printing work of this book.

Vangmayamahadhyaksha
VADLAMUDI GOPALAKRISHNAIAH

6

Kala-Prapoorna'
'Joint Director

Hyderabad. A.P. Govt. Oriental Manuscripts
18-3-1973 Library & Research Institute.
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History of Araveeti Dynasty

Earth is but a little marble in this infinite Universe. When we look at in this perspective of the

Universe, man who is born as an infinitesimal particle, is shining with his extraordinary genius. He stands

as personification of wisdom beyond the cognizance of the senses. And it is the same human being who
endures the life of an insignificant insect exposed to the dangers of being crushed under strain and stresses.

This is the same man who can explore into the mysteries of the infinite Universe and the powerful all

pervading Sakti which is boundless and timeless.

It is incomprehensible to the human mind to state when the creation started and likewise it is

equally incomprehensible to state when the quest for knowledge sprouted in the human mind. The first

man came into existence and gradually developed into a society and spread into branches as different races.

While some are perishing, new ones are coming into this world and thus man arrived at this multifated

state. Though he was in ignorance at one time, he attained the glorious knowledge and shone brilliantly

at another time. Even though he attained Sachhidananda Swaroopa by his Paratatwa Gnana which is

science to the all sciences. Sometimes he was deprived of his knowledge but yet his quest for knowledge
never abated.

As the tribe of man increased many folds and different creeds came into existence, though the

mirage like ignorant caste differences came in the way, man enjoyed the fruits of the real knowledge which
resulted through his quest for scientific outlook into the inner most mysteries, without any reservations of

caste or creed. Though Jainism, Buddhism, Christianity, Islam and several other religions carne into

existence these religions never attained that supreme state as Hinduism is propounding the real jnature
of the human soul in its relation with the supreme spirit pervading the Universe. Even in the days of yore
researches' were going on about not only the matters, materials and five premordial elements but the origin
of creation and the nature, shape and other aspects of the supreme being the creator. It is incomprehen-
sible to us today to ascertain except by surmises when these researches started. So many strange things

appeared and disappeared in this Universe but the Indian way of thinking that is the science or philosophy
that teaches the nature of the real and "illusory, stood like a pinnacle of glory because it is a real thinking
of the actual state of the supreme being.

Religion

The so called barriers which we created in the name of religion are impediments to our progress.

They are neither dark clouds nor even like bright clouds. They are like mere mirages. Actually speaking

religion is not a tight cage in which the human being is being imprisoned to be tormented in different ways.
6 Mata 'means axiom which in turn is not merely an empty theory or an erratic theory. Religion is that

which guards man. Yet some selfish and avaricious individuals since a few centuries from now interpreted

religion in the most irreligious ways which, instead of saving human being started destroying them.

The definition of religion is highly scientific. It reflects the Universe that is an eye opener to all

those advocates of different religions, castes and creeds. Jainism is the religion professed by Jaina the
''

'
'

" '

'

" '

'
'

'
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generic name of the chief saints of Jainism Bhuddhism is the religion professed by Buddha. Similarly

Christianity and Islam and other religions first started as the established truths professed by the saints.

Just as the Universe is laden with the constellation of stars, meteors and planets and just as the supre-

macy of certain planets and stars reigns supreme during certain periods in the infinite time-cycle and wanes

afterwards different religious tenets originate, develop and become extinct. This is subject for, research

pertaining to the system of creation in the light of the celestial sphere. I am now writing an important

book on the science of the Universe based on my profound researches in the subject.

Hindus Hinduism

If we delve deep into the matter, we can say that Hinduism is not confined to the domain of a

particular species of human race. It was stated by many a scholar of yore that those races migrated from

Sindhu river basin are called Hindus and that
'

Sa
'

and
* Dha '

in the word '

Sindhu '

became c Ha '

and
4 Da '

respectively and thus the word *. Hindu * came into usage. Whether they were Aryans or non-Aryans
or a mixed race, people migrated from a particular region were indiscriminately called as Aryans and Hindus

and their religion as Hinduism. But the word Hindu does not appear to have originated from the word
*
Sindhu *. The first syllable in the word *

Indu
'

must have been added * Ha ' and thus the form of

the word
'

Hindu
'

taken its shape.

According to the sciences of the sages, the inquisitive probing search of our ancestors was beyond
the reach of the modern science of Astronomy. It was the science of sciences. Astronomy was but a

first step in the probing search of an Indian whose quest into the secrets of the Universe was deep. There

are several solar families in this eternal Universe says the sage and he is the real vedic sage who can say
*Dasa Diso.Nana Suryah' and

*

Surya Ekaki Charati Chandra rnajjayate punah
'

which means that

SUE is self lustrous and that Sun himself is born as Moon. Thus the Vedic sage proclaimed to the world
the independent status of the Sun and the self lustreless character of the Moon and this is but like an atom
in his vast knowledge of the Universe. Earth is moving round itself and is also revolving round the Sun.
Like wise Moon is moving round itself and is revolving round the Earth and Sun also. The great Indian
scientists of the yore recognised the importance of Moon to the lives of the human beings and the

inseparable relation between the Moon and the human beings, started reckoning their time as Lunar
Calendar. It is easier to recognise the movement of the Moon than the movement of the Sun throughout
the year and know it easily. Vedic astronomers said "Chandramamanaso jatah" (Moon is like heart)
and Moon is the enkindler of the heart. So, our ancients recognised the power of the Moon and Moon's
influence on the hearts of humans and their minds and other organs and ultimately on their lives. Even
modern scientists propounded recently that as the influence of Moon will reflect on the minds and lives of
the human beings because Moon is effected by the influence of planets like Saturn etc. Our ancients made
extensive researches into the rays of Moon and moonlight and thus they, said that there is nectre in
the rays of Moon. Thus it is not only because of the Moon's moving round the Earth, and not because
of.the reckoning oftime by Moon but also because of the indivisible character ofMoon in the lives of humans
and the Moon's natural growth in the nature, the word Indu' pertaining to Moon and our ancestors
attributed it to either the axiom or the race and called

*

Indumata
'

'Indu JATF. Later the word 6

Indu
'

might have transformed into
'

Hindu '

with an elongation
s

Hindoo

When there are several other names attributed to Moon, we may get a doubt naturally why out
ancestors chose Indu. The word Indu is based on <Ina' 'Indu' (Moon) shines because of

'

Ina
'

(Sun) and
I 19x ,

'

. .-
.

"'
:

-."

'

'

.

'

'

"

.

.
.-
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hence
* Indu *

is given the meaning of Moon. Therefore with the word *

Indu '
besides Moon, the source

of light for Moon namely the Sun is also reflected. Though Lunar Calendar is in vogue, it is not scienti-

fically acceptable to discard Sun. It is perhaps for this reason that our ancestors took the word c

Indu
*

so as to be justifiable scientifically.

When we keep this most scientific theory of Indu religion in our minds since it pertains to the

science of Moon, nobody has got a right to attribute this to a particular caste or creed or a particular group
of people in the name of the race. No particular section or race have the right to claim it as their own and
if anybody feels like that there will nothing more foolish than that. When Moon is called

* Manah Karaka *

he is
' Manah Karaka '

to every living being which possesses a heart. Moonlight is moonlight to everybody.
So our ancestors viewed Indu religion as the religion of human beings. Religion of every living being
with a mind. Every human being born in this world is a Hindu. When we look at it through this angle
it is not truthful to ascribe Hinduism to a particular race or creed.

If we critically examine the Vedic sciences and other allied sciences one thing will be clear that

they are intended for the well being of the whole mankind of all the worlds and not merely for the human

beings of a particular world.

If we exclude certain unscientific, and dogmatic customs which do not stand reasoning, and the

modern caste system which was for away from the sciences of sages, we find in our Hindu religious texts

and particularly in the texts of the sages nothing that could be pointed out as useless and that was not a

proved fact. All the sciences are for the benefit of all living beings in their eyes. Is astronomy a science

for Hindus alone ? Will the influence of the shining planets and stars effect only Hindus ? Won't it

act on others ? Mantra (Incantation) whatever it may be, is full of energy of sound. There is no mantra

without sound. It is only now that the modem scientists say that the power of silent sound is greater

than the power of sound. In our ancients' knowledge of sciences, this was the first step.
"
There will be

more effect if an incantation is uttered with the lips and tongue moving but not letting out sound. If the

Mantra is uttered without even moving the lips and tongue, it is called
c Manasika Japa

'

(Silent sound)
and that will be the greatest source of energy" said our Vedic sages. It is possible for any human being
to acquire great powers by reciting mantras that is by harnessing various powers through the energy of

sounds. It is not confined to any particular sect, race or religion.

Can any fool say that the texts ofAyurveda, which originated along with the other sciences evolved

by our sages after a quest into the nature and matter and materials in it, came into existence for the

benefit of Aryans or Hindus ! Not only Kamasastra, Nyaya, Yaiseshika, Sankhya, Yoga and many
other texts but as it was said

c
Anantavai vedah

' and 4
Anantavai devah

'

the unending stream of sciences

of our sages are intended for the whole human species and nobody has got a right to say that they belong
to a particular race or people of a particular section.

Our sages were very catholic in their outlook. Racial, caste, creed and colour differences which

exist in the world today cannot stand before their broad outlook or their sacred axioms.

If only we do not pay any heed to the strange ideas of some moderns who believe that these

customs were brought into vogue in blind belief, we can perceive that the customs brought into practice

by Vedic sages are highly scientific in nature and bring good to mankind. An extensive research in this

direction is needed. Atma pradakshina (Circumambulation around oneself) and Devalaya pradakshina
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(Circumambulation round a Temple) are not silly acts. In this infinite Universe all the planets and stars

including the Earth revolve round themselves and move around some other more powerful body

(Adhi Devata).

When the all powerful celestial spheres themselves are performing these acts of Pradakshina and

Atma pradakshina, why should not the insignificant humans do it then ? It is with this idea that our

ancestors, perhaps started this practice. There is another secret in this. When the Moon revolves round

the Earth, Moon acquires some energy from Earth similarly while revolving round Sun, Earth acquires

some solar energy from Sun. The Solar family that revolves round the Polestar (Dhruva) acquires immense

energy from that star. So when that which revolves acquires certain amount of energy, the energy giver

body loses some. Likewise if we perform Pradakshina to a sage in penance, we acquire certain powers

of that sage. When a person performs Pradakshina round a temple adhering to the principles laid down

by our sages uttering the incantations correctly, acquire some powers which are bestowed in that

temple at the time of installing it. Circumambulation around oneself will ward off any evil forces that

move about around one's self in the atmosphere just as by the power ofCircumambulation of Earth. Around

itself, Earth is able to ward off evil forces from other celestial abodes from entering earth's atmosphere.

This is a normal thing in the creation and in the same manner human beings can ward off evil forces in the

atmosphere by performing Atma-Pradakshina.

We have to probe into every similar custom brought into vogue by our ancestor, with a scientific

outlook to find out the real significance behind those customs. I have dealt with certain customs like hair

and other aspects in ^my preface to Enugula Veeraswamy's Journal Different festivals (of Hindus)

big or small came into vogue through generations are symbolic of the astronomical events occurring at

different times ordained to signify those events and they are not merely intended for fun or frolic, to display

pomp and glory for mere pleasure or frivolity. Yet, it is a different matter if some people thrive to eke out

their livelihood by elaborating some rituals in the name of such festivals. Scientists and logicians will not

accept these things. The festivals of Hindus are not festivals for Hindus alone. They are festivals for the

entire mankind. I have written an authoritative book on these festivals reflecting the science of astronomy.

It appears that not only the Vedic sciences but also the real sastras and the deep meaning of the

scientific outlook of the sages, have gone into oblivion since ages. The renowned interpreter Mallinatha
*

Suri, could not grasp the real meaning of Kalidasa's works perhaps due to lack of proper background in

scientific knowledge. He interpreted the famous sloka in
*

Meghastindesa
' "

Tasyotsange pranayina iva

srastha ganga dukulam "
as

"
Pranayinah priyatamasyeva tasya kailasasya utsange urthwabhage

ooroucha ". So while interpreting this sloka he never even thought of the celestial sphere or even the

four corners of the Earth. Kubera is the reigning deity of North. Eswara is the reigning deity of North-

East and they are neighbours. 'Alakapuri
'

the capital of Kubera is in the North while
c

Kailasa
'

the abode

of Eswara is in the North East. When these are logical facts how can it be said that
c

Alakapuri
'

is on

the top of Kailasa ? Instead of dividing
"
Pranayinah iva

"
to give the meaning as she is full of love,

the meaning is given as
c

She is bereft of love but she pretends to be in love.' Kalidasa's idea was
c

Tasyot-

sange-apranayina iva
' c

Muktasangam is utsangatn
'

that is one who severed connection, and away at a

distance without any connection..
'

Apranayinah. iva
'

should be interpreted as not having any compassion.

Though she is full of love, she is acting as if she lost all her love. The real meaning of it is
c

Alakapuri
'

is at a distance to
fi

Kailasa
*

just as an offended lady love sits downcast at a distance from her lover.

Because he had no knowledge of astronomy or an outlook in that direction, Mallinatha could say that
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Alakapuri was on the top of Kailasa or in the folds of Kailasa. This is the state of our knowledge. Every-

body interprets in a different way away from the truth.

Swastiprajabhyah Paripalayamtam

Nyayena Margena Mahim Mahisah

Gobrahmanebhyah Subhamastu Nityam

Lokassamstassukhino bhavantu

This is a very famous sloka
' Go brahmanebhyah Subhamastu Nityam

' means as everybody interprets

it Brahmins and Cows shall always be blessed with good. Some people expressed a doubt that those

who wish the entire humanity of all the world happiness in
6

Lokassamastassukhino bhavantu ", how
could they wish happiness to brahmins and cows alone? Would he write a statement which would give a

negative meaning that all those others who are not brahmins and cows, do not enjoy happiness.There are seve-

ral pundits who gave an explanation as an answer to this question. In this creation Govu (animal) is the

lowliest creature and the sloka states that from the lowliest creature cow to Brahmins all the living beings

will be happy. This is lame and blind justification Cow has been treated as mother and worshipped as

a living diety and never treated it as a lovely creature in creation by our ancestors. / Gobrahmanebhyah'
should be interpreted in the ablative case (the fifth) as through the instrumentality of cows and brahmins

humanity will derive good. Here Brahmin means one who possesses Brahmagnani and who is a Brahmarishi.

Brahmins in our society today are name's sake brahmins. We derive good only through a brahmin who
achieves Brahmatva through his ascetic powers. Cow is like mother to humanity and in a.way it is even

greater than mother. Even modern science acknowledges today that cowdung has powers to even destroy
the most dangerous atomic dust and other poisonous things. Such an animal, cow gives us its essence by
way of milk and its by-products like buttermilk, curds, cream, ghee which are immensely useful to mankind.
This is a well-known fact even according to health, medical and other sciences. Cowdung is used for

cleanliness in the courtyards by sprinkling water mixed with cowdung and the ashes of cowdung cakes is

used as
6

Vibhuti
'

to smear on the forehead. This is not an act either unsceintific or followed blindly as a

rigid custom. These benefits from the cowdung can be had by anybody. Keeping in view of the greatness
of cow our ancestors said that a cow be put a Namaskar at her back and not at her face. Not only that,

a true brahmin who achieved the powers of a Brahmarishi will always try to use the cow for the well being
of mankind. He performs Yagna with cow's milk and ghee and the cowdung cakes along with other

important scrags for the well being of mankind by cleansing the atmosphere. That is the reason why it

was said in the above sloka that through brahmins and cows mankind will always derive good. While
the meanings of popular slokas like the above are so perverted obliterating the real meaning, it is needless

to state that the real meanings of very valuable scientific information hidden in the Vedic. literature went
into oblivion.

Caste System

The present caste system took its present shape much against the old precepts and contrary to the

objectives intended to be derived from those precepts. It is professed that these pedigrees and castes came
into existence bereft of any foresightedness or scientific knowledge of our sages, in a most unnatural way,
untruthful manner just as trying to link two unequal and unconnected bodies like earth and heaven bald

head and heel. Eventhough relatively is baseless far distance breached onescattered and jumbled.
Some selfish people propagate maliciously that brahmins took their origin from the face of .Prajapati-
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Kshatriyas (warrior race) from his arms, Vaisyas (trading community) from his thighs and Sudras the

fourth caste from his feet.

Oar constitution is a real one as it adopts a system of government where there is no distinction

of caste, creed, colour, or religion. It is a truly natural state of secularism. It is an impregnable system
not only through the concept of the scientific knowledge of our sages, but also through any scientific

outlook of modern times. When creation started, waywardness also came into existence in society. Our
Puranas describe that such wayward acts occurred even in Dwapara, Treta and Krita Yugas and these acts

of indiscrimination are not restricted to Kaliyuga alone. So waywardness is not restricted to a particular

period or yuga, however it cannot be said that how, where arid when such things occurred.

Who knows what snake is hidden in which snakepit ? We need not go to the extant of our

race, our religion, our caste. We can see people saying
'"

This is our pedigree and so and
so was our great grandfathers. Except having a faithful belief in their great grand parents, actually

speaking nobody can say with confidence about their origin when we look through the angle
of waywardness: In this so called line of pedigree, can anybody vouchsafe that none of their ancestors
ever acted indiscriminately. There will be no greater folly if anybody talks in that way. This caste system
is baseless and most unscientific in its structure. When there is no place for such a caste system, how can
there be the religious and racial differences which claim their origin from the caste system. These material

systems of caste do not find place in astrology or in the celestial system. Somebody may be born as a
brahmarishi and there is no rule that his son also should be a brahmarishi. The brother who was born
after Agasthya the great sage was not a brahmarishi. He was neither a maharishi nor even a learned man.
He remained an insignificant nameless person as Agasthya Bhrata (brother of Agasthya). Could all the
sons

of^our sages become as great as their fathers ? The position of planets and stars at the birth of great
sages wiU not remain the same for ever. The positions may be greater or worse or quite ordinary so much
so that the progeny of greatmen maybe of great significance or of ordinary significance depending upon the
conjunction of planets and stars. Similarly a great sage may be born to a lowly person and vis a vis.

Therefore the present caste system is baseless and against the precepts according to the views of our sages.

The incantation pertaining to the idea given that the fourth caste sudras were born from the foot
of the Lord is as follows from the Rigveda ;

Brahmanosya mukhamaseet, Bahti rajanyah krutah
Uru tadasya yadvaisyah padgbhyam sudro ajayata

immediately after this there is a description of the Prajapati's physical shape in the following hymns in
Rigveda

Chandrama manaso jatah chakshoh suryo ajayata
mukha dindrascha gnischa pranadwayurajayata
Nabhya aaseedanta riksham, Sirsho douh Samavartata
Padbhyam bhoomirdisah, Srotrat, tadalokangam akalpayan

Those who have no foresight, full comprehensive grasp of the whole thing take the first hymn without any
depth in their knowledge and say that brahmin takes his birth from the face of Prajapati, Kshatriya that of
his shoulders, Vaisya thighs and Sudra the feet. This explanation is given keeping in view of the present
day caste system in mind and nothing else. Some people explained that these fourth caste people
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possess like the face, shoulders, thighs and feet while some others said that they were born from
these parts of Prajapathi's body. However, some people explained that while the three upper castes formed
the three above mentioned parts of Prajapati's body, Sudras the fourth caste were born from Prajapati's
feet.

These explanations are nothing but crude attempts at preserving their superiority, their say in the

society because of their inability to maintain the high standard of ritualistic life strictly adhering to the

acts prescribed in the texts, by some selfish individuals. As per the definition "Brahmin is a brahniagnani",
how many namesake brahmins can stand upright as brahmins today ? Let us agree for a moment for

argument sake that Sudra is born from the feet of PrajapatL Is it justifiable to outcaste such a Sudra

shunning him as untouchable and impure by brahmins ? Just as they look down a Sudra can they look
down with disrespect the feet of the Lord separating the feet of the Lord from the rest of his body ? No,
they cannot. On the other hand, even according to their own customs and practices they prostrate at the

feet of the Lord. Can we imagine the image of the Lord withfeet severed from, the remaining portion of

the body ? Ganges is born at the feet of Lord Vishnu. We take a dip in the Ganges that is originated
from the feet of the Lord, with a view to become sanctified and attain salvation. It is the very people who
express these sentiments and take bath in Ganges discard the very persons the fourth caste Sudras who are

born from the same feet of the Lord as untouchables. How can we call it as a holy act ? The Lord's feet

are adorable by one and all, bhudevas, devas, devadevas. In such a case how can the Sudras who are born
from those feet be deprived ? Thus far is the argument.

The incantation
"
Brahmanosya

"
should be interpreted in the light of Gunakarmas and not

otherwise. Even if it is interpreted in any other manner it cannot stand for a real logical argument under

any circumstances. If a brahmin is compared to the face of the Lord, any brahmin by virtue of his brah-

magnana will be like the face of the Lord. Similarly a person possessing powers of a warrior will have to

be like the shoulders of the Lord and a person possessing the skills of a trader will be like the thighs of
the Lord and a person possessing the traits ofa Sudra will be like the feet of the Lord. When we look at

it through this angle there is no scope for any caste system of the present day material world. A brahmin's
son may be a Sudra or some other body. Sudra's son may be a brahmin and some other body. If we inter-

pret the above hymn in the context of present day caste system, it will destroy the Vedic texts and other
sciences into pieces and render them as unauthentic. All the verb forms like "Aseet, Ajayata, Jatah" in these

hymns must be given the only meaning of
4

happened thus
'

and none else. Take for instance
"
Bahvartha-

hithadhavah.
"
In

"
Ajayata ",

"
Jatah

"
should not be given the meaning of

'

born'. If born is given as the

meaning of it there will be so many disasters. Brahma is bom from the lotus in the naval of Vishnu.
Now then Brahma is a brahmin or not ? When one who possesses brahmagnana is called a brahmin will

not the originator Brahma is not a brahmin ? Sivapurana says that Brahma is. born out of the right arm
of Lord Siva and several Brahmarishis are therein the pedigree of Brahma. To what caste they
belong? Puranas say that Moon originated at the time, of the churning of the (Thick milky way). If
ocean of milk a partial interpretation of the above hymn is taken it gives us to understand that Moon is

both from the heart of Vishnu. Is it correct or is he really born out of the ocean of milk?
Erahmanda Purana says that Sun (Surya) is the son of Adithi and Kasyapa and there is

the saying in vogue that Sun and Moon are the two eyes of Vishnu. Now then what happens to the

meaning of the hymn that Sun originated from the eyes of Vishnu ? In this way, won't there be mending
conflicts between the vedlc hymns and the puranas .? However, if Moon is compared to the heart and Sun
to the eyes of Prajapati, irrespective of their birth, there will be no conflict in interpretation and it will be
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logical. Similarly if we interpret that a brahmin with brahmagnana will be like the face of Prajapati it

will be most appropriate and scientific.

Not only these four castes, we usually say Angaraka (Mars) as Bhouma (son of Earth).

Padmapurana says his origin as the sweat drop ofVishnu and there are other versions which say the sweat

drop of Shiva. Madhukaitabhas are born from the ears of Vishnu and from his heart Manmatha (cupid),

Viraja, Apantaratma and others. Valmiki is said to be born from Brahma's heart according to some versions

and from Vishnu's heart according to some other versions.

Another strange thing is instead of originating from the face, shoulders, thighs and feet of Vishnu,

there are several, who are born from different parts ofthe body of Brahma.

Angira'sa, Atri, Trita, Pulastya, Marichi, Sankalpa Sanatkumara, Saraswati and Jesta Devis

came from the heart Rudra from eyebrows, Ekadasa Rudras from the forehead, Aruni from the

nostril of Brahma. Kshata came from the belly of Brahma when he sneezed while Jambavanta when he

yawned, Vasista took his birth from the tongue of Brahma, Dikkanyas from his ears; from throat or thigh

Narada, Daksha from the thumb. When Brahma smelled Ms palm Apsarasas (celestial nymphs) came into

being and Pulaha came from his naval, when Brahma saw the celestial nymphs he had effusion of semen

apart of which fell into sand and Valakhilyas came out of it and the rest fell into mire

and Valmiki took his birth out of it. When once Brahma had to discard his body, Sandhya

took her birth from that body. It is said in Puranas that when Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara

looked at each other, as a result of the exchange of looks "Trikala" came into existence. Why
all this ? As against the interpretation that Brahmins came from Prajapati's face etc. There is another

popular version that by Brahma's power of concealment Tirodhanasakti naras and kinnaras took their

birth. When the entire human race originated through brahma's concealment power, will it not be contradic-

tory to profess that the four caste people came out from the four parts of Vishnu ? But, whoever borned to

whom these four caste people resemble the four parts of Vishnu, there will be no conflict of views.

"Janmana jayate Sudrah karmana jayate dwijah" as the saying goes, by birth everybody is a Sudra.

In general only those who recite upward and downward lakhs of times the mantras that they acquire at the

time of Upanayana (Thread Marriage) can be called a dwij a. But to acquire the qualification, japa of gayairi

is not the only path. There are several other greater formulae and incantations than gayatri to achieve

this end. Whatever may be the means, it is only those who acquire the power of a brahmin could be called

Brahmagnanis and proceed towards more progress through the power of knowledge and become Mahar-

shis brahmarishis. Therefore the caste system of Brahmin, Kshatriya etc., is not a progenic right that

could be acquired but it could only be achieved by ones own actions and not by birth.

It is a different phase of argument that whatever we derive, is entirely dependent on the time of

our birth and the position of the planets and stars at that time. Even according to this theory our

actions are destined by our birth and thus they brush aside the pedigree based caste system and lay founda-

tions to a firm system of caste system based on Karma theory. Thus our Indian Constitution which is

based on such sound principles ignoring the narrow caste and creed system, is undoubtedly the replica

of our Arshavignana.

The Hindu society is corroded with these unnatural walls between fellow human beings arousing

jealousy and enmity non-cooperation through these unscientific andillogical caste systems much against the

ancients view point and they are basically weakening the very structure of our society. Without any fear of
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God or fear of sin these blind beliefs are being followed in the name of God and in this process all the

eighteen greatest sins (Ashtadasa Mahapapas) are committed throwing those people into places much

beyond hell which are pervaded with selfdeceit and unimaginable depths of abyess. It is due to this disunity,

the continent once ruled under one flag was shattered into fragments coming into the domain of Maha-

rajas, Rajahs and Samantrajas and it became unmanageable and unruly with suicidal internal squabbles.

How can the fate be otherwise of a society which is weakened by such disunity and separatist

tendencies. No country, state, society, race or religion can be safe when once the unity is lost the movement

when a system of society sprouted based against the principle of Arshavignana, there came into existence

several opposing movements and religions, such as Buddhism and Jainism. It was the lack of a well defined

ideal, well understood principles purposefulness and truthfulness, that led to a hatred towards all precepts

and thus the 'Charvaka doctrine' came into the picture. Where there are a number of splits in Hinduism

itself through creating other namesake religions there is no wonder if other religions gained an upperhand

of domination over us bringing disrepute to us. It is much against the principles of Arshavignana that

a situation developed due to differences in Saiva, Veerasaiva, Vaishnava, Veeravaishnava etc., which

ultimately resulted in murders, arson and even internal feuds.

Hinduism is Induism. Our religion had lost its lofty intellectual characters even at the time

when our old society ignored the fact of scientific theory 'of approach that our religion is based on the

movement of the solar family and the resultant impact of these planets and stars on humanity. Now our

religion has lost its real significance.

Bereft of scientific knowledge, these different religions and the sub-religions are becoming prey to

different kinds of forces and powers and are spreading their vicious fangs with temptations, threats,

baits, and pressures sometimes even with fightings. That is why all sorts of sins accumulate in such unscienti-

fic and unethical religions. However wide they may spread, their level will be the same and the moral values

will also be the same. A dacoit may become a millionaire and can pass off in society as a nobleman.

But can he in his heart of hearts honestly feel that he is a nobleman and respect himself? Or for

that matter will he be bestowed with such a conscience? Whatever it is that is that. Everything will have its

own values and those values cannot be altered. When a house is consumed by flames, will it and with that?

Won't the fangs of the flames spread to the nearby houses and consume the whole village ultimately? If a

particular person or a family is starving we can feed them singly or collectively but if a whole country suffers

with famine or if several countries suffer with famine, who can feed them? Who can relieve them of their

flames of hunger? That is why our ancestors always said that our neighbours must be prosperous and

pleasant always. Ignoring this celestial ideal and the royal path our Hindu religion and society is drifting

towards the dark corners of ignorance and stupidity and thus degenerated.
"
Swastipraja bhyah Loka

ssamasta ssukhino bhavantu" is this not our ancient Indians loftiest motto? Shunning this ideal into the

mirages our Indianism turned to the artificial barriers of castism and thus lost its noble place.

Invasion by Islam

Mohammad, the great Prophet was a great revolutionary. During his life time he tried in different

ways to establish and spread his religion. Even by bloodshed fought. Were not wars waged? What a

lofty ideal is
" Lokassamsta ssukhinobhavantu

" What a rare and precious ideal it is. What an unassailable

ideal it is? Tolerance towards other religions beliefs it is but an iota before this ideal. Where can we

find another such religion which craves the well being of Sarvaloka. Yes Samasta Lokasammata as agreeable

1-20
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to all the worlds. Even such a loftiest principled religion could not escape attacks and it could not prevent

factions within, the main cause for which is the perversion in the society. Yet because it is a religion with

the purity in its ideal and is based on the greatest intellectual principles, Hinduism particularly the knowledge

of the eternal truth of the Hindus, and the quest for finding that truth stood immortally and stood unparallel

as part and parcel of Arshavignana.

However sacred and permanent values might exist in these ideals, it is but natural that other reli-

gions which cannot stand along side. These loftiest ideals, out of sheer jealousy and spite attack it. Yet

a puny fish cannot devour a mighty shark. At best it can open its mouth wide and bite with its might.

However deadly the 'Halahala' the terrible destructive poison might be, it could not spoil Amruta (nectar).

While the whole tribe of celestials consumed nectar, the terrible destructive poison Halahala could not fill

up the stomach of Maheswara and could not even go beyond the throat. Where can we find a nobler

ideal than "Lokassamasta ssukinobhavantu. There may be many ideals but every one of those ideals are

embedded in this one great ideal. Such a great religion as this also could not escape the onslaught of

invasion may torture to death by the neighbouring nations of Islam.

In the wake of Christianity and under the influence of it, Islam came into existence around 610 A.D.

propounded by Mohammad, in the Arab country and Macca became the first Mosque for this religion,

spreading gradually to other countries that different ways and means under the leadership of Mohammad,
Islam religion took its roots first, in countries like Turkey and Egypt mainly through the means of war. Then

gradually it spread not only its religion, but also established kingdoms by using force in Persia, Afgha-

nistan, Syria, Spain, Greece, etc., where bloodshed and destruction resulted while the supremacy of Islamic

religion and empire was established.

What was India doing at that time while her neighbouring countries were suffering from daring-

day-light-destruction and groaning under wars of bloodshed caused by the Islamic religion ? What were the

the Indians doing then and in what state were they ? They were not even sitting idly biting their nails unable

to grasp the latest happenings around the world and incapable of doing anything. They forgot to practise

the precept Lokassamsta ssukhinobhavantu long time past. They never, at least had the curiosity to know

what was happening in the neighbouring countries. They were cut off from their neighbours and were

living in a state of aloofness like a frog in the well self-centred in their own affairs. The enemy struck, not

from behind the back, but daringly came forward and struck a stunning blow on the face. They never

opened their eyes till around 664 A.D. when Mahalab, a Muslim commander struck a blow. Till around

71 1 A.D. Mohammad Khasim attacked Sindh region, killed a Hindu king, Dahir and occupied his kingdom.

It was then that the Indians slowly rose from their slumber nursing their wounds and they started behaving

properly and thus could hold firmly depending themselves for some time. However by the continuous on-

slaughts by Ghazni Mohammad from the year 999 A.D. onwards with his armed might, some parts of the

country, went into enemy occupation and Indian culture got damaged to some extent. Later, in order to

subjugate our country Muslim kings of the Ghori dynasty continuously pounced in lightning attacks on the

Rajput kings in the northern parts of our country, destroyed them and occupied their kingdoms ultimately.

Involved in deadly internal feuds these Rajput kings started digging their own graves and in this process they

not only destroyed themselves and their sovereignty but also their people and the whole country. At last

after the war at Sthaneswar, it must be said that our country went into subservience completely. The country

was plunged into such pitiable state mainly because of the selfdeceited traitors and ravaged us with

their motives of selfconceit.

I 20x
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Later, though Mughals and Khiljis held the sway for some time, the Muslim rule kept the Indian

spirit within their iron grip firmly, Kutbuddin, Shamshuddin, Altamash, Sultana Razia, Nasiruddin

Mohammad, Giasuddin Balban, Kaikubad, Jalaluddin Khilji, Allauddin and other Muslim rulers and

later on Tughluk etc., right from the year 1000 A.D. conquered India, though not entirely, at least in parts

and ruled with utmost ruthlessness attempting to destroy the Indianism and the multifaceted Hindu culture.

Though Khilji belonged to a separate racial character, they took to Islam and behaved more fanatically

than the original Muslims like the horns are more sharp though borned after years. Inventing their hatred

towards Hinduism and Hindu culture and exhibited a determination to annihilate the Hindu culture and

Hindus. They started laying foundations avariciously without any forethought, for establishing Islam

religion in India.

Northern India suffered a lot for nearly 300 years under the Muslim occupation. Later, after the

year 1300 A.D. the greedy and arrogant Allauddin turned his eye towards south. He gradually conquered

the southern states one after the other, established a Masjid at the pilgrimage centre Rameshwaram and

spread the Muslim rule virtually from Kashmir to Cape Comerin. Blinded by riches, this Allauddin tortured

saints as well as sinners alike both in the north as well as south and practically crushed the nation under Ms

thumb. It was the Vijayanagara empire that was the lone kingdom that had stood firmly the onslaught of

Muslim and Islamic invasion, defending the independent spirit of the Indians, the great cultural heritage of

Hindusim.

The Kakatiya empire that ruled the whole Andhra State under one throne was lost during the

Muslim invasions. There was, practically no peace and safety, in the country after the year 1323 A.D.

There were a few attempts here and there in Andhra area to preserve Hindu culture rescuing it from the

venemous fangs of the Muslims. So, by the year 1331 A.D. the entire eastern parts of the country defied

the Muslim sovereignty and declared themselves independent. On the western side Chalukya Somadeva

and Bhallala Deva III revolted against Delhi Muslim Rulers and defeated the Muslim representative at

Kampili. In gaining this victory Harihararaya and Bukkaraya the two brothers helped greatly. Vija-

yanagara empire to the south of the river Thungabhadra (1336 A.D. ); part of the old Kakatiya empire

namely Velama Kingdom; Reddi Kingdom (1337 A.D.) near the rivers Krishna and Godavari came into

existence. Gangus of east in Kalinga Andhra, Reddis at Korukonda, Koppulanayakas at Pithapuram,

the Prolaya and Kapaya Nayakas in the surroundings of Orugallu were reigning at that time. As a buyonet

in the bed to all the Hindu states of south Bahmani kingdom came into existence in the year 1347 A.D,

north of Vijayanagara empire with Gulbarga as its capital.

The four lineages of Sangama, Saluva, Thuluva and Araveeti who saved the south to some extent

the Muslim invasion. Harihararaya, Kamparaya, Bukkaraya, Marappa and Muttappa, the five brothers

were like five gems and stand as peerless in the annals of history of Andhra as the founders ofHindu kingdoms

and their unhindered reign for over three hundred years in south. Harihararaya and Bukkaraya were assisting

the Kakatiyas and Kampili kings as counselling ministers. They were taken away to Delhi as prisoners in

the year 1327 A D But they could not be kept in Delhi as prisoners for long. They were sent to South as

advisors to the Vicegerent Malik Mohammad at Kampili. It was then that they established Vidyanagara

and Vidyaranyaswamy's exhortations were instrumental to this great act. That became the seat of the

great Vijayanagara empire. It is believed that this Madhava Vidhyaranyaswamy, the great expert in Vedic

literature, great statesman, strict adherer and devotee to the Hindu religion and a mystic was mainly

instrumental for the establishment of Vijayanagara empire.
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Some of the so called great poets and elders of modern times that writers and poets should not

dabble in politics. This is not a statement made after a careful thought based on our ancient cultural

heritage. If we look at our so called modern poets through the perspective of Arsha Vignana, they do not

deserve even to stand as name's sake poets.
*

Nanrushth Kurute Kavyam
'

is an ever truthful definition of

our ancients. A poet who is also a sage writes a great Kavyaand a person who scribbles a few poems

and call himself a poet cannot stand as a sage. Purity, effectiveness of speech, purity of mind and percep-

tion of present, past and future, power to conquer old age and death and live as long as they desire, ability

to look straight into the firy globes like the Sun just as we look at the Moon, are some of the powers that

are required for a person to be considered a sage and he alone can stand as a real poet. This is the real

purport of the saying 'Nanrushth Kurute Kavyam". It is a wrong notion that a sage is one who sits in a

hermitage or a forest and meditates always closing his eyes, nose and ears. Great sage cannot sit inert

while when mankind faces troubles and when kings behave unjustly unleashing terror on their subjects. As

true judges, propounders of truth and in the interest of mankind sages oifered their wise counsel and even

commanded where necessary. Made the kings obey their commands and when the kings defied, they even

dethroned the kings and installed good rulers in their place. If only we look into our ancient literature, we

come across innumerable stories and incidents of this nature. A real poet and a sage poet guides" the

country and its rulers in the rightful path and to vindicate the cause of righteousness and moral uplift, he

will wield his facile pen and even threaten them. It is against the quality of a poet to ask him to be away

from politics.. It is also against the aim of the precept "Visswah Sreyah Kavyam ." Though he was not a

great sage and a great individual according to Arsha Vignana, Madhava Vidyaranyaswamy, using his

genius as a poet, learned scholar and politician, tried his best to preserve the culture of the Hindu society

and in this attempt he became the torch bearer in establishing the Vijayanagara empire on sound footing.

It was the Vijayanagara empire that kept alive the spirit of Hindu culture from decaying during

the period 1336 A.D. and 1675 A.D. Two copper plate Sasanas (Charter) of Araveeti dynasty one of

the four rulers of Vijayanagara empire namely Sangama, Saluva, Thuluva and Araveeti royal families. One

of them is a royal charter of gift (Dana Sasana) laid at Srikalahasti by Srirangaraya son of Vengalamba
and Tirumalaraya in the year Salivahna Saka 1498 that is 1576 A.D. The other copper plate about

another Dana Sasana laid by another Srirangaraya third in the lineage of Srirangaraya in the year 1566

(Salivahana Saka) that is 1644 A.D. at Srikalahasti for charitable purposes.

Sri Viroopaksha Charter of Gift (Dana Sasana)

This royal charter (Copper plate inscription) pertains to a gift of 24 villages around the town of

Srikalahasti in the year 1 576 A.D. by Srirangaraya the son of Tirumalaraya and Vengalamba. Tirumalaraya
was the great-grand-son of Araveeti Bukkaraya. This gift was made in the name of his wife to the presi-

ding deity Lord Eswara at Srikalahasti for the performance of daily worship, upkeep of the^temple and

maintenance. As this charter ends with the word '

Sri Viroopaksha
'

this copper plate isjreferred to as
*

Sri Viroopaksha Sasana
' and also because the gift is intended for the worship of the deity Sri Viroopaksha

at Kalahasti and the upkeep of the temple. The deity there at Srikalahasti may befLord of Sri-Kala

and Hasti. But it should be recognised by historians and other religious leaders that Sri Viroopaksha is

the incarnation of Srikalahasti Maheswara. The word
'

Sri Viroopaksha
'

is a synonym to the [three-eyed
and Maheswara is Sri Viroopaksha. Before the temple of Srikalahastiswara took shape in that place, there

was a mountain nearby which was the abode of Sri (Spider), Kala (Serpant)and Hasti (Elephant)'and it was
called "Sri Kalahasti Naga"(mountain by name Sri Kalahasti *or' Sri Kalahasti Parvata'. In the gift charter
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Sri Viroopaksha Sasana of 1576 A.D. laid by Srirangaraya it was mentioned,
"
Sarva manyam cha

Sri Kalahasti nagayadasamantrachha chaturdisi chaturuttara ba-ti gramani Sa bahunitu Sri Kalahasti-

nathasya"-. (page 16, lines 15, 16, 17), thus making it clear by the expression
'

Srikalahasti naga' that it

was first became a sacred place known as Srikalahasti mountain.

The legend of the yore pertaining to the pilgrimage centre temple Srikalahastiswara is as follows.

This place was the hermitage of the great sage Vasista. As it was a thick forest, it was called
6

Gajaranya
'

(forest of elephants) when Viswarnitra killed the sons of Vasista, out of grief, Vasista tried to throw

himself from the top of a nearby mountain. Then mother Earth took him into her folds saving from any

physical hurt. She advised him that by suicide he would not be able to mitigate his sorrow, and on the

other hand he would be accruing deadly sins and a great sage of his calibre should not resort to such acts and

that he should worship the Lord of the universe Sankara in order to conquer rebirth, old age, disease, death

and sorrows. Vasista obeyed the advise, quelled his sorrow and did penance with utmost devotion.

Lord Siva appears before him in the shape of a Linga and asks him what he wanted. Overjoyed by the

Lord's appearance, Vasista entreats that he should initiate Brahma Vidya and that the Lord should stay

at. the same place in the same shape in order to be adored by devotees through ages and attain salvation.

The Lord agrees to it and appears before him as Dakshinamurthy and teaches him the secrets of knowledge

and "disappears. But when the Linga remained at the place, Vasista named it as
*

Amrutalinga
'

coming to

know of the Lord Shiva's presence in Vasista' s hermitage Parvti the divine consort also came and appeared

thereby the side of the Linga. Vasista knew about this and called her
*

J(g)nanaprasunamba
' and this pil-

grimage came to be known as Kailasa of South. Later Kailasa and Meru mountains came together and

stayed there near the Lord as their play-grounds. After sometime, Agasthya feels the necessity of a river

nearby and does penance again and brought Akasaganga appeasing Lord Shiva. As the water of the

river shines with the lustrous golden hue, the river came to be known as 'Suvarna Mukhari
5

or
*

Suvarna

Mukhi '. Some time thereafter, the Yadava king of Narayanapura got two temples erected for the two

deities Amrutalinga and J(g)nanaprasunamba. It wasjthere that the three creatures, a spider, a serpant and

an elephant adored the Lord and attained salvation. Thus, the name Srikalahasti a compound word of the

three names came into vogue and ultimately the Linga is also came to be known as Srikalahastiswara Linga.

We may brush aside this legend of the place as a rigmarole and ignore it. Whether there existed

Vasista or not or whether he suffered the pangs of sorrow which drove him to commit suicide or not, the

fact remains that the mountain is there. How can we explain the existence of the name Srikalahasti which

stands quite unchanged or unaffected for centuries and what can be the ."origin of it? We may have to

believe at least to some extent the story of the three creatures. By the presence of Srikalahastinaga in the

Virupaksha gift charter and the mention of the mountain in the above legend ofthe place, it is evident to

us that Sri Kalahastiswara was originally not called as Srikalahastiswara but as Srikalahastinageswara.

There is nothing wrong if Maheswara became the protector of Sri kala and hasti and appeared as Srikala-

hastiswara But one thing must be remembered that this was the same Maheswara who first appeared on

the mountain or somewhere near there as.Nageswara. He appeared there as Eswara at the mountain,

the regular abode of the three creatures, much earlier to the time the deity was called as Srikalahastiswara.
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There is no wonder Maheswara became the three eyed
c

Trinetra
'

and
'

Viroopaksha
9

so it is quite appro-

priate to find the word Sri Viroopaksha at the end of the gift charter which was intended for the services of

the deity.

Srirama Gift Sasana

This is a gift charter by Srirangaraya son of Pina Venkataraya in the year 1644 A.D. This charter,

giving gift of villages was for the purposes of the afternoon anointation and oblations to the Lord and the

Friday worship of the goddess. As it was written
c

Srirama
'

at the end of this copper plate it is called

'Sriramasasana'. Actually this charter was not issued by Sri Rangaraya of his own accord. He gave this

gift according to the tradition along with coconut and gold coins under the command of Damerla Venka-

taraya the great devotee of Lord Srirama. As this gift was given under the instigation of a devotee of

Srirama mention of
'

Srirama
'

is found at the end in this charter.

This charter known as Srirama Sasana was also intended for the services of Srikalahastiswara and
not for Lord Srirama.

However, there is one speciality about the Sri Viroopaksha charter we have to note. Though
Srirangaraya made this gift of several villages for the services of Srikalahastiswara in the name of his queen
this gift did not take place In the presence of the deity. On the other hand it is evident that the gift was

performed in the nearby temple of Srirama and in the presence of the deity Srirama there. It was clearly
mentioned in the charter (page 14, line 12)

"
Sannidhou Ramachandrasya Sarva Sampad Vidhayani ".

Though the gift was performed in the presence of Lord Srirama it is evident that as it was intended for the
services of Sri Viroopaksha in the shape of Maheswara, it was mentioned in the end as "Sri Virupaksha ".

Several research scholars thought otherwise about the mention of Sri Viroopaksha towards the
end of the charters that were existing in the Vijayanagara empire.

" One thing must always be borne m
mind when we read the history of Vijayanagara empire. The real Lord of the Vijayanagara empire was Pampa
Viroopakshaswamy. It was all his wealth and Harihara and others were but his servants and so they were
managing the temple lands, and attending the duties just as the village revenue officials. So all the royal
charters of gifts were proclaimed under the signatures of Sri Viroopaksha

'

and not the kings and all the

gifts were performed in the immediate presence of the deity Viroopaksha; and Vidyanagar the new capital
.of the Vijayanagara empire was built in the vicinity of the Viroopaksha Swamy temple'

9

~~~This is a
version given by some. Simply because there is a mention of Sri Viroopaksha

'

towards the end of the
charters, it need not be treated as a signature. The gifts made in Vijayanagara might
have been performed before the deity Viroopaksha, but it will not be true to say that
all the gifts and charities given by Srikrishna Devaraya and other kings of Vijayanagara
empire were given in the presence of Sri Viroopaksha. There were several pilgrimage centres like Tirupati,
Kanchi, Kaiahasti, Kumbhakonam, Tanjavur, Rameswaram, Madurai, Gokarnam, Srirangam, Srisaildm'
Amaravati, Srikakulam, Bezawada, Rajamahendravaram, Simhachalam, Srikurmam, Sri Jagannatham'
which were visited by Vijayanagara kings and they gifted several things at those places creating facilities
there and it will be ridiculous to say that all those gifts were performed in the presence of the deity Hampi
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Viroopaksha, There arc several charters proclaiming the victories marches. Amongst them there are

several inscriptions through which grants were made at places like Tirupati, Amareswaram, Simhachalam,

Ahobilam. It will he erroneous to think that all these grants were made in the presence of the deity Sri

Viroopaksha. Similarly it will not be proper to surmise that all those gifts made at the time of worship

with utmost devotion at several temples by the Vijayanagara kings, were made in the name of Sri Viroopa-

ksha Swamy, Yet there is no harm in presuming that treating Pampa Viroopaksha as the real owner of

the empire. To treat all those expenditures on worships, gifts and other charities as made by the deity

Sri Viroopaksha, they were not so ignorant. So, if we find "Sri Viroopaksha'or 'Srirarna' in the copper plate

inscriptions at the end we should not give perverse meanings to them. It was a usual custom to begin

anything written, to start it with *Onf or \Srirnma" or some such thing and at the end of the script, "Mangalam

mahat' or
fc

()m tatsaf or "Swastr or "Sri Sri Sri\ Similarly, we can presume that while ending an inscription

they might have mentioned their favourite deity*

It was mentioned in the following sloka that as per instructions from Sri Rangaraya, the poetic

wordings in the inscription were written by the son of Sabhapati.

u
Sri Rangaraya nrupale ssasana slhamrasasana slokan,

Kavisasana swayam bhoossarasa Mabhupecth sabhapate ssoonuh" (page 18, lines 2,3,4).

No further details arc available about the work. The scribe was Ganapayacharya the son of Veerana.

He wrote it under the instructions of Sri Rangaraya and it is clear from the following sloka.

Srirungaraya bhoopala sasanadveeramitmajah

SriniaUganapayacharyovyalikhattamra sasanam (page 18, lines 4,5,6),

This inscription is in Sanskrit and Devauagari script and is on copper plates. There are five plates containing

the actual charter in amongst them, the inscription was started on the back side of the first plate. It was

ended on the front side of the fifth plate, The back side of the fifth plate is blank. For second, third and. fourth

plates both sides were written and there is a ring to bind all these plates together with the royal seal.

Details of the lines engraved on each plate are given below :
,

'

.

1st plate Back side .', 22 lines

2nd plate Front side; . .. 23 lines

'

.

'

'

2nd plate Back, side .. 24 lines
.

'

'
'

.

'.

3rd plate Front side ,, .23 lines .

.

'

,

3rd plate Back side
'

. * 23 lines .

'

.

-

4th plate

'
'

Front side .

. * 24 lines

'

'

. 4th plate. .' .'Back side
,

/

'

v .20 lines

5th plate .

Front side . . 13 .lines

.- :In all, there are 172. lines In this- charter.
"

;

.

.

.

.

'

,

'
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It was mentioned in the following sloka that under the orders of Srirangaraya the son of Pinaven-

kataraya, Ramakavi the son of Kamakoti and grandson of Sabhapati composed the matter in the inscrip-

tion known as
"

Sri Rama Sasana ".

Veera Sriranga rayokthya praha poutrah . sabbapatih

Kamakoti sutho Ramakavi Sasana Vangmayam (page 62, lines 2, 3, 4).

Somanathayya the son of Kamayya and the grand son of Ganapayya engraved the
6

Sri Rama

Sasana' on copper plates under the instructions of Srirangaraya which is clear from the following sloka.

Veera Sree Rangaraya Kshmapati Desena Somanatharayah

Sasanama. likhat kamaya tanayah Sri Ganapayarya poutramanih (page 62, lines 4, 5, 6).

There are, in all, five copper plates containing this inscription in Sanskrit and Devanagari script

and a bracelet like ring to bind these plates with a seal. In this inscription also it is engraved 1st and

last plates on one side and the rest on both the sides.

The following are the details of lines engraved on each plate.

1st plate Backside .. 19 lines

2nd plate Front side .. 19 lines

2nd plate Back side . . 19 lines

3rd plate Front, side .. 20 lines

3rd plate Back side .. 21 lines

4th plate Front side . . 20 lines

4th plate Backside .. 21 lines

5th plate Front side . . 14 lines

In all there are 153 lines engraved in this inscription.

Sri Viroopaksha inscription was dated 1576 A.D. and the Srirama inscription was dated 1644 A.D.

Thus there is only 68 years difference between the two. Yet, in both these inscriptions the names of Araveeti

Bukkaraya's lineage was mentioned in a row including the predecessors. Thus, we have an authentic

information of one dynasty through generations for more than hundred years with us. Hitherto, infor-

mation regarding Araveeti Bukkaraya's dynasty used to be deduced from the historical data in poetical

works like Dwipada Bhagavata, Vasucharitra, Sudakshina Parinayam, Sambopakhyanam, Kalapoorno-

dayam. There are instances where the names in the genealogical tables given by historians are found to be

wrong and where several inconsistencies are also found in the historical facts.

Now, the genealogical tables based on the two inscriptions Sri Viroopaksha Sasana and Srirama
Sasana are being given separately.
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<
a the so of Veugalamba and Tirumalaraya,

(In Sri Viroopaksha Inscription)

Thick Milky Way

Moon

Mercury

Puroorava

Ayu

Nahusha

Yayati

Puru

Bharata is In the Puru race, Santanu is of the progeny of Bharata. Fourth from Santanu is

Arjuna

Abhimanyu

Pareekshit

Nanda is eighth from Pareekshit. Chalukyaraju is ninth from Nanda. Rajarajanarendra is seventh from
Chalukyaraju. Byjala is tenth from Rajarajanarendra. The third from this Bijjala is

Veerahammaliraya

Mayapureeswara

Tata Pinnamaraju is the fourth from Mayapureeswara.

1-21
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As described in the Inscription laid down in Sri Kalahasti by Srirangaraya, the son of Venga-
lamba and Tirumalaraya in 1498 of the Sali era or 1 576 AJD. The lineage beginning from Tata Pinnamaraju,
is as follows.

Tata Pinnamaraju

Somadevaraju

Raghavadevaraju

Pinnamaraju

(Araveeti) Bukkaraya
(Wife-Ballambika)

Ramaraju
(Principal Queen Lakkambika)

Srirangaraya

(Wife-Tirumalamba)

(Aliya) Ramaraju f Tirumalaraya Venkatadriraya

(Wife-Vengalamba)

Srirangaraya

(Wives Tirumaladevi & Krishnamba)

Srirangaraya the son of Vengalamba and Tirumalaraya erected Sri Virupaksha Inscription in.

Sri Kalahasti in 1498 of the Sali era (1576 A.D.)

f There are so many wives to him.

I 21x
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As described in the Copper Plate Inscription of Sri Kalahasti erected by Srirangaraya,

son of Pinavenkataraya, and the adopted son of Gopalaraya in 1566 of Sali era are 1644 A.D., the

following is the lineage beginning from Thick milky way down to Tata Pimiamaraju.

(In Srirama Inscription)

Thick Milky Way
i

Moon

Mercury

Pururava

Ayu
I

Nahusha

Yayati

I

Puru
In the dynasty of Puru Bharata

In the progeny of this Bharata Santanu

Fourth from Santanu and the son of Arjuna is

Abhimanyu

Pareekshit

Nanda is eighth from Pareekshit, ninth from Nanda is Chalukyaraja, seventh from Chalukyaraja

Is Rajarajanarendra, tenth from Rajarajanarendra is Bijjala, third from Bijjala is

Veerahammaliraya
i

Mayapureeswara
Tata Pinnamaraju is fourth from Mayapureeswara.

I 21 -A
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As described in the Copper Plate Inscription of Sri Kalahasti, erected in 1566 of Sail era or

1644AJD. by Srirangaraya, the son of Pinavenkataraya and the adopted son of Gopalarayav the

lineage from Tata Pinnamaraju is given below :

Tata Pinnamaraju
.

'"
'

-
.

-.

'

' '' '"

.'" .'",,

: :v TV. -''-.
..; -,.; .-,- ';/-;.,;,,;,,- .,:

:

":

:

-;;.-

Somadevarajii

Raghavadevaraju

Pinnamaraju

(Araveeti) Bukkaraya

(Wife-Ballambika)

i

Ramaraju (1)

(Principal Queen-

Lakkambika)

Srirangaraya (1)

(Wife-Tirumalamba)

(Aliya) Ramaraya (2) Tirumalaraya (1) Venkatadriraya

(Wife-Vengalamba)
1

|

2
|

3
|

4
|.5j I Srirangaraya-(2C)

Srirangaraya (2A) Raghunatha- ^Sriranga- Srirama- Venkatapati Gopalaraya <?.

| raya raya (2B) raya (3) Devaraya
]

I I

Wives:
|

+
Srirangaraya (4)

Pedavenkata- Pinavenkata- Tirumaladevi
j f (Adopted)

raya raya and Krishnamba Tirumalaraya
x
Srirangaraya (3)

1 (2) ]

^Srirangaraya (4) Sriramaraya (4)

Srirangaraya, the son of Pmavenkataraya, and the adopted son of Gopalaraya/ laid down
the Srirama Inscription at Sri Kalahasti in 1566 of Sali era or 1644 A.D.

* This is the Srirangaraya who erected the Sri Virupaksha Inscription.

x It was said that there are so many learned sons to him.

$. He adopted Srirangaraya, the son of Pinavenkataraya and great-grandson of (Aliya) Ramaraya (2).

^ The great-grandson of Venkatadriraya who in turn is the younger brother of (Aliya) Ramaraya (2) and the adopted
son of Gopalaraya and the son of Srirangaraya (2C). He is the same person who laid down the Srirama Inscription.

/j\ He is the adopted son of Gopalaraya.
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Basing on the findings of many historians, critics, some inscriptions, the Avatarikas of various

poems, are laid down here the various branches and sub-branches of the tree of the Dynasty of Araveeti

Bukkaraya in the form of various tables.

Historians gave the lineage basing on the Avatarika of

Dwipada Balabhagavata written by Doneru Koneru Kavi

Tata Pinnamaraju

Somadevaraju

Raghavadeva
I

Pinnamaraju

(Araveeti) Bukkabhoopala

^Narasingaraju

2Timmaraju Kondaraju
(By his 3rd wife Gopamamba)

Ramaraju

Singarajii

3Nala Tirumala- Vitthala-

raju raju

4China Timmaraju Papatimmaraju

1. This Narasingaraju was the prime-person in the Nandyala dynasty.

2. Padya Bhagavata was dedicated to him.

3. This Timmaraju caused the dedication of Padya Balabhagavata in the name of his father and Dwipada Balabha-

gavata in the name of his younger brother China Timmaraju.

4. Dwipada Balabhagavata was dedicated to him.
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B

Historians gave the lineage basing on the Avatarika poems
"
Sudakshina Parinaya

"
written by Tenali Annayya.

(Araveeti) Bukkaraju

Ramaraju

(Potlapati)

Timmaraju
(Through first wife)

Pedakondaraju

Chinakondraju
(Wife-Konamma)

Timmaraju Appalaraju

Konetiramaraju

(He to whom 'Sudakshina Parinaya'
was dedicated, was Minister under him)

Srirangaraju

5 sons

3rd is (Aliya) Ramaraya

Ramaraju

1. There are several wives to him. Regarding the progeny of these wives refer to
'

Sqmbopakhyanam '.
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Historians gave the lineage basing on the Avatarika of 'Vasucharitra* of Ramarajabhushana.

Tata Pinnamaraju

Somadeva

Raghava
i

Pinnasauri

Bukkaraju
i

Ramaraju

Timmaraju Kondaraju Srirangaraju

Konaraju Timmaraju (Aliya) Ramaraju Tirumaladevaraya Venkatadri

Raghunatharaya Srirangaraya Ramaraju (Veera) Venkatapati.
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D

E)r. Chilukuri Veerabhadra Rao gave in the following wayf, the Dynasty of (Aliya) Ramaraya,

according to 'Narapati Vijayarrf (Ramarajeeyam), written by Andugula Venkayya.

(Araveeti) Bukkaraju
i

.

Ramaraju

(Lakkamamba)
'

'

i

i I I

Timmaraju Kondaraju Srirangaraju

(Aliya) Ramaraya

f See Tehigu book "AHya Ramarayalu" p,. 54.
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E

The lineage of (Aliya) Ramaraya given by Hiras Fadari, according to Narapati Vijayam (Rama-

rajeeyam) written by Andugula Yenkayya.

(Araveeti) Bukkaraju
i

Ramaraju

(Lakkamamba)

Sriranga Channa Venkatapati Tirumalaraju Yenkatapati

| (Timmaraju)
(Aliya) Ramaraya

Hiras Fadari, in the following way, held that the Ramaraja, the son of Srirangaraya, and who

aided Sadasivaraya, is the same Aliya Ramaraya and his lineage is as given above.

"According to the poem mentioned above he had five, sons, Sriranga, Channa, Venkatapati,

Timma or Tirumala (who distinguished himself in the service of Krishna Devaraya) and lastly Yenkatapati.

Of these the first, Sriranga became the father of Ramaraya, the regent Sadasivaraya." (The Aravidu

dynasty of Vijayanagara p. 19.)

122
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The lineage of Srirangaraju, grandson of Araveeti Bukkaraju, is given down,

basing on Narapati Vijayam (Ramarajeeyam) written by Andugula Venkayya.

(Araveeti) Bukkaraju
Wife-Balladevi

1

Ramaraju___ i___
'i i

' "

i

Timmaraju Kondaraju Srirangaraju

(Ruler of Avuku Fort) (Ruler of Adaveni'Fort) (Ruler of Kandanolu or Kurnool)

I 1 I 1

Konaraju Timmaraju (Aliya) Ramaraju Tirumalaraya* Venkatadri-

(Son-in-law of Krishna- (To whom was dedicated raju

devaraya) 'Vasucharitra
9

}

Srikrishna- Pedatimma- Konda- Chinatimma- Srirangaraju
raju raju raju raju

Ramaraju

Pedavenkataraju Chinavenkataraju

Tirumalaraju Venkataraju Srirangaraju

Kodanda Ramaraju Thimmaraju Venkataraju
(Wife-Nancharamma)

(To whom was dedicated 'Narapati Vijaytf)

Srirangaraju Chinavenkataraju

i i

Pedavenkataraju Chinavenkataraju Kodandaramaraju Venkataraju
(Responsible for writing
Sri Krishnaraya Vijaya)

* Poets treated him as Timmaraju, Yera Timmaraju.

I-22x
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The lineage of Tirumalaraya, younger brother of Aliya Ramaraya, basing

on Narapati Vijayam (Ramarajeeyam) written by Andugula Venkayya.

Tirumalaraya

(To whom was dedicated Vasucharitrd)

(Wife-Vengalamba)

;

I

... , ^ _ _ . ..

Raghunatharaju Srirangaraju Ramaraju Venkataraju

| (He is called Veera Yenkata-

I
patiraya)-

-

..

i

.

:

. :

i

-

Tirumalaraju Sriranga Chikkaraju
'

Ramadevaraya Singaraju Rayappa Ayyanna Chennaraju
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H

Historians gave the lineage according to the Avatarika

of *Kalapoornodayc written by Pingali Soorana.

(Araveeti) Bukkaraju

(1st Wife) Ballamba (2nd Wife) Abbaladevi

Ramaraju I

Naraparaju

Narasingaraju
Wives

1. Chinakondama 2. Pedakondama
i

Krishnamaraju

(To whom was dedicated "Kalapoornodaya
1

)
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I

Historians gave the lineage basing on the Avatarika of the poems 'Sambopakhyanam"

written by Ramaraju Rangappa Raju.

Moon

(Araveeti)

Bukkaraju

CLXIX

(1) Obalakka

Ramayya (4 Wives)

(2) Lakshmamma (3) Rangamma

Ramanaraju Goparaju Murthyraju Singari-

raju

(4) Amalamma

Jagga- Chinasiranga-

raju raju

Thimmaraju (4 wives) Peda Kondraju Sri Rangaraju
(TMmmamba)

Kona- Thimma- Aliya Tirumala Venkatadri

vibhu raju Ramaraju Devaraya

(to him was dedicated

Vasucharitra]

Peda Kondamainba Srirangamma
Rangaraju Venkatadri

i

Aubalayya

i

Venkatesa

| |
I

i

Konetiraju Pedatirumalayya Pinnatirumalayya Ramaraju

(1st wife) name (2nd wife) Lakshmamma (3rd wife) Gopamamba (4th wife) Thirumalamma

unknown

Nala- - Vithala- China- Papa- Thimmanna Konappa Singa-

raJu

(Konamamba)
to whom was dedicated

<

Bala Bhagavata>

Konetitimmaraju Chinatimmaraju Appalaraju Rangapparaju

(Author of "Sambopakhyanam")
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E. P. Rep. 1915 Para -50; EP. Coll. 191 of 1914.

In this Inscription the dynasty of Vithala is given below.

(Araveeti) Bukkaraju

Ramaraju

Thimmaraju
(Tirumala)

Pedakondaraju

Nalathimmaraju Vithalaraju Chinathimmaraju

Rangaraju

Papathiramaraju

Vithalaraju and China Thimmaraju, the sons of Peda Tirumalaraya and grandsons of Rama-

raja had, on the instruction from Aliya Ramaraya, (As per the inscriptions of Tiruchinapalli
- Tiru......

Tiruvankoor - Madhura -
Tanjore) fought with tributary kings and subordinated them.
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K

The lineage carved out according to the description given in
"
Hindudesa Kathasamgrahamu-'PaYt II

Mahammadeeya Mahayugamu (The great Mahammadan Era) written by K.V. Lakshmana Rao

Bukkaraya

(1st wife) Ballamba (2nd wife) Abbala Devi

Ramaraju Singaraju etc.

r
!

:

r : r~i .

(Avuku) Thimmaraju Kondaraju Snrangaraju

Konaraju Thimmaraju f(Aliya) Ramaraju Timmalaraju .
Venkatadri

(To whom was dedicated

Vasucharltrd)

To him"there are four wives :

1. Tirumalamba (Daughter of Krishnadevaraya)

2. Appalamba

3. Kondamma

4. Lakshmamma
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Araveeti lineage is given down as was given in Sarngrahandhra Vijnakosamu 1 Ed. (page 472)

(Araveeti) Bukkaraya
i

Ramaraya

i

(Aliya) Ramaraya
(1542-64)

Pedatirumalaraya

Tirumalaraya
(1570-71)

Srirangaraya

(1572-85)

Tirumalaraya

Srirangaraya

(Peda) Venkataraya
(1630-42)

Venkatadri

i

Srirangaraya

i

Ramadevaraya

Ramaraya Venkataraya

i

Srirangaraya

(1614)

Ramadevaraya

(1618-30)

Chinavenkataraya
I

(Srirangaraya

(1642-49)
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M

The progeny of ( Araveeti) Bukkaraya given in Andhra Kavula Charitra by Kandukuri

Veeresalingam and which was said to be based on Dwipada Balabhagavatam.

(Araveeti) Bukkaraya

Timmaraj u Kondaraju Srirangaraju

This lineage is not correct.

I 23
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Starting of Lineage

In both the inscriptions Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama Sasanas both the names of Srirangaraya were

mentioned to have been the descendants of Chandra Vainsa. Hence, relying on the Vedic literature and

other ancient texts the pedigree of the dynasty was described from the origin of Moon. However, mention

of the sloka "Jayati ksheerasagara jala dherjatam savyekshanarn Hareh
"

in the Sri Viroopaksha inscription

(page 4, lines 5,6,7) and also in the Srirama inscription, (page 48, lines 4,5) indicates that this dynasty's

origin was traced to the origin of the ocean of milk 'Ksheerasagara'. In both these inscriptions

Sri Rangarayas of Atreya Gotra (lineage) were said to be great.

Atreya gotrajanamagrasaro bhubhujamudarayasah
Ati Biruda turaga dhatto matiguru paratta magadha manya padah

(Sri Viroopaksha inscription page 12, lines 14,15,16).

Atreya gotrajanamagarasarobhubhujamudara yasah

Areebhagandabherundo hari bhakti Sudhanidhih

(Sri Rama inscription page 58, lines 5,6).

These gotras or lineage carne into vogue as attributes to the family names according to Arsha

Vignana. When we delve deep into the matter with a realistic and inquisitive mind, it becomes evident

that it is futile to claim permanent seats for different gotras. Who was original in this eternal creation?

Whose gotra was the first? If we go on probing like this we may not get satisfactory answers to our ques-

tions. As I. said earlier, these barriers of castes and creeds had no basis. This artificial system was created

and when there was no place* for the mundane castes like Brahma, Kshatriya, Vaisya, Sudras, where can

the different, lineages like Surya Varnsa, Chandra Vamsa, find their existence ? Where

there is no city how can there be a seraglio? As I said earlier, we cannot trace the origin of pollution,

where and when it started in this infinite process of creation? Let us examine the lineage of Chandra and

the descendants of that lineage. Budha (the planet Mercury) was the son of Chandra (Moon) but he was

_ born to Tara, wife of Brihaspati (the planet Jupiter) through an act of indiscretion. When we take Chandra

as Kshatriya and Tara a Brahmin woman as the wife of Brihaspati, Budha must be treated as born adul-

terate between Kshatriya and Brahmin castes. For that matter was Chandra a Kshatriya, let alone the

fact what kind of Kshatriya? Whatever it is, there are ample instances, in our puranas to authenticate

that pollution started right from the beginning of creation. It appears from the following verse by
Nannechoda the Kavirajasikhamani in his work Kumarasambhava that he ridiculed the lineage of Chandra

and the kings of that lineage as a mixed lot from the beginning punning on. the words in a lighter vein.

Ravi padahati jediyundu rajuvole

(Kuma-S chapter 117 verse)

Kulajudai vikrama balavantudagu Raju

Badasina desambu prajayu bole

(Kuma-lQ chapter-115 verse)

Simply because he happened to be from the lineage of Surya, without any forethought, Nanne-

choda, arrogantly expressed his feelings as indicated above but how can we say that the lineage of Surya was
above reproach? Surya's wife was Sanjna, Though she conceived to Surya several sons as Vaivaswata

unable to stand before Surya's brilliance, she left her 'Chaya swaroopinf with Surya and went far away
from him and were not Sani (Saturn) and others the offsprings of Chhaya descendants of Surya dynasty?
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Vasista was a great sage and Agasthya was a greater sage. There will no dispute to consider them to be

Brahmagnanis and Brahmarshis and thus as Brahmins. Yet as per the story in Uttara Ramayanam there is a

special significance attached to their birth. When the Sun looked at Urvasi, the celestial nymph he had

emission of semen. Urvasi took it carefully and preserved it in a pot. Immediately, when Varuna the

regent of the went and deity of water saw Urvasi, he also had emission of semen. Urvasi took that also and

preserved it in the same pot. It was from this preserved semen that Agasthya and Vasista fwere born.

Nonetheless, neither of them nor both of them ever stood up as Kshatriyas of Surya lineage against

Brahmmism.

When Rukshaviraja was in the guise of a womah, Surya sawjher and immediately his mind wavered

and had emission of semen and it fell in her throat and Sugriva the leader of Monkey tribe was born to her

as a result of this. Was he a Kshatriya from Surya lineage? Kama was born to Kunti as a result of the

favour granted by Surya. Should not Kama be treated a descendant of Surya? These stories are being

discussed for the sake of argument with an impassionate outlook but actually speaking, the present system

of castes has no place of existence in our society.

While tracing the origin of the Surya lineage from the ocean of milk and Moon, it was mentioned

in the Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama inscriptions that the two benefactors belonged to Atreya Gotra which

in itself is quite contradictory. Srirangaraya and others who proclaimed to be the descendants of Rajaraja

Narendra and others never had the vision of their ancestors who traced their lineage from Chandra.

Chandra Vamsa started in the following manner as mentioned in the gift charter got laid by Rajaraja

Narendra at Nandampudi while giving a charity to Vanasanarayana Bhatt.

Sridhamnah Punishottamasya mahato Narayanasya prabho

rnabhi pankaruha dbabhoova jagatasrasta swayambhoostatah)!

Jajneya manasasoonu ratririti yastasmasmuneratrita

ssornovanisakara ssudhamsurudita ssrikantha choodamanihl|

Tasma dasi tsudha sooterbudho . Btidhanutastatah

Jatah purooravanama chakravarti savikramah

(Nandampudi inscription 3-11-1053 A.D.)

Though the great sage Atri was to be the originator of Chandra in this inscription, the actual beginning of

the lineage was mentioned to be from Sri Maha Vishnu, Brahma took his birth from the lotus in the naval

of Sri Maha Vishnu, Atri took his birth from the heart of Brahma and Chandra from Atri and Budha from

Chandra were clearly mentioned in this inscription. The authors of Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama

inscriptions took a different path different from the Nandampudi inscription while tracing their lineage.

Was Chandra born from the ocean of milk or from Atri? Let us presume that Araveeti Bukkaraya's

dynasty originated from Atreya Gotra. But there is no trace of Atri in. both these inscriptions.

When Atri under the influence of cupid (Manmatha) was with his wife he had emission of semen

and it splittcd into three parts due to the gust of wind. One of these parts fell into the eye of sage Atri
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and it came out as Chandra. This was mentioned in Markandeya Purana. But Matsya Purana says

that while Atri was doing penance a great light came out from him and that light after pervading the four

comers of the universe fell into the ocean of milk. When Brahma gave it, a male incarnation and all the

celestials prayed Brahma and thus Chandra was born out of the ocean of milk. Though Chandra took

his birth from the sea of milk, his origin was from the sage Atri before the sea of milk, it is not proper to

trace the origin of the lineage from the sea of milk, while at the same time claim themselves to belong to

Atreya Gotra. While Atri himself had some predecessors, it will not be appropriate to quote Atri as the

Gotra originator.

There is no scope for discussion in the limited space available here about the true facts about the

dynasties of kings which were based on the confused state of different versions of Bharata, Bhagavata and

other epics. However as Rajaraja was claimed to be the descendant of Pandavas, it is but natural to

mention the discrepancy that the Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama inscriptions create in the lineage,

Poutrastasya Puroorava budha sutastasyayu rasyatmaja

ssamjajnenahushoyayati rabhavattasmachha . poorustatah

Tadvamse Bharato Babhoovanrupatistatsantatau Santanu

stathhuryo Vijayabhimanyu rudabhoottasmatpareekshittatahjl

Nandastasyashtamo bhootsamajani navayastasyarajnascharikkakshma

pastatsaptama Sripatiruchirabhavaraja poorvo narendrah

Tasyaseedbijja lendrodasamaihanruporveerahammaliraya

starteeyee koyurareh krutasatirudabhoot tasyamayapureesahfj

(Sri Viroopaksha inscription page 4, lines .7 to 13)

The same sloka was also mentioned in the Sri Rama inscription (see Sri Rama inscription page 48, 5 to 1.3

slokas). .

'

.

'

'

Nanda was eighth, in the line after Parikshit and Chalukya king was ninth in the line after Nanda.

Rajaraja Narendra was seventh in the line after Chalukya king as mentioned in the inscriptions of

Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama. Though it cannot be asserted whether Nanda was eighth in the line after

Parikshit, it is evidently clear from the inscripitons of Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama, there were several

kings and important personages in the lineage that were never accounted for between Parikshit and

Chalukya kings.

Usually when an inscription is prepared the poet writes the matter on a palm leaf and later, under

the instructions of the authors of those inscriptions craftsmen used to engrave the matter on copper plates
or stone. It is but natural to us while copying any written work we may do some mistakes in copying.
Even while printing, such mistakes do occur in composing the matter looking at the written matter. Similarly
while engraving these inscriptions it is but natural that some mistakes would have taken place and some
matter might have slipped from attention. Thus in the Sri Viroopaksha inscription a mistake might have
occurred and the details pertaining to the kings and their lineage between Parikshit and Rajaraja. The
same mistake was carried out in the Sri Rama inscription inadvertently as they were similar in content.
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In the Nandampudi inscription by Rajaraja Narendra it was mentioned that Udayana was the

fifth in the line after Parikshit and 59 kings followed after Udayana. The following lines in the inscription

clears this point.

"
Tatorjuna dabhimanyuh Abhimanyo Parikshit

Parikshito Janamejayah Janamejayat kshemukah

Kshemukannaravahanah Naravahanachhataneekah

Sataneeka dudayanah tatah param tatprabhruti

Shyavachhinna santane shwayodhya simhasa

naseene shvekonashasti chakravartishu gateshu

Tadvamsyo Vijayadityonama raja

Vijigeeshaya, Dakshina pathamgatva trilochana

Pallava madhikshipya daivadurihaya Lokantara niagamat."

(Nandampudi inscription)

According to these two inscriptions of Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama that including Nanda Chalu-

kyas, there were twentynine kings. There were 16 kings in between Nanda and Rajaraja Narendra. Based

on these inscriptions, leaving aside brothers if we count the number, there were 21 kings right from Vijaya-

dilya the first in the lineage of Chalukya dynasty to Rajaraja Narendra, the king responsible for the creation

of Andhra Maha Bharata. Prior to Rajaraja Narendra and after Kubja Vishnuvardhana (616-633 A.D.)

the founder of the Eastern Chalukya dynasty, there are 14 kings in the lineage which means Rajaraja Narendra

was the sixteenth in the line after Kubja Vishnuvardhana, but it was mentioned in the Sn Viroopaksha

and Sri Rama inscriptions that Chalukya king was the ninth after Nanda and Rajaraja was the seventh

after Chalukya. Let alone Nanda, there was no Chalukya king for six generations before Rajaraja. If for

counting purposes, the first Chalukya Bheema was taken as the first Chalukya king, then m that case

Rajaraja would become the sixth and not the seventh in the line. If he should be the seventh, Chalukya

Bhcema's father Vikramaditya should also be taken into reckoning. But there was no evidence to show that

this Vikramaditya elder brother to Yuddha Malla and younger to Gunaga Vijayaditya, ever ruled even for

a day It may be true that reference to Chalukya king ninth after Nanda might be regarding Kubja Vishnu-

vardhana the founder of the eastern Chalukyas . Had Vishnuvardhana IV (768-803 A.D.) been counted

as seventh after Kubja Vishnuvardhana and from there onwards Rajaraja Narendra as the tenth in the

line there would have been some unanimity in the statement about the lineage of Chalukya from Vijayaditya.

There seem to be some misconceptions and misunderstandings in the minds of the authors of assessing these

inscriptions the lineage, rulers and their names. Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama inscriptions cannot serve

as authentic testimony as regards the lineage of Rajaraja and others traced right from the kings of Chandra

Vamsa '

which were mainly based on the epics of the yore that were beyond the reaches of history and which

cannot totally be believed to be acceptable.
" Can we brush aside the sacredity of the lineages keeping in

vtw of the tales in the epics in which right from Budha (the planet of Mercury) the whole lineage was

intermixed
" Some people may think like this. This intermixture, adulteration or whatever you may call

rTSrtod wSx creation uilf and nobody has a right to deny this fact. But we cannot say what is

hidden unnoticed and in such a case we cannot accept this rigid caste system which is based on baseless
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colour and creed. For that matter, before Rajaraja Narendra, the Surya and Chandra lineages were

intermixed. Vimaladitya the father of Rajaraja married the daughter of Chola Rajaraja of Surya dynasty.

It is the son of this couple Rajaraja Narendra, who was the instigator for the creation of the great epic

Andhrti Mahabharatam. Now it is evident that Rajaraja Narendra was not a proper descendant of

Chandra lineage ! Because we have before us the authentic historical fact regarding Vimaladitya's

marriage from a different dynasty, we could prove this fact. We cannot say how many intercaste, and inter-

dynastic marriages took place, unnoticed and unattainable to us.

Another interesting point to be noted in this context is that Vijayaditya, Vishnuvardhna and other

so called kings of Chandra dynasty never belonged to the Kshatriya clan at all. Many historians feel that

they descended from some lower tribes of Sudras but to keep up their prestige aloft they called themselves

as Kshatriyas. We may have to accept this as a touch stone not only to the Chandra dynasty but to any
other caste. These castes came into existence just to sell the goods in the name of the label and they have

no authentic basis in society.

There is no authenticity in the uninterrupted lineage in the names of the descendants between

Rajaraja Narendra, Bijjala and Veerahammaliraya prior to Veerahammaliraya dynasty details, in the

Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama inscriptions, as mentioned asserting that Rajaraja Narendra dynasty was

the basis for Araveeti dynasty.

As there were not many inscriptions to shed light on the kings of Araveeti dynasty, historians relied

heavily on the historical facts mentioned in the literary works like DwipadaBala Bhagavatam, Vasucharitra,

Sudakshina Parinayam., Sambopakhyanam, Kalapoornodayam, Ramarajeeyam (Narapati Vijayam) etc.

Of these works, Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam was the oldest. It was just three years prior to this work that

VKonerukavi' wrote for the first time Padya Bala Bhagavatam in verse. For purposes of acquiring

spiritual merits Araveeti Tirumalaraya got this work dedicated to his father Timmaraja. This Tiramala-

raja got the work Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam written by Konerukavi and got it dedicated to his second

brother China Timmaraja. Konerukavi himself mentioned in the following verse that he had written

this Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam in the year 1468 (Salivahana Saka) which corresponds to the year
1546 A.D.

Cha : Aruduga Salivahana Sakabdamu lennanidhana tarka sa

gara shasisankhyache velayagalgu plavanga manangaminchu va

tsaramuna balke Timma vasudhapatikin kavisarvabhoumudee

Harihita Balabhagavata Haripada dwipada prabandhamun.

The present inscriptions of Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama that are being published now give
authentic information regarding the uninterrupted lineage for over hundred years. Authenticity of inscrip-
tions is indeed greater than that of literary works. There might be some interpolations in the literary works.
It might be possible lhat while making copies of these works from the original, some mistakes might have
occurred. When they found some words mutilated or missing, the so called poets might have recast and

complete those words according to their fancy and for this reason we cannot take the historical facts

mentioned in literary works as authentic. While the Srirama inscription stands as. authentic as far as the

lineage from Sri Rangaraya the son of Pina Venkataraya who was originator of this inscription dated
1644 A. D. and back to 1576 .A. D. when the Sri Viroopaksha inscription was laid by Sri Rangaraya the son
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of Vengalamba, Tirumalaraya and from Sri Rangaraya backwards (from 1576 A.D.) to eight generations

upto Tata Pinnamaraja, the Sri Viroopaksha inscription gives the authentic information about the lineage.

With a gap^of 68 years between them 1576 A.D. to 1644 A.D., these two inscriptions Sri Viroopaksha Sasana

and Sri Rama Sasana give us strong testimony of the lineage with historical facts.

Bijjala

Bijjala was mentioned to be the tenth in the line after Rajaraja Narendra in both Sri Viroopaksha

and Sri Rama inscriptions. There are no inscriptions laid by either Rajaraja Narendra or his immediate

descendants to authenticate this claim that Bijjala was tenth in the lineage after Rajaraja Narendra. It is

believed by historians that there were several persons by the same name and during the same period. How-

ever, in, Narapativijayam (Ramarajeeyam) written around the year 1630 A.D. by Andugula Venkayya,

that Bijjala the western Chalukyan king who ruled over Kalyanapura was the ancestor of Araveeti dynasty.

This poet Venkayya mentioned that Nandabhoopala, who donated the village Nandavaram to Brahmins

and acquired the power of flying by the use of magical sandals (Yoga padukaniahima), also belonged to the

Araveeti dynasty. The Nanda mentioned as a distant ancestor in the lineage of Rajaraja might be the same

Nanda. Whatever it is we cannot specifically say to which period he belonged. It appears that there were

several persons by the name of Bijjala. Some people believed that the Bijjala who ruled Kalyanapura was

different from the Bijjala who was got killed by Basavanna. There are some who believe that this Bijjala

took to Jainism. Kalyanapattana near Gulbarga area was for a long time the capital of western Chalukyas.

It appears that Bijjala remained for some time as tributary prince to the Chalukya king the holder of the title

*

Trailokya Malla
'

Tailapadeva III, and stayed at Teerthavadi and other places making Mangalavedha

(Mangalawada) as capital around 1145 A.D.-1162 A.D. and later became independent defeating Taila-

padeva in the end with the support of Kakati Prola Raju and occupied Kalyanapattanam and a portion of

western Chalukya kingdom. Later, Tailapadeva leaving away Kalyanapattanam fled to. the region

6

Yennigeri, Banavasi.' And thus he ruled the remaining parts. When Bijjala died around 1 168 A.D. his

sons Rayamurari, Somideva and others ruled the region staying in the capital Kalynapattanam itself.

Tailapa's son Someswara IV defeated the sons of Bijjala in the year 1182 A.D. and recaptured the portions

of the kingdom lost by his father and ruled for some years. It is evident from some inscriptions that Bijjala

was the descendant of Chandra dynasty and of Haihaya lineage, and also Kalyanacharya lineage.

He is also said to be having embellishments like golden banner of taurus etc. (Vrishabha dhwaja etc.).

It seems to be Bijjala or his sons ruled the Chalukya country having Kalayanapattanam as capital. Some

important historians mentioned that this Bijjala and Basavanna were related through marriage of sisters and

that Bijjala was the target of Basavanna's wrath. Palkuriki Somanatha appeared to have treated Bijjala's

sons as insignificant and as dead even when they were alive. Maagalavada is 100 miles away from Kalyana-

pattana and nearer to Pandaripura. It is nearer to Bagevadi the birth place of Basavanna. Even though

Basavanna was serving as a -minister 'to Bijjala at Mangalavada. It was mentioned in Sivaganadaragale

a Kannada literary work by Hariswara that Basava became minister to Bijjala- at* Mangalavada itself.

However there might be more than one Bijjalas but there is no evidence to show that any of them was of

Raiaraja Narendfa's lineage. Veerahammaliraya III was the third in the lineage after Bijjala. There was

no mention of the sons in the inscriptions perhaps because the sons of Bijjala were of no consequence or

because they were never in the reign for a significant time, and only Veerahammaliraya the grandson of

Bijjala was mentioned in the inscription.
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Veerahammaliraya

By the time of decline of the western Chalukya kingdom, Veerahammaliraya might be ruling as a
small tributary prince or serving as a commander-in-chief. Towards the end of the twelfth century A.D.
VeerabhaUala the Hoysala king conquered Gangavadi, Nolambavadi, Banavasi kingdoms, defeated Bom-
maraju the commander of Chalukya king Someswara IV at Kalyanapura and reconquered Bijjala kingdom.
As *

Pa-Ba '

letters are pronounced in Kannada as Ha and so there is no wonder that Bomma changed as
Homma and thus Veera Bommaraja (Veera Homma Raya) might have been mentioned as Veera Homma
Raya either a descendant of this Bommaraja or some other persons drove away Hoysala Yadayas from
Kalyananagara in the 13th century and became independent and he might be the same Veerahammaliraya.
According to the description given by Venkayya in Narapati Vijayam this

'

Veerahammaliraya was a
follower. of Vaishnava traditions and culture a devotee of God and respected Brahmins. He installed

Lord Chennakesavaswamy in Gangapura also called as Mayapura. Andugula Venkayya gave an elaborate

description of his long reign as
"
Veeranarayanadeva charanambhoruharadhananusamprapita Sakala-

samrajya Visesha Bhogalu, Parama Bhagavata Sakhitwalu ". But in the Sri Viroopaksha inscription it

was mentioned that Veerahammaliraya's son Mayapuriswara was a devotee of Lord Vishnu (page 4 lines

10, 11, 12, 13) and no further details are available of Mayapuriswara. According to Sri Viroopaksha and
Sriraina inscriptions Tata Pinnamaraju was the son of Mayapuriswara, and the grandson of Veera-

hammaliraya. But historians like Sri Chilukuri Veerabhadra Rao viewed that Tata Pinnamaraju was
the son of Veerahammaliraya and Sri Chilukuri also mentioned tha,t in 'Narapati Vijayam" it was stated

similarly. Yet, as per the present inscriptions Tata Pmnamaraya appears fifth in the lineage after Veera-

hammaliraya. According to this, Tata Pinnamaraya would be great grandson to Mayapuriswara, the
son of Veerahammaliraya. According to this, Tata Pinnamaraju was said to have been fourth from
Mayapuriswara, in the inscription. Perhaps Mayapuriswara acquired the name by his reigning in the small

kingdom around Mayapuri or Gangapura where his father' Veerahammaliraya installed Lord Chenna-
kesavaswamy. No further details are available about Mayapuriswara.

Tata Pinnamaraju

He was the fourth in the line after Mayapuriswara the son of Veerahammaliraya and a great
devotee of Vishnu. Even ifhe stared at his enemies, they fled it appears 1 In this Dwfpada Eala Bhagawata
(1546 A.D.) Donoori Konerukavi, while describing the Araveeti dynasty he wrote about Tata Pinnamaraja
as follows :

"
Samitilo jeraku Rajanarendru gelichi

Alavuga saptanga Haranam bonarchi

Poluponde bhuvi mannepuliyanu pera

Birudanchitudu Tata Pinna bhoovarudu "

No historian could trace out this Cheraku Raja Narendra who was defeated by Tata Pinnmaraju. Even
in the literary work Narapati Vijayam while describing the titles of Tata Pinnamaraya in the eulogising
gadya it was written as

"
Samasta durachara cheraku racha nayaka rajya saptanga harana". It was

mentioned in the Dwipada Sola Bhagavata that Tata Pinnamaraja had two wives Baramma and Konkaladevi
and the first wife's son Kotiganti Raghavaraja who was said to be a great hero.
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Harikantabolu Soorambikayandu

Ghanasouryudou Kotiganti Raghavuni

ganiye natandti sangramambu nandu

Rajillu Kampiliraya sainyamula

dejambu merayanga deguvamai gelichi

Garima gaikoniye naggandara gooli

Birudambu sarinrupul perkoni pogada

Thus he described the valorous deeds of Raghavaraju. But there was no mention of this Raghavaraju in

Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama inscriptions. It was not even mentioned that Tata Pinnamaraju had two

wives.

Somadevaraju

Somadevaraju the son of Tata Pinnamaraju, it appears, had attacked enemies and captured seven

forts in one day. This fact was clearly mentioned in Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama inscriptions.

Tato janiharam durgani saptahitat

Ahnaikena sa somidcva nrupatihu

(Sri Viroopaksha inscription page 4, lines 13 to 16)

(Srirama inscription page 48, lines 13 to 17)

It can be seen from the Dwipada Balabhagavata that Konkaladevi was the mother of Somadevaraja.

The valorous deeds performed by Somadevaraja appear to be marvellous.

Mariyu natandaji Maharnadu malaka

garakari yaligi yaggarika buttinchi

belukuri yatandu biddaperidina

dalakella dolaginchi dayachesi kache

Telivi narvadinoo.ru te jila nachata

Galugu narthulaku danambuga nosage.

Thus in Dwipada Salahhagavata, and

Seesa : Kadanarangambuna gariturangama veera

Vitatito balumaru virugadoli .

'

'

.

yamitograsouryumahammadubattin.ee .

'

..

'

Perupettedana gumaruna kadi

gaka bhavatpada kamalambu nuduranta

dandambu betteda dannu gachi

viduvumannanu gachi vidichi yarthulakunu

Shashti satambula naswamulavahi

Te : cheta nippinchi sarananna breetigachu .

"

.

'

Birudu tagu neetaiiike yani dharani patulu

sannutirnpaganadirajanya charya .

'

.

Dejarile Somadeva Dhatreevarundu,"
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Thus described in Narapativijaya. His deadly enemy and a brave fighter Mohammad Malakhan was

several times defeated in battles and was captured as prisoner on one occasion when the Muslim king

entreated
'" O king save me, I will prostrate on your feet and I will name- my son after your name.

Please save me protect me." Immediately he released him and made him paya gift of six thousand horses

to those who sought. The Mohammad Malak referred to in this context in the opinion of Rangaswami
Saraswati and others was, Mohammad Shah I the Bahamani Sultan who reigned with Kalubaragi as capital .

Some believed that this Somadevaraja was for some time a commander to the Vijayanagara kings but there

was no truth in this. Konerunathakavi clearly said in Dwfpada Bala Bhagavatam as follows :

Naya visaradudu Pinnaya soma vibhudu

Jayasali Bhoopala Sarvabhoumundu.

This clearly explains the suzerainty of Somadevaraja. So it has to be presumed that Somadevaraja

was not a simple commander but a king with distinctions and an independent ruler by his own efforts. It

appears that he had two titles
'

Malavarajendra mastaka choola
*
and

'

Hosa Birudaraganda
'

as mentioned

in not only Narapativijayam but also Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam. If we examine the titles, there is no

scope to say that he was ever a tributary prince to the Karnataka kings Harihara, Bukka and others. The

Malava king was a tributary king to the Delhi Sultan Mohammad Bin Tughlak and not a tributary king

to Mohammad Shah the Bahamani Sultan, Historians presumed from these titles that Somadevaraja

lived between 1310-1347 A.D. It was exactly during this period that the Muslim kings of Delhi unleashed

their religious fangs and completely destroyed three independent Hindu kingdoms and plunged the whole

south into turmoil. The Maharashtra kingdom having its capital at Devagiri got extinguished in the year

1318 A.D. The Andhra empire with its capital at Orugaliu fell in the year 1324 A.D. The ancient Karnataka

empire with its capital at Haliveedu (Dwarasamudram) was wiped out in 1327 A.D. Nevertheless Andhra,

Karanataka and Maharashtra warriors never were perturbed by these calamities nor they sat idle, biting

their nails. There were several great heros who resisted and fought the Muslim attacks with the sole purpose
of preserve Hindu culture and religion and save it from the enemy's onslaught. Somadevaraja was one

such great men.

Malik Kafir the slave of AUauddin Khilji emperor of Delhi and the notorious Mohamad Bin

Tughlak alias Malik Fakeeruddin Jumma, were the two who carried most of these attacks in those days,

Before ascending the throne at Delhi in 1325 A.D., Tughlak was popularly known as Aloof Khan. Sri

Chilukuri Veerabhadra Rao is of the opinion that it *was keeping in view of this Tughlak, Konerukavi

used the word
" Mohammad Malak "

in his Dwfpada Bala Bhagavatam. It appears that out of spite that

he had given shelter to his enemy Bahauddin, Tughlak raided on Jambukeswara Raya and killed him and

Somadevaraja the king of Kalyanapura then retaliated with his full army in a fierce battle and defeated

him and put him to shame. There were different views expressed by Muslim historians in this regard

though they are actually far from facts. This Somaraju had titles like

Akulapati Veerakshetra Bharatamalla, M.uduganti Veerakshetra Bharatamalla,

Anegondi Veerakshetra Bharatamalla, Kunti Veerakshetra Bharatamalla

Akulapati Mudugantyanegondi Kuntisara Vijayalakshmi Samakshi

Karana lakshita ; Veerakshetra Bharatamalla Birudabharitanubhava.

etc. We can surmise from these titles that the entire area around Anegondi was converted into a battlefield

for brave soldiers during the conflict between Tughlak and Somadevaraja. As^he was having the titles
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" Hosa Birudaraganda, Rayaranaranga Bheebhatsaraya Rahuttaraganda
"

It is evident that Somadeva-
raja was never under subjugation to any of the Karnataka kingdoms. The title

" Hosa Birudaraganda
"

usually applies to either the warriors or rulers of
" Hosa "

city. The title
"
Sakala naradevachoodamani "

further confirms that Somadevaraja was an independent king. It is evident from the Kapalura, Eragudipadu
inscriptions laid by the Harihara I and Bukkaraju that round about 1336 A.D. the Harihara I, reigned
with their capital at Vidyariagara. So much so, many historians presumed that Somadevaraja reigned
in the country north of the river Thungabhadra and the Harihararaya I to the south of the river during
the same period.

It was mentioned earlier that this Somadevaraja captured seven forts on a single day as mentioned
in the

"
Sri Viroopaksha and Srirama inscriptions." In the literary work Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam

which was 30 years earlier to the Sri Yiroopaksha inscription, the same fact was mentioned as is evident

from the following verse.

Narula kasadhyamaina mosalimadugu

Dhara nennadagina Satani kotayunu

Kadunutimpagajalu Kandanavolu

Kadimi Viseshambugala Kalvakolanu

Arudaina Rachuru nalayatagiriyu

Nirupamambagu Gangineni kondayunu

Nanaga nopparu nedaina durgamula

Vinuta dhatee mahavesambu^nerapi

Surapatiyogi yabhramsuvamsa

Karudokkanadu laggalugonnavadu.

In this dwipada verse even the names of the seven forts he captured have been clearly mentioned as

Mosalimadugu, Satanikota, Kandanavolu, Kaluvakolanu, Rachuru, Yatagiri and Ganginenikonda.

The same thing was described in Narapativijaya as follows :

Seesa : Dandetti chanimahoddanda vrittini

Gangineni kondavaleelaganu gatti

Kandanavolunu Galuvakotanu gota

Rachooru netuvanti rajukaina

Sadhimparani Mosalimadugu mariya

tagiri nagaramu Satanikota

Varusato sadhinchi paramaharshambuna

Dattanmaha janatatulabrochi

Te.Geeti : Dharaku dodavani vinutimpadaginayatti

Yaraveeti puradhyakshudaguchudata

Pinnanrupa somadevunde yennadagiye

Nakhilasatkavisurabhooja yanuchu nepudu.
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In Narapativijaya the gadya portion eulogising the titles of Somadevaraja is as follows :

"Jayajaya nikhila maha bhagavata mukhya vikhyata keerti, Ekadivasa ghatikaika

dhatihathavrita kota Rachooru Satanikota Kandanavolu Yatagiri Kaluvakoliu Mosalimadugu

Gangineni Kondabhidhana Saptadurgavarti. Sthaladurga Giridurga Jaladurga Vanadurga

Chourasidurga viphala, Samadghushyamana birudapa dana Halahalikakarnana pulakitakapola,

Nakulapati mudugantya na gondi kunti Sara Vijayalakshmi Samakshikaranalakshita, Akulapati

Veerakshetra Bharata Malla, Muduganti Veerakshetra Bharata Malla Anegondi Veerakshetra

Bharatee Malla, Kunti Veerakshetra Bharatee Malla, Veerakshetra Bharatee Malla Biruda

Bharitanubhava, Swabhava Gambhirambhonidhi, Satwaguna Vasudeva sakalanaradeva

Choodamani, Asibharana patima Sahadeva, Adideva, Suparva Mani Manistuta, Varada,

Bhayada, Hosabirudaraganda, Veerapratapa biruda Birudamunneraganda, Purigola suratrana,

Saranagatatrana Biruda, Raya Ranaranga Bheebhatsa, Raya rahuttaraganda, Yairavaganda,

Gandaraganda, Tata Pinnamaraja tanooja, Somadevaraja Vijayeebhava, Digvijayeebhava."

In this gadya describing the titles
" Eka divasa ghatikaika dhati Hatahrutakota Rachooru Satani-

kota Kandanavolu Yatagiri Kaluvakoliu Mosalimadugu Ganginenikonda bhidhana sapta durga varti"

it was narrated that he took these seven forts by lightning surprise. While in the Narapativijaya it was

said that he took these forts one after the other during the same day, in the ancient work Dwipada Bala

Bhagavatam it was clarified that
" Okkanadu laggalu gonnavadu

"
he took all the seven forts in one day.

This brave warrior king Somadevaraja it appears, pursued with vengeance the renegades in his army Adapala

Nayaka, Rudrapa Nayudu, Goura Reddi, Gangi Nayudu, good warriors, who joined the enemy camp,

in a fierce battle, killed them and hung their torn hips and torn thighs over the eastern gate on specially

erected pillars at Ganginenikonda. This fact was described in Narapativijaya in the following verse.

Seesa : Balavantudagu Nadabala Nayakunini

Soorudou Gujjala Veerineni

Roudra rasannidru Rudrapadhipu maha

Souryu Gourareddi Sahasamku

Ganginayakuni Sangrama rangambuna

Singambu Mattamatam gajamula

Battu kaivadi batti chattalettinchi ki

nkanu nasahundunai Gangineni

Geeti : Konda pragdwaraseema nuddanda vritti

Gambamula bati toranagaga gatti

vinuti kekkenu sakala bhoojanulacheta

Somadeva nrupala Sutramudelami.

In the older work Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam it was even clearer in the followig couplets.

Dandi meeranga natandu gangineni

konda laggalachetagoni yanduparula
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Sudiyanganeeni Gujjala veerineni

Nadabalayanna Rudrappa nayakuni

Ghanuni Gourareddi Ganginayakuni
Ginisina ripulella gaggolu padaga
Chattalu cheerinchi samrambha mesaga
Gattinche doorapu gavani kambamula."

-Not only that, one of the severed heads of a soldier was offered as a sacrifice before the deity Bhairava

JDeva as mentioned in the Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam.

Manigilla Durgambu madilona galugu

Kanaka dadiga nedi kaikoni niiichi

Gosangi manneni gupinatya nrupati

Sasakundaguta mastakamu gottinchi

Arasi tatpattanagra tataka

Bhairavu mungala bali yosanginche.

Some historians mentioned that Somadevaraju was the very first in the lineage of Araveeti dynasty.

Raghavaraju

Raghavaraju was the son of Somadevaraju. Kamaladevi was his mother. There was no special

description about this Raghavaraju in Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam. However it was mentioned
"
Urusourya

dhairya bhasusurudu Raghava deva vasudhesudu ". Even in
"
Narasabhoopaliyam

"
it was said

" Ghana

folxuja sourya Raghavudu Raghavadeva dharaneesudu ". In the work Narapati Vijayam written by

yViadugula Venkayya the following titles
" Yavanabala maranotsaha," "Tuluva bala Samhara Veera

"

were mentioned. By this we can surmise that on the one hand he fought the Muslims and on the other,

the Karnatakas. By his yet another title
"
Sabarakula bala Nihanana Vinoda

" we come to know that

he also fought the tribals known as Sabaradaras with utmost ease. He appears to us a devotee of Lord

"Vishnu from the attribute
"
Vasudeva Charana Kamala Seva sakta chitta". He even performed several

yagnas and gave several villages as gifts to brahmins, it appears. This is evident from the following verse

ill Narapati Vijayam.

Cha : Parabalavedi Raghava nrupaludu pankajanabhu gurchi ya

dhwaramulu nagraharamuludatta matin dagajesi dharuni

surula kosange barvamula suddhasuvarna gvadi danamul

garimanu Binnasourini jagadvinutun ghanuganche vedukan.

Though it was not given in the Sri Viroopaksha inscription it is believed by some historians

that this Raghavaraju fought Bahamani Sultans and Bukkaraya simultaneously and died in one of those

"battles and towards the latter years of his reign northern parts of his kingdom established by his father

Somadevaraja, were taken away by the Bahamani Sultans and the southern parts by Bukkaraya.

The Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama Inscriptions did not mention any of these matters pertaining to Ragha-

varajti, Bachaladevi was Raghavaraja's wife and they had a son Pinnamaraja.
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Pinnamaraju

Pinnamaraju was known as. Pinna Bhoopala, Pinnama Souri and also Pinna Souri. In Dwipada
Bala Bhagavatam was given

Ataniki binna bhoopagrani yodave

Satata soubhagya Bachala devi yandu
Aa pinna bhoopaludare veedanaga

Neparu puri danakiravuga nilichi

Sakala mahipala jalambugoluva

Brakatita tejudai rajyambu jese.

as he reigned with Araveedu as his capital but it was not clear whether he ruled independently or as tributary
king. Nevertheless, from the prevailing conditions at that time it could be presumed that he was a tributary
king to the Karnataka kingdom. His wife was Oubala Devi and Bukkaraju was the son of Pinnamaraju
and Oubala Devi. This Bukkaraju became famous as Bukkaraya or Arveeti Bukkaraya. Just as there were
no details mentioned about Raghavaraja, no details regarding Pinnamaraju were given in the Sri Viroo-
paksha and Sri Rama inscriptions.

(Arayeeti) Bukkaraya

Bukkaraya kept up intact the kingdom of Saluva Narasimharaya and ruled with Araveedu as his
capital, and he was known as

'

Kalpa Vriksha
*
a very generous donor towards scholars and poets Hemamed the beautiful and noble lady Ballambika and Ramaraju was the son of these two This fact was

mentioned m the Sri Viroopaksha (page 4, lines 16 to 22 page 6, lines 1-2) and also in Srirama inscription
(page

4^,
lines 17 to 19 page 50, lines 1 to 7). This Bukkaraya onwards the Araveeti dynasty spread like the

sacred Banyan Tree with innumerable branches and sub-branches. He had two wives namely Abbaladeviand Balamba and their offsprings were so many and so great, that in several inscriptions and poeticalworks they mentioned he names necessary, to them. Even while picking up names, not only the namesof the step-mother's children but also some of the other children of the same mother were aL left outThere was no mention of the fact that (Araveeti) Bukkaraya had two wives nor for that mat er W lai
great

gr^dfather
Tata Pinnamaraya also had two wives, in the Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama oS

Pmgali Sooranna in his renowned work Kalapoornodayam gave this information that Bukkaray^2 twowives and he also gave the details of his lineage (See the family chart H). Kalapoomod^^-
5

p, ^ a r f D pada Bala Bha8<*vatam took both the sons of Bukkaraya but gave details of

(poflapadi) Ti
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According to Andugula Venkayya's version in Narapati Vijayam (Aliya) Ramaraya's Vamsam,
(Pedigree) and according to Sri Chilukuri Veerabhadra Rao Bukkaraya's son Ramaraja' s descendants

are mentioned as three but as mentioned by Hiras Fadari even according to the same Narapati Vijayam

Ramaraja had five sons (see family charts D-E). Even in Narapati Vijayam Bukkaraya's son Ramaraja's
descendants and even among them Sri Rangaraya's pedigree was described only to the extant he, Venkayya
felt necessary and he never described the lineages in full (see family chart F and G).

Ramaraju Rangapparaju the author of Sambopakhyanam went further than all these people.

He mentioned that Bukkaraya's son Ramaraja had not one, or two but had four wives and he went on

describing the pedigrees and gave details as he desired upto an extant of the children of the second wife with

details upto grand sons (see family tree I), Though the author of Dwipada Bala Bhagavata made a mention

about four wives of Ramaraja, he never gave any detailed description as given by the author of Sambo-

pakyanam.

A certain inscription dealing with Vithalaraju's lineage, mentioned Ramaraju, son of Bukkaraju,

and his offspring, as far as required (see family chart J).

Sri K. V. Laxmana Rao, historian and research scholar mentioned in his
"
Hindudesa katha

Sangrahamu (Mahammdeeya Yugamu)
" "

that Bukkaraya had two wives
"

but he never mentioned about

the many wives of Ramaraja (see family chart K). In the
"
Sangraha Andhra Vignanakosa ", though

Ramaraya was mentioned as son of Bukkaraya, as quite against the actual history, and as against the actual

family pedigree, it was said that Aliyaramaraya was the son of the same Ramaraya and a wrong family

chart was given.

In the Sangrahandhra Vignanakosam, Vol. I 9 page 472 while giving the family chart under the

heading Araveeti Dynasty, Srirangaraya the grand son of Bukkaraya and his descendants and (Aliya)

Ramaraya's father were completely kept out of the picture, (see the family chart L).

In Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam th following description was given about the birth of Bukkaraya

the founder of Araveeti dynasty.

Prabhavinche natanikoubaladeviyandu

Prabhumani Bukka bhoopala chandrundu

Yekkuva gunamula niyyareveeti

Bukkanarendrundu bhuvi buttinanta

Varijaptodaya varnita vela

Daralagatiyayyedakkurajulaku

Naranathamani Salva Narasingaraya

Varasakhundayi Bukka Vasudhesudamare

Bukkabhoopalundu Budhulakunella

Dikkitande yananga tejambunande.

It was mentioned in the Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama inscriptions that he became a friend to Saluva

Narasingaraya and saved his state. Saluva Narasingaraya remained as a tributary prince to Maffikarju-

naraya who ruled Karnataka kingdom during 1447 A.D, and 1465 AJX and Viroopaksharaya who ruled

from 1465 A.D. to 1478 A.D. and thus he was a contemporary to them. He was reigning till 1493 A.D.
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Karnataka kingdom which he occupied with the help of Araveeti Bukkaraya in 1487 A.D. at a time when

he was a tributary king of Chandragiri and when the power of the Karnataka rulers was in decline. In the

Padya Bala Bhagavata Araveeti Bukkaraya was described to have given great support in establishing the

supremacy by Saluva Narasingaraya.

Atadu danumanne puliyaniyakhila disala

Jelagi pogada Saluva Narasingaraya

Rajya samsthapakundayye broudhi nare

veeti Bukkanarendrududghatitari.

In the title gadya also it was mentioned that
"
Saluva Narasimharaya Rajya pratisthapanacharya

"

and the full text of that gadya is as follows :

"
Jayajaya swastisri santata venkatachalapati charanaravindasevakandaiita samrajya

sukhopabboga, Saluvanarasimharaya Rajya pratisthapanacharya, sourya garistha, sakalakala

visarada, dainandina vitarana nandiganta ragata vaneepaka jala paripalana guna visesha,

asabaya sourya, sumerudhairya, Ashtadasa Yidya pragna praveera, Rajakulabharana, Raja

rajeswara, Binnasouri raja tanuja, Bukkaraja Vijayeebhava, digvijayeebhava."

Kumara Dhurjati Kavi described in his Krishnaraya Vijaya that Araveeti Bukkaraya lived a

happy life of more than hundred years and had even the privilege of seeing the coronation of Sri Krishna

Devaraya.

Chakkera vilukani chakkandanamu galgi

Chokkamou naraveeti Bukkaraju

thus Dhurjati described the handsome countenance of Bukkaraja. His descendants spread all over the

south like in prosperity like an assemblage of lotuses ruling the country for over three hundred years wiping
out the Muslim invaders and preserving the Hindu society and culture sind earned eternal glory.

Araveedu the village which stood as the name of Bukkaraya's dynasty, in Markapur Taluk of
Kurnool District. This Araveedu was a natural fort of strength for the rulers of the Vijayanagara empire.
Some merchants of Araveedu donated seven golden jars and other gifts to the deity Narasimhaswamy of
Ahobila as evidenced by an inscription in Ahobila. There is another

*

Araveedu '

in the Rayachoti Taluk
in Cuddapah District and yet another 'Araveedu 5

in Atmakuru Taluk in Nellore District. According
to the inscriptions in Sirivelu Taluk (No. 581 of Kurnool District. Inscriptions of Madras Presidency
Rangachari), the originating place of Araveeti dynasty was Araveedu in Kurnool District. Yet it need
not be presumed that this Araveedu in Kurnool District alone was under the Araveeti rulers. As if to
assert that

"
Araveedu in Nellore District is ours. It is also under our rule". Araveeti Bukkaraya's

grand sons's grand son, the author of Sri Viroopaksha inscription Sri Rangaraya ruled the Nellore region
also (Sri Viroopaksha inscription (page 12, lines 20-21.).- Nobody can deny it Sri Rangaraya brought
Araveedu in Cuddapah District also under his jurisdiction and ruled, as he acquired so many places and
spread his kingdom far and wide.

There are several persons with the name Ramaraya, and Sri Rangaraya amongst the descendants
of Bukkaraya. Similarly there are several personages both male and female with the name Tirumala,
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Poets and Historians used the names of Ramarajas' name as Ramaraya. Ramaraya's name as Ramaraja.
Sri Rangaraja as Rangaraja omitting Sri and as Sri Rangaraya and Rangaraya also. Similarly Sri Rangaraya
and Rangaraya were also called Sri Rangaraya and Rangaraja. Tirumala Raja as Timmaraja or Tiramala-

raya, Tirumalamba as Timmamba. Keeping in view of such slight deviations, readers have to remember

the names without confusion. While using these names of kings for the sake of metre and rhyme poets

used them in their own way and in all probability for convenience sake in usage by the general public some

changes in names might also have occurred. Therefore Ramaraya or Ramaraja and also such

similar names have been treated as the same and a suffix of I, II or 1, 2 in ascending order has been assigned

to each name. When there are many similar names during the same period signs like A and B have been

given with the number as suffix, which readers may please note.

Ramaraju (1)

**

Ramaraju* the son of Ballambika and Araveeti Bukkaraya was a powerful man and a brave

warrior himself. Facing an army of seventy thousand Muslim soldiers, he defeated Ibrahim Adilsha,

and captured his hillforts and lands and drove out Kasappodayas. He reigned with all the splendours of

Devendra and became very famous. He conquered with his mighty force, the hillfort of Kuraool. He was

a great devotee of Lord Vishnu. He was such a great devotee that he could take poison offered by Ms

enemies at the pilgrimage centre Vishnupada Tirtha, after the victory of the Rurnool fort, and could survive

as he had such great powers as
" Amrita Sidhhi

"
by his unstinted devotion. He stood like a divine boon-

giver Chintamani to those who seek any help. He took Lakkambika as his reigning queen. Lakkambika

was like the divine consort Lakshmi and they had a son Sri Rangarayalu by virtue of Ramaraja's great

religious meditations ". This is the gist of the slokas mentioned in Sri Viroopaksha inscription (See

Sri Viroopaksha inscription, (page 4, lines 21-22) and (page 6, lines 1. to 12). In this context Sri Rama inscrip-

tion took only three slokas from the Sri Viroopaksha inscription. The two slokas 12 and 13 (page 6,

lines 2 to 7) describing the valour and courage were left out in Sri Rama inscription.

It was noted earlier that Araveeti Bukkaraja had two wives namely Abbala Devi and Ballambika.

Bukkaraya had Singaraja and other sons by Abbala Devi whose lineage could be traced to some extent

from the introduction of Kalapoornodayam (See family chart H). Singaraja became the ruler of Nandyala

and his descendants came to be known as Nandyalas,

Bukkaraya had Ramaraja by his second wife Ballambika. This Ramaraja was a brave warrior.

Bukkaraya made him in charge to Kandanavolu (Kumool). He had an army consisting of 3,500 elephants,

70,000 horses, 6,30,000 soldiers. These details were given by Andugula Venkayya in his .Narapati Vijayam

in the following verse.

Seesa :
,
Madakari kokati kirvadi gurramulu gurra

munakua vilukandru muguru vichhu

kattula va reetekandratlu vardhila

Nitti yenugulanu juttu moodu

vela yenurunudvruttito nadavanga

Gandanolsadhimpaga dalanchi

mona drunchi gattiga muttadi diginana

Bibbini mikkili yubbananchi
~

*Ramaraju was referred to as Ramaraya on some occasions.
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Tetageeti : Prakata saptangamulagoni Rama vibhudu

Kandanolrajadhaniga gaga vasunia

tiyunu nela mahahava deekshaboone

balimikalimi nasavaneepakulabenupa."

Without knowing his fighting skill and army strength, Ibrahim Adil Sha of Bijapur raided on him

and was utterly defeated and humiliated. Ultimately he lost everything including his kingdom. It was

clearly mentioned in the Sri Viroopaksha Inscription that Adil Sha attacked Ramaraja with his 70,000

strength army. It was also mentioned that Ramaraja defeated Adil Sha and captured his kingdom and all

his lands and forts.* This was also mentioned in the Padya Bala Bhagavatam and Dwipada Bala-

bhagavatam. The following are those verses.

SA. Gabbul debbadivevu rasvikulu vedkan golvagaginkabe

nrnabbul gappagagandanolugonu vedkan juttumuttan sava

Bibbinubbanaginchintole nariradbheernundu lankasara

nyabrundrahudu Bukkabhoovibhuni Ramadheesudahayanan.

(Padya Balabhagavatam)

Yendunennaga jaluniddasouryamuna

gandanavoli durgambulo nundi

Bukkayaraya Bhoobhujudellanrupula

nekkuva yidiyani yennangajali

veerulu debbadinevu raswikulu

cherikolvanga vachhina savanediri

kalanandi panchabangalambu sesi

geliche dachharitambu geertimpa darame.

(Dwipada Balabhagavatam)

the titles gadya about Ramaraja is as follows :

"
Jayajaya, swastisamasupti samara samayabala rajomilita sapta sagara ghanghumita

kallola jala, saranagatapala, Haee susenollasita sapta sata saindhava grahana parakrama dhurya

Ratnasanu dhairya, durvara tara savayi sainikaharana, Sava Bibbi Raja sapangaharana

margacharana, Ranabhayanaka jayanakarava mukharee kruta kulagiri dareenikara, poshitavanee

su kara prakara, niravapadavanee Durganivasi kasa Vodaya Durmada Khalanirmadhana, dharma

dhoureya, danaradheya, veera Rama samarohanarambha sopana dostamba, Vakkumbheenasa

Sarvabhoumarambha, Paripanthi nrupa pundareekadhi pa raja Mandala kabala navyagri modagra

mandalagra simhikatanooja, Ramaraja, vijayeebhava."

It is evident from "Durvara tara savayi sainikaharna, Sava Bibbi Raja saptanga harana

margasarana.
"

These titles in the above gadya that they were conferred after Ramaraja's conquers over

Adil Sha.

* While this Ramaraju fought with 70,000 Mohammaden soldiers and conquered them, it is nealy after 500 years our

Indian troops under the able leadership of Srimathi Indira Gandhi our beloved Prime Minister, encountered in a battle

with Pakistani troops to give protection and ultimately liberate Bangla Desh capturing 90,000 as prisoners achieved

spectacular .victory creating an epoch making event in history.

T 25*
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Vinutimpadagu Nadaveni durgamuna
nanatudai yundu Kachadheesu gelichi

aruduga saptanga haranambu sese

garimonnatundu Bukkaya Ramavibhudu.

This verse from Dwipada Bala Bhagavata says that Ramaraja defeated Kacharaju of Adaveni

and captured his saptangas. This must be the reason that he got the title
"
Nivapadavani Durgavasi

Kasavadaya durrnadakhila nirmadhana "
perhaps Kacharaju stayed in the camp of Sangama dynasty kings

who ruled Vijayanagara empire in the initial stages and in and around 1487 A.D.When Saluva Narasimharaya

occupied Vijayanagara empire, he would have fought against him. Ramaraja the son of Araveeti Bukkaraya

might have joined Saluva Narasimharaya and raided on Adaveni, defeated Kacharaju and took possession

of his Saptangas and then he might have appointed his second son Kondaraju as the administrator there.

Prataparudra Gajapati wrote in his work 4t
Saraswdtivflasam

"
that during 1492-1528 A.D. when he ruled

the Kalinga country, he protected and saved Hussain Shahi the ruler of Jamunapura when he came for

protection. Prataparudra Gajapati eight years after he ascended the throne by about 1500 A.D. set out

on his conquers of South. Hussain Shahi (Hallisusena) who was defeated by Ramaraja son of Bukkaraja

must have went to Gajapati for protection and saved his life. Ramaraja must have taken possession of

his 700 horses. Thus he must have acquired the title
"

Halleesenollasita sapta sata saindhava grahana

parakrama dhurya."

Besides Sri Yiroopaksha inscription mention about Ramaraja's capture of Bijapur Fort and Kumool

Fort could be found in 'Yeera Venkata Pativilapaka
*

inscription also.

Tatoajaniharan durgani saptahitat,

Ahnaikena sasomadeva nrupatih .... Sri Pinnamobhunnrupah,

Araveetinagari vibhorahudasyabukkadharanipati ssutah,

Yenasaluvanrusimharajyama pyedhamana mahasasthireekrutam,

, . Ramarajam sutam.

Sahasrai ssaptatya sahitamapi ya sindhu janusham

Sapadasvaneekam samiti, bhujasouryena mahata,

Vijitya dattesma davanigiri durgam vibhutaya

Vidhutendrah Kasappodaya mapi vidranva sahasa

Kandanavolidurga murukandala dabhyudayo bahu

balena yo bahutarenya vijitya (Epigraphlca India Book 4, page 272).

While the Sri Viroopaksha inscription and the Dwipada Bala Bhagavata etc. books eulogised that

Bukkaraya's son Ramaraja defeated Adil Shah. Late Komararaju Venkata Lakshmana Rao wrote in a

most confusing manner that Bukkaraya's great grand son Ramaraya's grand son and Sri Rangaraya's

sonAliya Ramaraja defeated Adil Sha (See Hindu Desa Katha Sangraham, Mahammadeeya Yugamu.

pages 393-397).

After conquering the Kurnool Fort, Ramaraju took poison offered by his enemies and drank It as

nectar, near this fort at a pilgrimage centre Vishnupada Tirtha. This fact was also mentioned fli the
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Sri Viroopaksha Inscription (Sri Viroopaksha Inscription page 6, lines 5,6,7). In that inscription it was

just mentioned that poison was offered by enemies and there was no mention whether they were Muslim
enemies or Hindu enemies or his kinsmen, or relatives. However in Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam which is

evidently an older work than the Viroopaksha Inscription, it was mentioned that Ramaraja's relatives

tried to poison him. The following are those dwipadas.

Aamaheepatiki Ballambikayandu
"
Ramanrupalundu Rajendrudodave

Haripadatirthambunandu Bandhavulu

Garalambu vettinagati yeringiyunu

Teragoppa yerigi Tattirthambukani

Yariginchukoniye Ramavani Vibhudun."

It was mentioned in Narapati Vijaya that jealous kinsmen tried to poison him in the following verse.

Cha. Magatimikorvaleka dayamalatu natiniyukta buddhiche

Sagarataganna teerthamidajalaka yarbhakudunna joochi Sri

Nagadhara neevedikkani janambulu gangonananta groli ya

Sagaruniboli Ramanrupa chandruduchendadu tadwikaramun.

Lakkambika (Lakshmamma) was mentioned to be the principal queen of Ramaraja, in Sri

Viroopaksha Inscription (see page 6 lines 8,9) . It was described in the 15th sloka (lines 10,1 1,12) that the
great hero Sri Rangaraya was the son of Lakkambika and Ramaraja. By the author of the inscription
quoting Lakkambika as the principal queen of Ramaraja, it leads us to believe that Ramaraja had some
more wives besides Lakk^mambika. It was given in Dwipada Bala Bhagavata in the following verse,
that Ramaraja had four wives namely Oubalamba, Lakkamamba, Rangamamba and Amalamba.

Aaramabhoopati kangana manulu
Peraina Youbalarnbika, lakkamamma
Yambujanetra Rangammayu Namala

mambayu nalgurunai randulona

And out of these four Lakkamamba eoncieved three sons Timmaraju, Kondaraju and Sri Rangaraju as
given in the same work in the following verse

Aaramanrupu Lakkamamba punyamuna
Dheeratahemadri Timmabhoovaruni
Varakeerti Rondabhoovaruni Sriranga
Dharaneesu muvvuru tanayulaganche

In Narapati Vijayammd Vasucharitra of Ramarajabhushana it was described that there were three sons
to Ramaraja by Lakkambika.

Ka. Aaramanriipatiki maio'

darudagu Timmaraju dhanyudu konda
kshmaramanudu budhanuta sa

chharitrudu Rangavibhudu janiyinchi rogin;

(Narapati Vffayam)
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Sa. Aaramakshiti Bhartakun brathita satyalapa dharmodbhava

Sriramyundagu Thimmaraju bala lakshmidhama bheemapradha

Parinundagu Kondasouri Vijaya prakhyata charitrudou"

Srirangendrudu galgi raindava kula kshemankarakarulal
"

(Vasucharitra)

Tenali Annayya in his Sudakshina Parinayam, Ramaraja Rangappa Raja in his Sambopakhyanam
mentioned that Ramaraja had only three sons. But of them mentioned the second son Kondaraja as

Peda Kondaraja. However in Sri Viroopaksha as well as Sri Rama inscription except Sri Rangaraya no

other sons' names were mentioned. *

Though there was no mention about Timmaraja and Kondaraja as the sons of Ramaraja in Sri Viroopaksha and

Sri Rama inscriptions, a brief note about them is being given here for the benefit of readers and research scholars.

As Timmaraja the eldest son of Lakkarnamba and Ramaraya happened to be Ruling
* Avuku *

area he and his descen-

dants came to be known with the appendage Avuku. So much so, Timmaraja was commonly called as Avuku

Timmaraju since 'a. long time. Venkayya brought out this point in his Nampati Vijaya in the following verse.

Kanda : Aa Timmanrupati bhookan

ta tilakambaina yavuku daneluchu vi

khyatiga nappuri peram
breetinidanakulamu velayabemponde mahin.

Therefore Timmaraju became the founder of
' Avuku.' lineage. This village .*.Avuku* was called seema in olden

days and was situated in Koyilakuntla Taluk of Kurnool District. During Timmaraju's period this Avuku area extended

upto Sirivella Taluka and its surroundings it appears. In the older inscriptions Pinayammanur, Pedachintagunta,

Tummalapenta villages were mentioned to be included in Avuku seema. Timmaraja had many wives. By his

third wife Gosamamba Timmaraja had four sons Nala Tiramalaraju, Vithalaraju, Chinatimmaraju, Pepatimmaraju.

His eldest son Nala Timmaraju got the work Padya Bala Bhagavatam written by Donera Koneru Kavi, dedicated to

his father and he got the work Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam dedicated to his younger brother Timmaraju. In

this there were mentioned several details regarding the founder of the Avuku dynasty Sri Chiiukuri

Veerabhadra Rao mentioned that Doneru Koneru Kavi first wrote Dwipada Bala Shagavata and later, Padya Bala

Bhagavatam but it was not corrrect It was clear from the following dwipada that Tirumala Raju requested that

Padya Bala Bhagavatam which he dedicated to Ms father Timma Raju might be moulded into Dwipada metre and

it might be dedicated to China Timmaraju.

.

"
Janapati maniki majjanakudou Rama

Jananathu Timmabhojaniki munnu

Vachiyinchitounana badyakavyaniuga

Brachurambuga Balabhagavatambu

Yasiki nekki yiwasudhatalamuna

Bhasillu nabala Bhagavatambe

Yaruduga nadachina yanni margamula

Diramuga ma Chinatimmayya pera

dwipada kavyambuga velayanga jeyu

mipudu makentayu hitamidi yanuchu. ".

Timmaraju stood on the side ofVijayanagara kings and fought many battles between 1505.A.D..to 1545 A. .D.

The author of Bala Bhagavata described that several strange and glorious incidents took place. It appears one blind

Gooaka was blessed by Lord Venkateswara and was given the sight of one eye and the Lord appeared to Timmaraju

in his dream and commanded him to give the Gopaka full sight. Likewise Timma Raju obeyed the commands of the

Lord and restored full sight to the Gopaka ! This was described in Padya Bala Bhagavatam follows :

Venkateswara najna vigata drishtiki drishti

dayameera nichhe ye dharmamurti.
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Srirangarayalu (1)

"
Srirangarayalu was a brilliant personality and a brave person. He married that illustrious

Arundhati-like woman Tirumalambika. They had three sons Ramarayalu, Tirumalarayalu and Venka-

tadrirayalu.
"

This is what find in the Sri Yiroopaksha Inscription (see page 6, lines

10 to 18) and in the Sri Rama' Inscription (page 50, lines 10 to 16 ). Sri Rangarayalu was the third son

of Ramaraja the son of Bukkaraya. In one of the Kuraool Inscriptions it is known that Sri Rangarayalu

was ruling Kandanolu as feudatory prince" Mahamandaleswara Ramaraja Peda Sri Rangadeva Maharaju
Kandanolu Mandalamunaku Adhipatiga Vundi Paripalana Cheyuchundenu ". At a time when Sri Krishna.

and in Dwipada Bala Bhagavata it was said as given below clearly stating that, Timmaraju restored full sight to the

Gopaka in his open royal court.

Apadrishti yagu nokka yabheerunakunu

Nipunundu Venkata Nilayundu Chakri

Yoka kantichoopu tanosagi swapnamuna
Brakatudai Timmabhoopalu manninchi

O kratakrutya nee kurveesu lenaye ?

Nee kahobala punyanidhi mokshamittu

Garuna Gopaluni kadama choopiramu,
Naranatha yanuchu nanati yichhutayunu
Goluvalo naggopakunakunu chooposage.

Once, it appears Timmaraju was going with full army marching on a midsummer afternoon. Soldiers were thirsty

and their throats were dry. Knowing about their plight Timmaraju it appears prayed the Lord with all his devotion

in his heart of hearts and made a spring sprout at an elevated place on hillock at Done Singaraju. This fact was

mentioned in Padya Bala Bhagavata as

KaDuna meeganga gattupai vesavi

Butinche jalamule bhunutundu

The same Konerunatha Kavi described it in Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam thus :

Dhanyundu Rama Bhoodhavu Timmanrupati
Sainyasametudai chaitramasamuna

Danduvovuchu nundi tana bhatul trova

nendina nolla dapperiginchutayunu
Nindu chittamuna Donisirangaraju

KondanettamanaVaikunthuni dalachi

Govindu vedi grakkuna nokkabugga
Bhoovinutainbuga bodayanga jese

Nandara joodaga nanneera machata

Granduga vOasille ghatikadwayambu.

In this context it becomes evident that there was another name Meegamula Gattu for Done Singaraju
Konda. Timmaraju was a great warrior and he defeated Uddandaraya of Pattavada and Oddiyaraya the king of

Kalinga Desa. He protected the life of Mohammad Malaka.

Gandara gooliki gandara,
Gandani kuddanda Rayagana varana stree

Gandankuna kentembara

gandanikin battavada Gajasimhunakun
Chalukya chakravartiki

Malavamadabhanjanunakun mardita sakane
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Devaraya was reigning over the entire southern country Dravida, Andhra, Karnataka empire with all the

splendour and glory while the subjects under his rule enjoyed all comforts in life.

In the following verse in Vasucharitra, Ramarajabhushana described that the brave and just king
Sri Rangarayalu wiped out all his enemies and he succeeded in infusing his great qualities in the successive

generations of his dynasty.

Saa : Arajatri tayambulo nasamabanarati vikhyatado
ssarundatta subhadru darjuna gunaslaghyundunai polchuna

Srirangendrudasesha Rajayapadavee simhasanaksheena la

kshmee rajannija santati prathitudai minchen dharamandalin

palunakun birudu mannevi

Bhalunakun mannepuliki bhasuramaoikin.

Mannedala dhoomaketuva

Manniyamuga betakara malavaraya

tyunnata raastaka soola

Mannesura trana biruda mannevibhala !

Kadana dhananjayunaku maha
madalka pranadana mati koddiya ra

yadisapattana karira

Ya dalavibhalunaku pandavanvaya patikin.

from these verses we can get an idea of Timmaraja's valour and brave deeds and also justify the ancestral titles he

possessed such as
"
Gandaragooli, Malavarayatyunnata mastakasoola

"
etc. It is evident from "

Sakalyamuga
keerti sarva diktatulandu piakata sthiti niluchu naukuvaru

** and "
Theeviga naukuvamm kadindi rahin velugoti

vara la Ravela varu goodukoni
"

these descriptions given by Kumara Dhoorjati in his Krishnaraya Vijayam it is

evident that Timmaraju was present at the coronation of Sri Krishna Devaraya and later Timmaraju even took part

in his marches of conquer." From the following verse in Padya Bala Bhagavatam it is evident that he gave support
to Aliya Ramaraya when he killed a renegade Sakalamu Timmaya. Aliya Ramaraya was the son of Sri Rangaraya
brother of Timmaraya. The verse pertaining to the above episode is as follows :

Salakaya Timmasura du

rvilasita yilayabdhilagana vihvala vasudha

Valayasthitikriti vivruto

Jwalatara dharani varahavara Birudanka !

In Padya Bala Bhagavata it was described as :

Manuvakadasavabooni poranu bara

Jayamu nondinchene sourya sali.

and in Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam as :

Kadimimai manuvakada ranakshoni

gadusari nedula khanu jayinche

It is evident from the above description that Timmaraju defeated Bijapur Sultan All Adilshah at the fort
' Manuva *

(Manukota). This victory would have taken place at about 1542 A. D. or after. Veera Narasimharaya
decorated Timmaraju with the

" Swami droharaganda noopuramu
" which is known through the following verse ;

Sa. Srimadweera Nrusimharaya nrupatisreyodaya sadhita

Swamidroharaganda noopura viraja dramarathimrna Bhoo

pamityarjitapunya satphala samasta santa visranta ni

ssee morvi pratipadana pratyayasa seetamsu vamsonidhee
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In the following verses Andugula Venkayya in his work Narapati Vijaya described that Sri Ranga
Raya was an administrator in the court of Sri Krishna Devarayalu of Vijayanagaram.

Ka. Aarajanyula tammudu

Srirangadheeswarundu Sritasamraksha

dhourandharyamuche na

Srirangadheesudanaga kshitinuti ganchen

Teta Geeti. Kaga nasad usa Bahu vikrama niroodhi

danare gamatarajya padasthudaguchu
. duijayahitaraja vidhuntudundu

Ramarajendra Srirangaraja Vibhudu

It appears that it was Timmaraju's brother Kondaraju that contemplated treachery against Veeranarasimharaya.
It was given that this perfidious person was the ruler of Adaveni Fort, in the following Dwipada of Dwipada Bda
Bhagavata.

Vikramambuna Nadaveni durgambu
Vikrantulenna vevega sadhinchi

Siralato veeranrusimharayalaku

Burushatmu durgadhipati noppaginchi

garima swami droha gandapendara
mari bheekaramuga Rayalosanga nonde
Lalita keerti vilasundu padya
Balabhagavata Prabandha Nayakundu

It was mentioned earlier that after conquering Adaveni, Ramaraja installed his second son there as the ruler.

It is a well-known fact in history of Vijayanagara empire, passed on from Sangama dynasty to Saluva dynasty and from
the later to the Tuluva dynasty and from there to Araveeti dynasty. Perhaps out of revengeful attitude against
Tuluva Veera Narasimharaya (father of Sri Krishnadeva Raya) that he usurped throne of Immadi Narasimharaya
the son of Saluva Narasimharaya, Kondaraju would have plotted against Tuluva Veera Narasimharaya. Then
Timmaraju smothered the forces of his brother Kondaraju, standing on the side of Veera Narasimharaya. Veera
Narasimharaya might have pardoned Kondaraju and kept Adaveni in his possession. Because he acted dispassion-
ately even against brother, and tamed him. Timmaraju might have been honoured with 'Swamidroharaganda nupura*
(anklet). This is, the conclusion drawn by some historians.

But, in Dwipada Bala Bhagavatam it was mentioned that Timrnaraju drove out Yedulakhan from Adaveni
and restored the fort to Veera Narasimharaya and hence Veeranarasimharaya bestowed upon him the

'

Swamidro-
haraganda noopura '. The following is the verse

Gadusari Nedula khami jayinche

Vikramambuna Nadaveni durgambu
Viki-antulenna vevega sadhinchi

Sirulato veeranrusimharayalaku
Barushatmu durgadhipati noppaginchi
garima swamidrohagandapendera

maribheekaramuga Rayalosanganande
lalitakeerti vilasundu padya
Balahbagavata prabandhanrayakudu

If we take Koneru Kavi's words as to be true we have to surmise that Yedulakhan defeated Kondaraja
and captured Adaveni Fort and Timmaraju attacked Yedulakhan and gave possession of the fort to Veera Narasim-
haraya. It is evident from the verses ending with genetive case (Shastyanta) and from the ending verses of chapters
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There is no truth in Hirasu Fadiri's statement that Ferista wrote that Srirangaraja was a minister under
Srikrishna Devaraya.

We know from Ferishta that he was one of the ministers of Krishna Devaraya, and was
succeeded in this place by his son Rama Raya" (the Araveedu Dynasty of Vizianagar
Ch. 11, page 19). f

Brigg translated Ferishta's statement as given below :

The affairs of Beejanuggur being in confusion owing to the death of Heemraju who was

newly succeeded by his son Ramaraju., against whom rebellions had arisen by several Roies.

He (the Sultan) met with no interruptions to his arms (Brigg's Ferishta, Vol. Ill, p. 81).

(When Heemraju died his son Ramaraju ascended the throne and several rulers revolted against him and
so confusion prevailed over the state of affairs in Vijayanagara. Thus the Sultan and his armed might
had no restraint).

that Timmaraju helped Veeranarasimharaya who ruled Karnataka kingdom between 1504 A.D. and 1507 A.D.
It was mentioned earlier that he helped Aliya Ramaraya (his brother Sri Rangaraju's son) in killing Salakam Timrnaya.
So it can be presumed that Timmaraju lived upto 1542 A. D, The verses that support these facts in history, as

mentioned earlier, are from Padya Bala Bhagavatam
" kadana dhananjayunaku Salakaya Timmasura Mannedala

dhooma ketuva Sreemadveera nrusimharaya" etc. Besides these verses, the following verse at the end of a chapter
will also lend support to the above facts.

Ma. Sahajambhojadinesa ! Gaudavararajya sthapanacharya! ya

sthaharidraya manobhayankara! Mahajanyasthlee partha! sa

sthrahatanamranrupala! palitakala samrajya sampoojya! ni

tyahitasripada ! Patlavada Gajasimha! danasoorottama!

Andugula Venkayya in his Narapati Vijayarn in the following verse that Kondaraju the second son of Ramaraja ruled

Adaveni and hence he and his descents came to be known with the prefix to their names Adaveni dynasty.

Ka. Deenavanudou kondama
heenadhundadaveni neluchubaragen

danunu sutulunu datsan

tanam bayadaveni dhamamuperan.

Adaveni was the original name and later changed to Adavani and now it is called Adoni. This town in Kumool
District is the headquarters ofAdoni Taluk. .Adoni region was well known even from the times of Kalyana Chalukya

kings. There is Giridurga near this town. Bommalapur, keriyabelugallu (Cheruvu BelagalluX Koteyakallu (Kote-

kallu) and Buduru (Buduru) villages were in the region of ancient Adaveni, or present Adoni Taluk and Rurnool

Taluk area according to some inscriptions. This ancient Adoni is famous under different names like Durgaseema.

(fort area), Valita and Rajya.

Hirasu Fadiri wrote, basing his statement on work (Narapati Vijayam) Ramamjeeyam that Ramaraju had

actually five sons and not the three alone namely Timmaraju, Kondaraju and Srirangaraju. His statement is

as follows :

'"
According to the poem mentioned above he had five sons, Sri Ranga, Channa, Venkatpati, Timma or

Tirumala (who distinguished himself in the service of Krishnadeyaraya) and lastly Venkatapati Of

these, the first Sri Ranga became the father of Ramaraya, the Regent of Sadasivaraya
"
(The Araveedu

Dynasty of Vijayanagara, p. 19).

But in Ramamjeeyam there was mention of only three sons and not five and so Fadiri's contention was not correct.

1-26
'

'

'.'. ;

'
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'

:
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Based on Fadiri's words, renowned historian Robert Sewell observed that "Heem Rajah or as Briggs renders

the name Tun-Rajah representing the Timma are referring doubtless to Saluva Timma, the great minister

of Krishnadevaraya
"

(Forgotten Empire page 81). Thus he stated that Ramaraju the son of Heem-

raju was the son of the Prime Minister of Sri Krishna Devaraya, namely Timmarusu. It is as true as to

say that Saluva Timmaraju was the father of Aliya Rama Rayalu. Aliya Rama Rayalu was the son of

Srirangarayalu and not Saluva Timmaraju.

Sri Rangaraya was said to have conquered several states and he was of a congenial temperament
and he ruled his subjects with good and pious sentiments like Arajarshi in heart which is evident from

&
Swar~

mela Kalanidhi
*

a work on music of 1549 A.D. The sioka pertaining to this information is given below :

Sloka : Yesham kulamkrutiresha jajne

Sriranganatho jitiraja rajah

Tayasadachara drusavi vinte

Rajarshibhavam ramitakshamoyah.

It was clearly pointed out in Sri Viroopaksha inscription that Sri Rangarayalu had three sons

Ramaraja, Tirumalaraya, and Venkatadri by Tirumala Devi.

Rachita naya vicharam Ramarajam cha dheeram
Vara Tirumalarayam Venkatadri kshiteesam

Ajanayata sa yeta nanupoorvya kumara
Niha Tirumala Devya meva Rajamahoujah.

(Sri Virupaksha Inscription page 6, lines 15 to 18)

However Ramaraja Bhooshana in his Vasmhantra mentioned that Timmamba and Srirangaraya had
five sons Kpnaraju, Timmaraju, Ramaraju, Tirumala Raju and Venkatadri. By comparing the five sons
with 'Suradrupanchakam' he made it more clear.

Ka. Aa manujendrunaku buram

dhreemaniyagu Timmamakunu Sriramunakun

Bhoomija sutrainunakubu

lomajayunu bale jagambulo nutikekkun.

Sa. Chetojata samanamurtiyagu na Sriranga dhatridhavun
da timmambikayandu gonavibhu timmadheesu Ramaprabhun
Dhootasesha vipakshu Sritirumalendru venkatakhyanava
Khyatunganche suradru panchakamu nayyambodhirajum balen.

Even Andugula Venkayya the author of Narapati Vijaya and Koneru Kavi the author of Padya
Dwipada Bala Bhagavatas-and' Ramaraju Rangapparaju the author of Sambopakhyana also mentioned
that "Tirumalamba and Sri Rangarajahad five sons." But according to Sri Viroopaksha inscription we
have to conclude that Tirumalamba (Timmamba) and Sri Rangaraja had three sons namely Ramaraja,
Tirumalaraja and Venkatadriraja. Had Sri Rangaraja two wives? and were Konaraja and Timmaraja the
sons of that first wife? Were the other three, the offsprings ofTirumalamba? It is but natural to doubt
and peitaps it is for tMs reason that

paksha Inscription ! But the emphatic way in which Ramaraja Bhooshana and others said in their works
- -

'
'

'

'

- ;

'
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that it was by Timmambika herself that Sri Rangaraja had all the five sons raises a point bv which we
cannot assert any other way. In Dmpada Bala Bhagavatam, Vasuchantra and Narapati Vijayam both
Konaraju and Timmaraju were not described as to be great personages. But it cannot be said that because
they were not great persons of consequence they were not mentioned in Sri Viroopaksha Inscription By
using the word "

Anupoorvya
"

(one by one) it was conclusively stated that there were only three sons it

cannot even be mentioned that there might have been two elder sons before Ramaraju.

(Aliya) Ramarayalu (2)

"
This Ramarayalu* was a great statesman. He earned a great name as the great kings like

Bharata and others of yore by destroying several bad rulers. He was a great Veena player and a great
philanthropist." Thus goes the description in two slokas in the Sri Viroopaksha inscription. (See Sri

Viroopaksha Inscription page 6, lines 18 to 23). The2ndsloka, 21, 22,.23 lines describing the charitable

disposition and skill to play Veena, which is found in Sri Viroopaksha Inscription, was found omitted in
Sri Rama Inscription and 1st sloka 18 to 21 lines was alone taken. (See Sriraina Inscription pages 50, lines

18 to 19 and page 52, lines 1 and 2). Ramarayalu was addressed as Aliya Ramarayalu since a long
time, not only ruler of Kandanavolu and as he happened to be the son-in-law of Srikrishnadevaraya. He
stood like a mountain of strength to Sri Krishna Devaraya, not merely as son-in-law but also as confidential

adviser and as a political adviser. He was also a great source of strength to Sadasivaraya and others.

He proved the words mentioned in Sri Viroopaksha Inscription that by killing the enemies who were a
menace to their subjects he earned great name like Bharata and other kings of yore. Many historians

and many research scholars wrote at length about Aliya Rama Raya that in consolidating, extending and

establishing Vijayanagara empire and earning an elevated position to it in the whole South and in bringing
a unique status to this kingdom Aliya Ramaraya played a role of rare merit and showed Ms great valour,
and statesmanship. Several articles and books were also written about him. Though he was equally

proficient in fine arts and particularly music and his skill in playing Veena, as he was a great statesman and a
a great warrior, his greatness in this direction never came to light. We can find a mention of his proficiency
in playing Veena, in the second Venkatapatiraya's inscription of 1589 A.D. There was one Ramayamatya
Todaramallu among his ministers, Ramarayalu appointed him as a regent representative to Kondaveedu
state. This Todaramallu was also a great scholar in music. He is a great scholar and poet in Telugu
and Sanskrit. By the encouragement given by Venkatadri the second brother of Aliya Ramarayalu, this

Todaramallu wrote a book of theory of music entitled "Swaramela KalamdM
"

and dedicated the book to

Aliya Rama Rayalu. This book "Swaramela Kalanfdhi" was completed in the year 1549 A.D, which fact

is evidenced by the sloka at the end of this work.

"Sloka: Sakenatra dharadharabdhi Dharanee ganyecha sadharane

Varshesravanamasijonmilatare pakshe dasamyamihithou

Ramamatyavinirmita swaradatoshhadgeeti Ratnakarat

soyammelakalanidhirmatimata makalpamakalpitan.

Because Aliya Ramarayalu was himself a great veena player and was a real Swaramelakalanidhi,

this book was naturally dedicated to him. It appears that by giving his daughter in marriage to Aliya

Ramaraya, Krishnadevaraya used to feel proud that he happened to be the father of a girl who deserved to

* He was also mentioned as Rama Raju.
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be the wife of such, a great man like Aliya Ramaraya. This was mentioned in the following slokas in Swara-

mela Kalanidhi while describing the dynasty of Ramaraya.

Sloka: Yeshamkulalamkrutiresha Jaje Sriranganatho jitirajarajah

Tayasadacharadrusa vivinte Rajarshibhavam Ramitakshamoyahan

Timmambikatasya babhoova devi sadhwijananamivayasamisthih

Satiyasoda vinatanasuyasudakshina Satyavati Subhadran

Tapoviseshanatamorasesha Rajadhirajoa-janiramarajah

Kanyapradoa. smaisahikrishnarayah kanyapitrutvambahumanyatesmaii

There were five sons to this famous Aliya Ramarayalu.

Tirumalarayalu (1)

"
Sri Ranga Rayalu's second son Tirumala Rayalu was a greater genius than his brothers and he

was also powerful. He defeated several kings in fierce battles and reigned nonchallantly. He was not only

a great man of qualities and kind disposition but also a pious man and he performed several charitable acts

at religious centres like Kanchi, Sri Rangam, Tirupati and Ahobilam, etc. strictly adhering to the tradition

*
Suvarnatulabhara

' was also performed by him apart from routine donations. This was the description

given in nine slokas eulogising the great qualities of Tirumalaraya in the Sri Viroopaksha Inscription (See

Sri Viroopaksha Inscription page 8, line 2 to page 10, line 9 ), but in Sri Rama Inscription

only two slokas were given mentioning his qualities (Sri Rama Inscription page 52, lines 4 to 9). Both

these slokas were taken verbatim et litteratim from Sri Viroopaksha Inscription (page 8, lines 2 to 7).

Tirumalarayalu was the first king from Araveeti dynasty who ascended the Karnataka kingdom. Though

his elder brother Aliya Ramarayalu was also reigning the kingdom he was not a direct ruler.

He kept Sadasivaraya of Tuluva dynasty as a titular head and was ruling under his name.

Tirumala Rayalu was reigning Karnataka empire with his capital at Penugonda. According

to the assumption that Sri Rangaraja had five sons, Konaraju and Timmaraju were the two elder sons. I

have already pointed out elsewhere that Timma Raju and Tirumala Raju and Raju, Rayalu words were so

similar, that in usage no difference was practically shown. So much so, on several occasions poets used

Tirumalarayalu was referred to as Tirumala Raju and even as Timmaraju. So, to differentiate between

Timmaraju (Tirumalarayalu) and Timmaraju of Konaraju, Timmaraju, poets referred Timraaraju the

brother of Aliya Timma Raju as Yerra Timmaraju. This will reveal that Tirumalaraya was of a fair

complexion and Timmaraju of Konaraju and Timmaraju the elder brothers of Aliya Ramarayalu was

not of a fair complexion (see family chart F). Ramarajabhushana referred to Tirumalarayalu as Yerra

Timmaraju in his NarasabhoopaUyam in the following verse.

'

"
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Te. gee. Rajadevendruditadana dejarillu

nanagha Chalukya narayananka vividha

biruda rnanne vibhaladi birudasali

prabhavopetuderatimmaparthivundu.
"

;".- (ch. 1, verse 84)

Vengalamba was the wife of Tirmala Rayalu. This was evident from the 31st sloka (page 10, lines 9 'to 10)

in Sri Viroopaksha Inscription. But according to the -19th, 20th slokas (page 52, lines 10 to 14) Sii
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Rama Inscription., Tirumala Rayalu had many wives and there were four sons to him. This will be

discussed later.

H. Krishna Sastry wrote that according to the 'Lithic* records Tirumalarayalu reigned the fort of

Kochherlakota around 1552 A.D. It is evident from the following verses in Vasucharitra and other works
that even during the reign of Aliya Rama Rayalu, Tirumalaraya along with his younger brother Venkatadri

raided on Bedar and defeated Baridshah.

Vinamada sudana malkavinodana veerabarida naradahari

(Vasucharitra Ch. 3 verse 188)

Kalitakoota kanakavata sambhramadbhramitaghota

bedadakotapatukavata patana I

(Vasucharitra Ch. 5 verse 128)

Anuchu gadu mechhi jayalakshmiyaji ranga

katara barida ketana ghatita bhadra

kalasa medurugabooni yeghanunijende

natadu sainanyude Venkatadrivibhudu.

(Vasucharitra Ch. 1 verse 51)

Anuchu yavanula degadi tannasrayinchu

Vari samrajyalakshmi newadu goniye

Nahavogra barida saptanga haranu

datadu vilasillu Srivenkatadrivibhudu.

(Narasa Bhoopaliyam Ch. I verse 85)

Asadrusorusouryu dahava gandeevi

Venkatadriraja vibudha raju

Ani Baridu gelchi yatani birudume

tammu goniye bhoojanammu vogada

(Narapati Vijayam verse 284)

The historically famous . Tallikota battle took place on the banks of the river Krishna on 23rd

January 1565 A.D. In this battle described to be a great fight between the Hindu forces and the Moham-
madans the three brothers Aliya Ramarayalu, Tirumala Rayalu and Venkatadri Raju participated. This

battle was fought against Adilshah, Nizamshah and Barid Kutubshah and though he was old Aliya Rama-

rayalu fought in the battle like a thirty year old solider and died a martyr's death and Tirumala Raya and

Venkatadri Raju were crowned with victory. However, after the death of the great administrator., warrior

Aliya Tirumalaraya who steered the destiny of Karnataka empire for several decades, Vijayanagara empire
became weakened. Several inscriptions say that after the death of Aliya Rama Rayalu, Tirumala Rayalu
ascended the throne and thus there is no room for the assumption that Tirmala Rayalu and Venkatadri

Raju also died in the battle at Tallikota,. There is a mention in Sadasiva Raya's Inscription and other

Karnataka Inscriptions that after (Aliya) Ramaraya's death Tirumala Rayalu ascended tlie throne.
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"
Srirama raje srita satvasourye soureh padam saswata mabhyupete;

"

Tadanu bhuva masesham palayan rajaneetya

tapana tanaya jeta dan.a reetya mahatya,

Bharata mahita bhooma bhati tasyanujanma

Varatirumala raja ssahiti bhoja raja.

(Sadasivaraya's Inscription. Epigraphica India, Book 9, page 338)

"
Swastisri Vijayabhudaya Saka Varshangalu 1490 neya vibhava Samvatsara jestha Su. 5

Mangalavaradallu Srimanmaharajadhi Raja 'parameswara Veerpratapa Veera Sadasiva maha rayaru

Prithivee Rajyam gai yuttirulu Sri manmahamandaleswara Aliya Ramarajaya Devamaha Arasugalu

Turuttu Rajakaryakkagi Astamana vagallagipattana simhasaiia Rajya vellakettu bila vagallagi Raja Sri

Tirumala Rajayya Deva maha arasugalu. . , , Vallisidamele
"

(Hold keri Taluka Inscription No. 7, Epigraphica Karnaiika,

Book II, page 328)

Apart from all these, Sri Viroopaksha Inscription described in three slokas that Tirumala Raya who attained

glory in many ways ascended the throne later.

Trishu Srirangakshmapari bhrudhakumareshwadhiranam

Vijityarikshma pamstirumalamaha Rayanrupatih

Mahoujassamrajyesumatirabhishikto nirupame

prasastyurvim sarvamapi tisrushu martishvivaharih

(Page 8, lines 2 to 5)

Srirangaraya's son Tirumala Raya was shrewdest amongst his three sons, an able and strong man, who
conquered his enemies in battles and he ascended the throne of an unparelleled empire and ruled the

country like Lord Vishnu of the Trinity

Yasasvinamagrasarasya yasya pattabhishekesati pardhivendoh

Danambu poorairabhishichya manadwepadam bhoormriyam dadhati.

(Page 8 Lines 6-7-8)

At the time of his coronation it appeared that mother earth was ascending the throne as queen with all
the streams of gifts showering on her.

Hutva mantra purassaram ripuyasolajanprata panalam

Samprapayya padani saptabhuvaneshvaropya meroopalam
Preetah keertimayeem vadhoom parinayan satkoutu kollasineem

yassimhasana masrito vijayategrunham dwijendrasishah

(Page $ last Line, Page 10 Lines 1 to 3)
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Tirumalaraya was ascending the throne while best Brahmins were reciting blessings and the parched corn

like glories of his enemies were being consumed by the Homa fire which was like his valour and it was like

his marrying the bride of glory,

By this, it is clear that after Aliya Rama Rayalu, Tirmala Rayalu ascended the throne. While

at the same time stating that he ascended the throne as Brahmins blessed him, no mention was made about

his elder brother Aliya Rama Rayalu, which means that it was only after the death of his brother Aliya
Rama Rayalu, that Tirumala Rayalu ascended the throne.

In the war against Adilshah, Kutubshah and Nizamshah, Aliya Rama Rayalu along with his two

brothers Tirumala Rayalu and Venkatadri Raju, including the sons of Aliya Rama Rayalu and Tirumala

Rayalu, exhibited great courage and Valour. Tirumala Raya's great valour was described in Vasucharitra

in the following verse.

Tagavari gada nijamu duddanda jaya pa
tistha Tirumalaraya dhatiki jalinchi

parachuneda sakti marachiyu maruvadayye
dattaduchita pradesa sandhana yukti

(Chapter 1, verse 58)

It comes out from some other inscriptions that after the death of Aliya Rama Rayalu in the Talli-

kota battle, Tirumala Rayalu kept Sadasivarayalu as a titular head of the state and was ruling on his behalf

as a follower of Aliya Ramaraya by capturing other kingdoms gradually.

"
Srirama Rajesrita satvasourye soureh padam sasvata mabhyupete

Tadanubhuva masesham palayan Rajaneetya. .... .'

v.Tadanujanmavara Tirumalarajassahitee Bhojarajah

Svairam samvruta kantakodha sukrutotkrushtam vidhayakhilam

Bhookedara mudara dana salilasaraissamapooryacha ;

Samvarthyanagha keerti sasyanivaham tatpalikam vikrama

Srikantam bhujakaya mana sikhare dhatte hi yatteja sa

Dharmamarma vidastasya. ....

. . . Vimata dhwanta bhaswatah

Prajya karnata rajya Sri sthapanacharya visruteh,

Atreya gotrapathoja martandasya manaswinah

Sri Tirumala kshapa sekhara dayambudhe

Vinayoudarya seelasya vijnapti rnana palayan

Sadasivamaharayo mananeeyo manaswinam

Sahiranya payodhara poorvakam dattavan muda"

(Epigrapkica India, Book 9, page 338)

However it is evident from Vasucharitra that, when Tirumala Rayalu was reigning at Penugonda, his son

Sri Rangarayalu, was crown prince at that time.
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Tetageeti Tirumalarayachandra

San-dra pattabhishekambu samudayamuna

(Vasucharitra chapter 1 verse 62)

Cha : Haripada bhaktaseeludaguna Raghunatha nrupala koormi so|

darudu Singaraya vasudhavaru datmaguna pramoda va

ttirumalaraya sekliara viteerna maha yuvaraja patta bam
dhurudai sarvabhoobhuvana dhoorvahasakti vahlnchu nentayun.

(Vasucharitra chapter 1 verse 71)

In, some other inscriptions Tirumalarayalu was described as thus

"
Srirama rayesrita bhagadheye, soureh padam saswatamabhyupete

Tadanubhuva maseshampalayan rajaneetya tapana tanaya jeta danareetya mahatya

Bharata mahita bhoomabhati tasyanujanmavara tirumalarajas sahiti Bhojarajah

Swairam samvrutakantakosL thasukrutokrushtarn vidayakliilam

Bhookedara mudara salilasaraissama poorvya cha,

Samvarthyaghanakeerti sasyanivaham tatpalikam vikrama

Srikantam bhujakaya manasikhare dhatte hiyattejasa

Dliarma marma vidastasya dharanikalpa sakMnah,

Somavamsavatamsasya swadhina naya sampadah

Vijnapitasya vinaya dwimat dhwanta bhasaatah

Prajya karnatarajyasri sthapanacharya visruteh.

Atreyagotra pathoja martandasya manaswinah

Antem Bavara gandasya sindhwanta kshiti rakshinah

Varnitayasasona navarna Srimandalika gandasya
Ye birudaraya rahuta visvaikya bhujanga biruda bharitasya

Vikhyata birudamanne vibhalaleelasya vijayaseelasya,

Viswambharabhruti sphuta visruta dharani varaha birudasya.

Kalyana puranathasya salyari samatejasah

Vengi tribhuvani mailalinga sthira yasonidheh

Srimattirumala kshmapasekharasya dayambudheli
Vina youdarya seelasya vignapti manupalayan

........................... . Sadasiva maharayo

Sahiranya payodhara poorvakamdattavan muda
"

(Epigraphica India, Book 9, page 338).

Some of the titles of Tirumala Raya were naturally acquired by Mm but some were hereditary but still all of

them eulogise his greatness and they reflect his glory. Ramarajabhushana described Tirumala Raya's

titles, his power and tact, at several places in Vasucharitra.
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"
Vasumati bhagadhurvahatanevvani yurvara varahanka marthamu vahinchu"

"
Veerapratapa rajadhiraja

Raja parameswarashtadigraja kulama, no bhayankara biruda "

(Chapter 1 verse 13).

"
Katakendrudampina gandha sinduramu latrnaswami maru hastamulu rnoguva

Hayanathudampina harulu kai ja moralarchuchu batiki joharu seya

Navada pati pampina yamoolya katakamul kartaperuga badagramula,benaga

Bandyesudampina bharmambuladhipati pratiga nijankamudralu vahimpa

Souryakirtulato vachhu sakaladinga, rendra rajyendirala madki nigurubondlu

Chatula manikya, mayadanda charu chamaramulu veevanga berolagamuna nundi
"

(Chapter 1 verse 15)

"..... Veerapratapa Rajadhiraja

Raja devendra Tirumalarayachandra^ sandra pattabhishekambu samudayamuna
"

(Chapter 1 verse 62)

"
Unnata jaya janya biruda, mannevibhaladi birudamanyunaku

"

(Chapter 1 verse 87)

**. , Mooru rayara ganda !
"

(Chapter 2 verse 1)

"...... Bhoomaha varaha Varanadhiraja vari rasi mandara."

(Chapter 2 Verse 160)

". Yem, tern bara gandanka. , . . . ."

(Chapters verse 187)

"
."...... . Padanamrahayarat bhasvatsapadankana

"

(Chapter 5 verse 126)

As Tirumala Rayalu was described to be a great charitable king, Vasucharitra also described this great

quality in him and said that he got laid several gift charters. The following verse describes thus :

Ma. Dharnaewaniki vrayu badmajudu vrata Ivanito negu na

sthiramul saswitakeertiyou Tirumala Sriraya Narayanun

du rahin, vrasina sasanaksharamulaundun butrapoutranvaya

sthiravruttin bruthukaksharambulu guru Sri varanatulyambule.

(Vasucharitra Chapter 1 verse 61)

Tirumala Rayalu was described as
"
Sahiti Bhoja Raju

"
in the inscriptions. King Bhoja was a

great patron of literature and literate and himself was a great scholar. It is evident from this title that
' "'

'

'

'
'

'
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Tirumala Raya was not only a great patron of literate but also was a great scholar himself. Tirumalaraya

wrote a scholarly commentary to Sri Geeta Govinda of Jayadeva under the title "Sruti Ranjani". This

fact was mentioned in some of the inscriptions. The manuscript is available in the Madras Oriental Manu-

scripts Library. Though it was not mentioned in the Sri Yiroopaksha Inscription it was to Tirumala Rayalu }

Ramarajabhushana's work Vasucharitra was dedicated. This great literary work was dedicated to him

somewhere around 1580 A.D. Scholars believe that it is a poetical work giving only one continuous story.

But my research proved that it is a great work revealing the Arsha Vignana with eight different

meanings pertaining to the eight vasuvus. The great poet Ramarajabhooshana and the Tirumala Rayalu

to whom it was dedicated were great cherished souls.

Venkatadri Raju

Lakshmana was known for his valour and courage. Venkatadri Rayalu was also a valorous and

courageous like Lakshmana and just as Lakshmana stayed with his brother Sri Rama like a shadow and a

companion, Venkatadri Rayalu also stayed with his eldest brother (Aliya Rama Rayalu (Eldest son of

Sri Ranga Rayalu) (see Viroopaksha Inscription page 6, last line; and page 8, I - II lines and Sri Rama

Inscription page 52, lines 2, 3, 4) yet, we must note that Venkatadri Rayalu never reigned as a king. But

in Narapati Vijayam it was said that Venkatadri Raju reigned Kandanolipuram (Kurnool).

"
Yelenu Gandanolipura mindrasamanudu Venkatadri Bhoo

paludu
"

(Narapati Vijayam - 266 verse)

Venkatadri Raju was a great hero and an equally kind hearted man. This was described in

Sri Viroopaksha Inscription, while comparing him, with Lakshmana and Soumitri. He achieved victories

in many great battles besides Tallikota. It was mentioned earlier that Venkatadri, along with second

brother Tirumala Rayalu raided on Bidar state and defeated Baridshah. In the following verses in Rama-

rajabhushana's Vasucharitra a vivid description of Venkatadri Raju's valour was described.

Ma. Kadimin Venkatarayasouri neduranga leka yatyahitam
badaram goutami datuvela nijakantasru pradahaptiga

Inadadappan jadudainijamudu palam bambunna datiye

kkadagamian bhajiyinchunayyudupa rekhannam mohambunan

Ut. Ekasapadalakshamita mindraju doscharita prabandha ma
stokameyanchu japajita dhurjati Venkatasourisourya dhi

kshmakrutikarna Bheeshmajaya saktinaneka sapadalaksha sam

khya kamaneeyabhoori vibhavapti vahinchu nudanchitonnatin.

(Vasucharitra chapter 1 verses 52, 53)

A great battle sparked off between the forces of Aliya Rama Rayalu and the Deccan Sultans

in 1542 A.D. Venkatadri Raju played a significant role in this battle. "He was like 'Ahavagandivf
in the battle-field with his great valour swelling praised even by the enemy and the enemy soldiers

could not withstand his onslaught and started fleeing from the battle-field. Then, in an attempt
to save their own kingdoms, the Muslim rulers spirited and ran away. Recognising this Aliya
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Ramarayalu divided their forces into three groups, and each of the three brothers headed each group. Aliya
Ramarayalu attacked Golkonda Sultan, Jamsheed Kutubshah. Tirumala Rayalu attacked Aimed Nagar
Sultan Burhan Nizamshah and Venkatadri Raju attacked Bijapur and Bidar Sultans, Ibrahim Adilshah and
Amir Baridshah, and chased them to defeat and enter into a treaty. In this attempt they chased the enemy
into forest terrain. It was then perhaps Venkatadri Raju's forces encountered Savabarida forces at Adaveni,
Kurakacherla, Manuva areas. Asad Khan who was ruling Adaveni fort at that time disappeared with a
small cavalry force ordering the bulk of his remaining forces to join Adilshah. During the days of Venka-
tadri Raju's pursuit of Bijapur forces, when Venkatadri Raju's soldiers were inattentive one day, the cavalry
force of Asad Khan which was hiding in a place took the opportunity and pounced on, the inattentive forces

of Venkatadri Raju and captured them, including all their goods. After sunrise Venkatadri Raju woke up
and gathered his scattered forces who fled and supplement it with some old Araveedu forces and pursued
Adilkhan and achieved a spectacular victory. He not only defeated the arrogant Amir Baridshah but also

took him prisoner. All the families who were imprisoned by Asad Khan were released without being
dishonoured by him. The following verses in Narasa Bhoopaliyam lend support to these points.

Tetageeti: Anuchuyavanula degaditannasrayinchu
Vari samrajyalakshminevvadu goniye

Nahavogra Baridasaptanga haranu

Datadu vilasillu Srivenkatadri vibhudu.

(Narasa Bhoopaliyam)

Seesa : Niratambudurmarga niratulou Turakala

Natula sanmargasangatulajese

Naniyatamohandhulou Paraseekula

Swasthree sukhaika nischalula jese

Natinirdayatmulou Yavanula bhoota

Santanatrupti pradatmakulajese

Dwijapakshapatambu degadu paschatyula

Dwijapakshapata bhavitulajese

Tetageeti : Nanuchugadu mechhi jayalakshmiyajiranga

katara Barida Ketana ghatita bhadra

kalasamedurugabooni yeghanuni jende

Natadu samanyude Venkatadri vibhudu.

(Vasucharitrd)

Soon after Bidar Sultan surrendered to Venkatadri Raju, Bijapur sultan fled away. But Venka-

tadri Raju pursued him. Both forces met at Manuva Fort which was situated north of river Tungabhadra

between the two forts of Mudigallu and" Rachur. Ibrahim Adilshah fought a fierce battle yet he was utterly

defeated. In this battle Venkatadri Raju's uncle Avuku Timmaraju also played an important role. Dwi-

pada and Padya Bala Bhagavatas mentioned this. The complete victory achieved by Venkatadri Raju was

described in Narasa Bhoopaliyam thus in the following verse :

Ma. Baladhuryundagu Venkatendruni mahabahabalatopa vi

hvaludai Yunnatidhavanakriya sapadabhi mukhyudainatti Ye

dulu khanundidenedugrammara sapadundayye nanarmilin

dalatatpadamudalche bheemarathi pontangana nityonnatin.
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Ma. Sthirasangrama jayabhi ramudagu na Srivenkata kshmavarun

darayanrajasikhavatamsudagu dadhyambugakunnanee

dharaneepalakulella mechhaga sapadakshoni bhrutpraptibha

suradurgadhipatitwa vaibhavabhavasphoorti nvijrumbhinchune.

(Narasa Bhoopaliyam} -

After being utterly defeated, disgraced by Venkatadri Raju, Bijapur Sultan fell on the feet -of

Yenkatadri -
"
Sapada kshoni bhrut prapti bhasura durgadhi patitwa vaibhavam "

and he saved his ruler-

ship and kingdom by offering Rachur, Mudigallu and Manuva forts in Bijapur as gifts to Venkatadri Raju-

Historians pointed out that these facts of history disprove the truthless and adverse stories written by

Ferishta, as worthless,

Hirasu Fadiri wrote that there was no mention in Vasucharitra that Tiramalaraya brothers captured

Kalyananagara Fort, but it was not true. When Tirumalaraya's forces were fighting with Burhan Nizam-
shah's army at Kalyananagara Fort, after completing their victorious battles Aliya Ramaraya's forces

from the east and Venkatadri Raju's forces from the west joined Tirumala Raya's forces which were in the

mid-point. Unable to fight with the trippled forces of the three brothers, Nizamshah left the Kalyanapura
Fort and fled towards Ahmed Nagar. ,

:
"
The Vasucharitra does not give any inFormation about the capture of Kalyani, which beloiiged

to the Sultan of Ahmed Nagar"

(The Araveedu Dynasty of Vijayanagara, p. 76) (

The following verse in F^wcA^nYm disproves the above stateme

- Sardulam : Viswamitrunigolchi Ramudatadurvin^^ jendegalyanamu

nvlswamitrulugolva Ramuditad'urvinjende glyanamun
Saswatkirtulu Ramulayyiruvurun sadhinchu kalyanala

bhaiswaryambulu dharmanirmadhana dharmalambana vyagramul.

(Vasucharitra) -,

Telugu poets went on describing that notwithstanding this, the forces chased him even into
the Ahmed Nagar Fort, ruined the forts, ploughed the whole city and sowed the castorseeds. It was
described that after leaving the Ahmed Nagar city the victorious army washed their blood trewn swords in
Godavari river forty five miles away, whatever it is Venkatadri Raju was not only like Lakshmana
but he .excelled Lakshmana by playing a great role in achieving successive victories to his brother.
There is a sloka in Sri Rama Inscription about Yenkatadri Raju

Sloka ; Khyatastasyapitamahanujataya Srivenkatadrikshama

palasrilalanaswayam vrutapateh jatanu kampaspadarn
Aseeduddhruta satrugandha karati pradhwamsa baddhavrato

Haryakshah kaviloka rakshana kala pratyagra Bhojakrutih

(Srirama Inscription page 56, lines 2 to 5)

(Venkatadri Raya, the brother of the grand father of Venkatapati Rayalu had the blessing of Lord Vishnu.
He was like a lion to the elephant-like enemies. He was like Bhoja in patronising poets).
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After Tirumalaraya the son of Sri Rangaraya, his son Sri Rangaraya (2B) ascended the throne.

It was already mentioned elsewhere that Sri Rangaraya (2B) was a crown prince even when his father Tiru-

malaraya was ruling.

Aliya Ramarayalu, Tirumala Rayalu and Venkatadri Rayalu the sons of Tirumalamba and

Srirangaraya, also had children. But Sri Viroopaksha Inscription made no mention about the children of

Aliya Rama Rayalu and Venkatadri Rayalu, the brothers of Tirmaia Rayalu. Even in the lineage of Tiru-

mala Rayalu, except the mention of Sri Rangarayalu no mention was made of the rest. In Sri Rama Ins-

cription along with Tirumala Rayalu's descendants, AUya Ramarayalus's descendants on this side and

Venkatadri Rayalu's descendants on that side were mentioned. So, according to the Sri Viroopaksha and Sri

Rama Inscriptions, Tirumala Raya's lineage will be first dealt with followed by Aliya Rama Rayalu's lineage

and Venkatadri Raju's lineage in the same order as mentioned in the inscriptions. Thus Tirumala Raya's

sons and grandsons are being mentioned first.

Srirangarayalu (2B)

Sri Rangarayalu, the son ofVengalamba and Tirumalaraya, became famous due to his charitable dis-
'

position. He captured Kondaveedu, Vinukonda and other forts by defeating his enemies and he was living

in Penugonda. He had two wives Tirumaladevi and Krishnamba. Large quantity of gold was gifted at the

time of his coronation. He captured a total number of eighty forts by defeating his enemies. It was

because of his great courage that he was described as
"
Diggaja-Kulaparvata, Adisesha, Amsalato janinin-

chiha Bhoopathi Kagala Ekaika Veerudu." He had very pleasing qualities" in him. He had titles like

" Hosa Birudara Gandadu, Rayarahuttamindadu, Manyansamulu, Guliya Manya Veera Puli, RanaMukha

Ramabhadrudu, Mandaleeka Gandadu, Chalukya Chakravarti, Birudaraya Rahuta Vesya Bhujagundu,

Oddiya raya disa pattudu, Rajadhi Raja, Raja Parameswara, Mururayaraganda, Hindarayasultan" etc.

He gave protection, to those who sought refuge and used to punish those who went back on their word.

Hs smashed the arrogance of Adhahlu Raya. He conquered the Utkala king with greatest skill and courage

and he had a respectable place in the Maharashtra and Magadha Kingdoms. He won the praise of

Kambhoja, Bhoja, Kalinga, Maharashtra and other kings. He was the head of Kalyanapura state

with Nellore region, under his domain and shone with glory like a jewel in Araveetipuram.

This was the inscription laid by this Sri Rangarayalu on "Salivahanasaka 1498 Dhata Nama Sam-

vatsara Kartika masa sukla paksha ksheerabdhi Dwadasi (corresponding to Saturday the 3rd November,

1576 A.D.) gifting many lands in the name of his queen, to Lakshmipati Bhattu belonging to Koundinya

Gotra. Apastambha sutra for the purposes of spending on the daily rituals and festivals to Lord Srikala-

hastiswara and also for renovating the temple. This gift was given with Sri Ramachandra as the witness.

Lakshmipati Bhatta was the son of Timmavadhani and grandson of Narasabhoopala and his

family name was
"
Yadati ". He was a great devotee of Lord Vishnu. He was a

"
Shatkarmanirata

"

that is one who adheres to yajana, yaajana, Adhyayana, Adhyapana, Daanapratigrahas. He was a great

scholar of Vedic literature and he was very proficient amongst who learnt yajussakha of Vedas. He was

also a great scholar mother traditional doctrines known as Againas and he was bestowed with all the appro-

ved good qualities. He speaks sweet, and pure and who possessed the qualities of sama, and dama etc.

He lived in the famous Chandragiri kingdom but was popularly known in Palanadu and other regions

Sri Ranga Rayalu who got the Sri Viroopaksha inscription in 1576 A.D. was the son of Tirumala Rayalu.
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There was no mention about Sri Ranga Raya's brother in. the Inscription. It was clear from the mention
"

Sri Vengalamba chirapunyarasih
"

in the 31st sloka (page 10, lines 9, 10) that Sri Rangaraya was the

son of Tirumalaraya by Vengalamba.

In the Sri Rama inscription by the following slokas it becomes clear that Tirumala Rayalu had more

wives, just as Dasaratha had four sons Sri Rama and others, Tirumala Raya had four sons-Raghunatha

Rayalu, Sri Ranga Rayalu, Sri Rama Rayalu and Venkatadeva Rayalu,

Samadayovidhi mukhadiva satyavachah

Samadyupaya nivahayiva Samyugeenat

Ramadayo Dasarathadiva rajamouleh

Tasmadameya yasasatanaya bhabhoovuh.

Thobhood raghunatha nama

Sri Ranga Rajah Sita palikatah

Rama Raja ssisuv Ramsu rurvyah

Vikhyatiman Venkata Deva Rayah

(See page 52)

But according to the following sloka :

Tajjyayasah sura druina lajja

Vaha charitra Ramaraja vibhoh

Jatastirumala raja

Khyatasrirangarayo^ pi .

(See page 52, lines 18-19 and page 54, line 1)

mention of Sri Raina Raya as 'tajjyasah* that is elder to Venkatapati Deva, it appears that Sri Rama

Rayalu and Venkatapati Deva Rayalu were of the same womb. Then Raghunatha Raya's mother must be

different. So it is clear that Tirumala Raya had three wives and he had one son each by two wives and two

sons by the other wife. Therefore the poet of the inscription rightly compared Tirumala Raya to Dasaratha

and his sons to Rama and his brothers.

Nevertheless, it is clear from the following verse in Ramarajabhooshana's Vamcharitra that it

was by Vengalamba that Tirumala Rayalu had the four sons Raghunatha Raya, Sri Rangaraya, Sri Rama

Raya and Venkatapati Devarayalu.

Sa : Rarajadgunasali Tirmala Maharayandu Srivengalam
barama maniyanduganchesutulan brakhyatasa kirti La
kshmeeramun Raghunathabhoomiramanun Srirangarayagranin.

Sriramavani nathu brabhavanidhin Srivenkatakshmavarun.

(Vasucharitra Chapter 1, verse 66)

If Raghunatha and other three brothers are the sons by the same wife as mentioned by Ramaraja-

bhushana, we cannot say why Tirumala Raya made his second son as the prince to succeed him leaving his

eldest son Raghunatha Raya. We cannot even say why Sri Ranga Raya got himself alone described in the

Sri Viroopaksha Inscription leaving aside all his brothers.
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Even in Sri Rama Inscription except for a mention that Tirumala Raya had four sons nothing
particularly mentioned about Raghunatha Raya.

Ramarajabhushana described Sri Ranga Raya in six verses in Vasucharitra.

Cha : Haripada bhaktaseeludagu na Raghunatha nrupalu kurmi so

darudu Sirangaraya vasudha varudatmaguna pramoda va

Ttirumalaraya sekhara viteerna mahayuvaraja pattaban
dhurudai sarva Bhubhuvana dhurvahasakti vahinchunentayun.

Cha : Urarnunanegu gundali payodhara dharala nanu neppudun
Girul garul Rajovivrutikinjami velladu nela kurmase

kharudidiyela balajanakalpita soukhyamatanchu dharunee

taruni Sirangaraya vasudhavarujere gumaramanmadhun.

Seesa : Kuntalastha liki ne guna garisthuni ctieeti

Kamaneeya ketaki garbha dalamu

Manjula lalata seemaku ne maha bhagu

Tejambu Kasmira tilaka rekha

Vatsabhagamunake vaibhavadhikuni ya

parakirtirna thalli haravalli

Kanchi desamunake ghanuni santata dana

Vari nirjharadharaheera rasana

Te. Gee. : Yangamuna kevvani chamooturanga koti

dhatikadhuta dhooli mandhalipattu
samadhika kalparuchiboonu jagatikatadu

Rajamatrunde Srirangaraya souri.

Ma : Jaladhin danapayodhuni jharulache, jandrun yasolakshrniche,

Jaladavratamu natmakarita mahasatragni dhoomambuche

Jaluvoppanvelayimpajalu bhalire Srirangaraya kshama

Lalanavallabhudella datalaku nellana data yoohimpagan.

Sa : Tungakshmadhirakotulekki Kamalaptuninringi veerari sou

ryangarambulanokka grukkagoni sadysasranti mannangama
nungakallolavati bhujanga jalasadohambulellan sami

dranga proudha Sirangaraya prutana rangadrajo jalamul.

Seesa : Bhoori bhujangika bhukta nirmuktudai

Varaka busakottu vanidegadi

Pankanissankudai Paradarika vrutti

vadalaka pallottu vaninedasi

Madhupangana sangamaproudhi nepudu vo

vanichukku chemarula vani rosi

Binkampu sanula vanka rapadi nela

vanka pai boonina vani mam
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Te. Gee. : Pudarnichelijenda nakalanka blioga bhasa

manu nakshaya soukaryamani tanu

bhavu namalina danavaibhavu na kuta

raga nistandru Srirangaraya chandru.

(Vasucharitra Chapter 1. verses 71 to 76)

In the above verses Sri Ranga Raya was described to be an able administrator, a great beauty,

and that he conquered kuntala, Vatsa, Kanchi and Anga regions, that he was of a great charitable disposi-

tion, great soldier himselfand that he was particularlyendowed with all the good qualities his father Tirumala

Raya possessed. It seems that Raghunatha Raya liked Sri Ranga Raya very much. Because he possessed
all good qualities that he himself had in him, Sri Rangaraya might have been designated as prince to

succeed him. This was surmised by Ramaraja Bhushana in verses like
"
Haripada bhakta seeludu

"
etc.

Sri Ranga Raya ascended the throne in 1572 A.D. and reigned till 1585 A.D. Sri Viroopaksha inscription

(see page 12
;
lines 11 to 13) says that though Sri Rangaraya had Penugonda as his capital, just to continue

the tradition of the dynasty he kept Araveetinagara as his second capital In this context* that

Sri Rangaraya was also described as
'

Araveetipurahara Nayaka.
"

Raghunatharayalu

Though historians did not mention much about Raghunatharayalu, We can surmise his valour,

and other qualities from the four verses written in the preface to Vasucharitra. The following are those

verses.

Ka : Aa jagadabhinuta suguna sa

majulalo nagrajundu mahaneeya yaso

rajeevasanudu sudhee

rajeevasanudu velase Raghunathudilan.

See : Balu vahinulaminchu malakala ghananama
kambulu doola moolambulettu

Bratirodhi varana vargamu drochitanmaha

bhogasali kshetramulu harinchu

Valagonna bahurajavamsa gutmambula

bahu'terangulagruchhi selagivaichu

Vadijochhi kalachi yavanarasula samagra

jeevanambella dushkeerti galupu

Te. Gee : Navani nasahaya soorata nadhigaminchu

nanagha Tirumalaraya nandana samidga
bheera Ragunatha bhuja peethi beeta vettu

sahasodagra biruda varahamoorti.

Sa. Yadorasi gabhiramoorti Raghunathadheesududdanda ba
ha darpandha sapadamalkika nijamaneekamul drumpa ja

* With this the Araveeti djmasty as available in the Sri Viroopaksha Inscription "comes to an end. Henceforth
Araveeti dynasty as given in the Sri Rama Inscription will be summed up.
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nya doorakshiti baru krushnakunu krushnankambu nadabbebi

bbi deevyamiaya nabja kajjala jalabheela pravahambunan.

Ma. Hari maisadi sirambu sadimeyi jatyaswottamangambu goo

da ranorvin Raghunathasouri yasijendan divyamandara vru

shti rahimbranayutambulai gaganavatimbarva gandliarva ki

nnara roopambulu dalchi sarekavi yanandinchu dachhouryamun.

(Vasucharitra Chapter 1, verses 67 to 70)

Ramarajabhushana eulogised Raghunatha Rayalu to be a great warrior of repute and he destroyed

many Muslim armies. He demolished several ramparts illegally constructed by thieves and imprisoned
their womenfolk who were enjoying luxurious lives. Ramarajabhushana described that the waters of

river Krishna became black due to the blow of lampblack tears shed by the womenfolk of the Muslim army
of Malki Nizam slain by Raghunatha Raya. So we can imagine how many thousands of soldiers he would
have killed in the battle. It was described in verses like

*
Harimai

*

that he roved nonchallantly killing the

soldiers and horses alike and the battle-field was littered with the trunks of horses with human heads and
human trunks with horse heads presenting a ghastly picture. Just as whirlpools in the straight flow of

poetry and variegated multiforms in the natural flow of poetry even in such a tense battle Raghunatha Raya
exhibited a rare skill in performing such miraculous acts in fighting the battle. Thus Ramarajabhushana
described the valorous deeds of Raghunatha Raya. By referring to him it was said that he possessed all

the good traits of Tirmala Rayalu and by description of Raghunatha Raya that he imprisoned women-
folk of the enemy and women of the thieves it can be surmised that Raghunatha Raya was a voluptuous.
When Ramarajabhushana said

" tanmaha bhoga sali kshetramulu harinchu
"

be clearly exposed

Raghunatha Raya's voluptuous escapades. It might be for this reason also that Raghunatha Raya was
not made the prince to succeed the throne ! Some historians never even recognised Raghunatha Raya.

Venkatapati Devarayalu

Venkatapati Devaraya was the fourth son and youngest son of Tirumalaraya by one of his many
wives. Vasucharitra says that he is the fourth son of Vengalamba. He was also known by different names
like Venkatarayalu and Venkatapati Rayalu. He was the younger brother of Sri Rangaraya (2B).

Tirumalaraya fixed up Venkatapati Devaraya as regent over Tamila Desa at Chandragiri. Venkatapati

Devaraya ascended the throne in 1586 A.D. after Sri Rangaraya. He reigned very efficiently and became

very famous. He was a great statesman (Sri Rama Inscription page 52? lines 18-19). He ruled the kingdom
with utmost efficiency for over 28 years and quelled the revolts that sprung up by the intriguings of the

Mohammadans in his own kingdom and he also fought with Golkonda Nawab and won the battle. He
captured Udayagiri. It was during his time of reigning that the Dutch and Portuguese built factories around

Cfaennapatnam, Pulikat, Machilipatnam, Nizarnpattanam areas. These factories were built between
1605 AJD.-1612 A.D. Yet, between 1621 A.D. and 1640 A.D. factories were also built at Pulikat.

Ramarayabhushana the author of Vasucharitra described the personality of Venkatapati Raya
in four verses. In these verses it was described that he was a great king and he was staying at Chandragiri
while being served by several regent kings. He was also said to be handsome, and of a charitable disposition
and a patron of poets. The one poem from Vasucharitra which serves to prove that Venkatapati Devaraya
lived in Chandragiri is as follows :

I 28
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Ma. f Harudaatarakasailadurgamuna nadhyaseenudai Rajase

kharavikhyativahinchujandragiri durgambandu Srivenkate

swarudoppen Bahuraja sekharasadasam sevyudai yourya yi

ddharabantelika vasi thadgirulakundadwallabha Srilakun."

(Chapter I verse 81)

After the death of Venkatapati Devaraya in 1614 AJD. Sri Ranga Raya (3) the youngest son of

his elder brother Sri Ramaraya ascended the throne. Venkatapati Devaraya appears to be issueless.

Sriramarayalu (3)

Sri Rarna Raya was one of the sons of Tirumala Raya and was the elder brother of Venkatapati

Devaraya (Sri Rama Inscription page 52, lines 18, 19 and page 54 I line). He was the elder son in

between the two sons of Sri Rangaraya's step-mother. He was also referred to as Rama Rayalu by

historians. Tirumalaraya kept his third son Sri Rama Rayalu in Kannada area at Sri Rangapatnam
as his representative. He had two sons Tirumalaraya (2) and Sri Rangaraya (3). The author of

Vasucharitra described Sri Rama Rayalu (3) the son of Tirumalaraya in two verses, He was a renowned

king possessing good character and selfless attitude. The following verse from Vasucharitra serves the

purpose to show that he got rid of the menace of all enemies from his kingdom.

Ma. Ghanasouryundu Sirangarayanaraloka swamito buttu Ra *

'
*

manrupalagrani sahyajambudhi payomadhyorvi Sriranga pa
ttana lankanagarambu punyajana peedavartalekunda gai

koni yenmitra bhavopakara nirapekshundai vichitrambugan.

(Chapter 1 verse 77)

Tirumalarayalu (2) Srirangarayalu (3)

There were no details about these two in Sri Rama Inscription. Sri Ranga Rayaiu had a number

of sons who were well-educated, obedient, compassionate and renowned. In amongst them Sri Rama

Rayalu (4) was praised by poets and lived for a long time (Sri Rama Inscription page 54, lines 1 to 5).

Srirangarayalu (3) Sriramarayalu (4)

After the death of Venkatapati Devarayalu in 1614 A.D. Sri Ranga Rayalu (3) the youngest

son of Venkatapati Devarayalu's eldest brother Sri Rama Rayalu (3) ascended the throne. Many sons

born to this Sri Rangaraya (3) who are scholars and amongst them Sri Rama Raya (4) was one, who
was eulogised by many poets. Sri Ranga Raya was very innocent and taking advantage of this the regents

formed into two groups. While one group supported Sri Ranga Raya the other group opposed it. The

opposition group tried to put an illegitimate son of Venkatapati Devaraya on the throne and they even

fought for it. Gobburi Jaggayya was the leader of the opposing group and Yachama Nayudu was the

leader of the supporting group. In a lightning attack Jaggarayalu imprisoned Sri Ranga rayalu and tagged

the throne to the illegitimate son of Venkatapatideva Raya. Yachamanayudu fought with Jaggarayalu

and after defeating him in the encounter, put Sri Rama Rayalu (4) son of Sri Rangarayalu (3) on the throne.

Jaggaraya tasted defeat at the hands of Yachama Nayaka and Sri Ramaraya (4) near Topuru in Tiruchana-

palli District in the year 1616 A.D. Sri Rama Rayaiu (4) ruled from 1617 A.D. till 1630 A.D.

his entire reign was held in wars. After his death in 1630 A.D. Peda Venkata Rayalu the grandson of.

Aliya Rama Rayalu became the king.
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Tirumala Raya's (1) dynasty as described in Sri Rama Inscription, comes to an end with Sri Rama
Rayalu (4). After that Tirumala Raya's elder brother Aliya Rama Raya's dynasty was described (according
to the same order as quoted in Sri Rama Inscription), and afterwards Venkatadri Raju's dynasty will be

taken up.

There were several Sri Rangarayas in the Araveeti dynasty, Araveeti Bukkaraya's grandson and
the son of Lakkamba, Rama Raja was the first. For this reason, in the family chart Sri Ranga Rayalu
was shown as Sri Ranga Raya (1). Later the three sons of Sri Ranga Raya namely Aliya Rama Raya^
Tirumala Raya and Venkatadri Raya each of whom had sons and all the three named one of their sons

after Sri Ranga Raya. Of the three brothers Aliya Rama Raya was the eldest. So his son Sri Ranga Raya
has been shown as Sri Ranga Raya (2A), the second brother Tirumala Raya's son Sri Ranga Raya has been

shown as Sri Ranga Raya (2B) ;
the youngest, Venkatadri Raju's son Sri Ranga Raya has been shown as

Sri Ranga Raya (2C) in the family chart. To indicate the same generation a number is assigned. Since

all the three brothers' sons happened to be living with a little difference in time, they are assigned 2 to

indicate the second generation and to recognise their order A, B, C letters have been suffixed to the numbers.

Aliyaramarayalu

This Aliya Rama Raya the son of Sri Ranga Raya (1) earned a lasting fame for his statesmanship,

foresight, great valour and acumenship as a fighter and an ever vigilant protector of Hindu religion. While

dealing with Aliya Rama Rayalu earlier a few things were also mentioned about this Aliya Rama Rayalu(2)
also (see pages cxcix-cc). Several historians wrote articles and books about him. He had five sons all

were brilliant administrators of good moral behaviour, and donors. Of these Sri Ranga Raya (2A) became
famous for his steadfast devotion to duty and charitable disposition. (See Srirama Inscription page
54, lines 6 to 12)

Srirangarayalu (2A)

Out of the sons of Aliya Rama Raya, Sri Ranga Raya (2A) was well-known. He was a devotee

of Lord Venkateswara. It was due to the Lords' blessings that Sri Ranga Raya had two beautiful sons

Peda Venkata Rayalu and Pina Venkata Rayalu (Sri Rama Inscription, page 54, lines 13 to 17)

Peda Venkatarayalu

Peda Venkata Rayalu, the son of Sri Ranga Raya (2A) was a great warrior and he conducted

several victory marches. He was crowiied at Penugonda. He showered learned Pandits with gold. He
was the grandson of Aliya Rama Raya. Historians called him as Venkatapati Rayalu also. This Venkata

Rayalu and his younger brother Pina Venkata Rayalu were it appears like Rama and Lakshmana. They
showed great enthusiasm in ruling their citizens. They were acting like Rama and Lakshmana in curbing
the wicked and sinners, and thus they used to please their subjects it seems. Peda Venkata Raya was not

merely elder in age, but in valour and other qualities also he was great. (See Srirama Inscription page 54

from 15th line and page 56 up to 2nd line). Peda Venkata Rayalu ascended the throne in 1630 A.D. and

reigned for 12 years. However, Tirumala Raya (2) uncle of Sri Rama Raya (4) who was the great grandson
of Tirumalaraya, who ruled the kingdom prior to Peda Venkata Raya, was troubling the latter very much.
But this Tirumala Raya (2) died in 1630 A.D. Peda Venkataraya's brother's (Pina Venkata Raya's) son
Sri Ranga Raya (4) joined hands with Bijapur Sultans and instigated them to raid twice during 1638-41 A.D.
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on Ms uncle. In the battle that took place in 1638, all the regent kings mustered their forces and assisted.

Peda Venkatarayalu in defeating the Mohammadans and gaining victory. During the second battle in

1641 A.D. a two-pronged attack by Randola Khan over Nellore region and Golkonda Nawab from the east

attacked him; and unable to withstand the onslaught, Peda Venkata Rayalu fled in the Narayanavanam

forests in the Chittoor district. Later, in the year 1642 A.D. Peda Venkata Rayalu died. Aliya Rama

Rayalu the grandfather of this Peda Venkatarayalu had a younger brother Venkatadri (Raju) Rayalu.

That means he was the younger brother to the grandfather of Peda Venkata Rayalu and Pina Venkata

Rayalu.

Pina Venkatarayalu

Pina Venkatarayalu was the grand son of Aliya Rama Rayalu and younger brother of Peda

Venkatarayalu. He was living with his elder brother just as Lakshmana lived with Sri Rama.

(See Srirama Inscription page 54 lines 14 to 18). He was the second son of Srirangarayalu (2A).

Gopala Rayalu was his grandfather's youngest brother's grandson. His grandfather's brother was

Tirumala Rayalu. Pina Venkatarayalu was the elder grandfather's grandson of Gopala Rayalu. That

means they were two brothers of the two grandfathers who were also brothers. So Pina Venkata-

raya's son Sri Ranga Rayalu (4) was like son to Gopalaraya. As a result of his penance Sri Ranga-

raya (4) became Gopala Raya's adopted son by the grace of Lord Venkateswara.

Venkatadri (Rayalu) Raju

About this Venkatadri (Rayalu) Raju a description was given earlier under the caption Venkatadri

Raju. He was the youngest brother to Aliya Rama Raya and younger to Tirumala Raya. He was a great

devotee of Lord Vishnu and he was a terror to his enemies like a lion to the wild elephant and he patronised

poets and scholars being called as Apara Bhoja. His son is Sri Rangaraya (2-C) (See pages ccvi to ccix).

Srirangarayalu (2C)

Sri Ranga- Rayalu was the son of Venkatadri (Raju) Rayalu. Aliya Rama Rayalu and Tirumala

Rayalu were his elder uncles. He was a personification of all good qualities. Gave sumptuous charities.

Aliya Rama Raya's son Sri Ranga Raya (2A) Vengalamba and Tirmala Raya's son Sri Ranga Raya (2B)

and this Sri Ranga Raya (2C) were children of the three brothers. With a few years difference in age, they

were contemporaries. Sri Rangarayalu (2C) had a son Gopala Rayalu (see Sri Rama Inscription page 56,

lines 6 to 11).

Gopalarayalu

Sri Ranga Raya's (2C) son Gopala Rayalu lived a glorious life like Indra. He was the grandson of

Venkatadri (Raju) Rayalu. He gave innunerable gifts. A great virtuous man Gopala Rayalu did penance

along with his wife for Lord Venkateswara. Pleased by his unstinted devotion the Lord told him "Just

as I was born to Vasudeva as Sri Krishna, now as I am pleased with Pina Venkataraya's penance I am taking
birth as his son Sri Ranga Raya (4). Just as Nanda had the good fortune to possess Lord Sri Krishna,

you may also take this Sri Rangaraya, myself as your son"(Set Sri Rama Inscription page 56, lines 11 to 18)

Srirangarayalu (4)

In the series of Sri Rangaraya names, Aliya Rama Raya's great grandson Sri Rangaraya was the

fourth. He was the adopted son of Gopala Raya the grandson of Venkatadri Rayaluand son ofPina Venka-

tarayalu. He expanded the frontiers of the kingdom by conquering many states. He was so great a warrior.
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tactician, and a terror to his enemies that he captured forts like Taur single handed, and was a Vishnu bhakta.

He was renowned to have destroyed his enemies right from Himalayas to the southern* tip of the country

and was a saviour of the empire and he also captured the Karnataka empire. He also controlled and

developed Mandalika region. This inscription was laid by him gifting lands and buildings to Sadasiva

Pandita for the purposes of the midday anointing and offering rituals to Sri Kalahastiswara Swamy and

for the Friday worship of the goddess, on 'Saiivahanasaka 1566 Tarananama Samvatsara maghamasa
Sukla paksha Dwadasi* corresponding to Monday the 28th January 1644 A.D. This Sadasiva Pandita

belonged to Kousika Gotra, Apastamba Sutra, Yajussa Khadhyayi and a Siva bhakta. Iswarayya

was the father of Sadasiva Pandita and Kalabayya was his grandfather. The gift was made a hereditary

one to Sadasiva Pandita enabling him to enjoy it through generations.

This was not a voluntary gift made by Sri Rangarayalu. It was made at the request of Damerla

Venkataraya of Inigala Gotra and the gift was made according to tradition as 'Hiranyapayodhara poorva-

kamuga'. Venkatarayalu was the son of Karichenna Bhoopala and the grand son of Peda Yenkatarayalu.

He was a great donor, a great warrior and patron of music and literature, a devotee of Lord Sri Rama. As
the request was made by a Rama bhakta Damerla Peda Venkataraya, it was written at the end of this

inscription as 'Sri Rama'. Thus it has become Sri Rama Inscription but actually it was not a Sri Rama

Inscription.

Sri Rangaraya (4) ascended the throne in 1642 A.D. after Peda Venkatarayalu. Though he encoun-

tered several hazards, he continued to be the king for nearly33years having footholdat someplace or the other.

He was over-covetous and scheming and was involved in several intrigues and ultimately he was trapped in

his own trappings. During his reign the Bijapur and Golkonda had a treaty between them. All the regent

kings from the south revolted and at their instigation the Bijapur and Golkonda Nawabs pounced suddenly

in a massive attack. The Moghul rulers issued orders to the Bijapur and Golkonda Nawabs to invade

Karnataka empire. Sri Rangaraya (4) entered along with other regent kings in the south in 1645 A.D. But in

the great battle in 1646 A.D. at Veluru Sri Rangaraya (4) was defeated by the Bijapur army. He moved to

Tanjore and later to Mysore. However he raided back on Bijapur and Karnataka in 1652 A.D. and re-

captured them. Notwithstanding this he was dreaming to subjugate Mysore and wanted to have

supremacy over Veluru also. At last, Sri Rangarayalu (4) died in the year 1675 A.D. With the exit of

Sri Rangaraya (4) the three hundred year old struggle against the Muslim invaders to preserve the Hindu

culture and Hindu race, conducted in an exemplary manner to the praise of historians, came to an end and

the Vijayanagara Samrajya sang the finale.

As Sri Rangaraya happened to be the son of Pina Venkataraya who was the grandson of Aliya

Ramaraya on the one side and the adopted son of Gopalaraya the grandson of Venkatadri (Raju) Rayalu
the younger brother of Aliya Rama Raya, he united these two dynasties into one by the grace of Lord

Venkateswara. It was because of this adoption, though not completely, at least to certain extant, Aliya

Ramarayalu's dynasty and his younger brother Venkatadri (Raju) dynasty were described. Tirumala

Raya's (the second son of Sri Ranga Raya I) dynasty also found place to it in this inscription as he ascended

the throne after his father's death. The two inscriptions of Sri Viroopaksha and Sri Rama give a compre-
hensive picture of the historical facts at one place and thus these two inscriptions are exemplaryin their content.
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Details of Sri Virupaksha Inscription of Gift

1. The Donor of the Charter

Sri Rangarayalu (2B) the son of Vengalamba Tirumalarayalu, gave the gift and got laid the

inscription in his wife's name.

2. Receiver of the Gift

Yadati Lakshmipati Bhattu the son of Timmavadhani of Koundinyasa Gotra, Apasthambha

Sutra, and a scholar in Agama Sastras. His grandfather was Narasa Bhoopala. He was a resident of

Chandragiri but earned a name in Palanadu and other regions. (See page 14, lines 4 to 21).

3. Period of the Inscription

Salivahana Saka 1498- Dhata nama Samvatsara-Kartika masa Suddha Dwadasi-Sanivaram

(See page 14, lines 9 to 12) Saturday the 3rd November 1576 A.D.

4. The Intended Benefits of the Gift

This gift is intended for the daily iked rituals to be performed at the Sri Kalahastiswara temple

and for renovating the temple with all the patronage and conveniences arranged, (see page 16, lines 1 5 to 20).

5. Gift lands-Boundaries

Sriranga Rayalu gifted in the name of his queen for the services of Lord Sri Kalahastiswara,

24 villages including one of the best villages named Vengalambapuram, which are situated on the four

sides of Sri Kalahastipattanam. (page 16, lines 15 to 20)

Directions

Bounded on the East by : The eastern shore of the river near the mango-grove which

constitutes the boundary for the village Nadukadu.

Bounded on the South-East by : South-east to the Peepal tree which serves as the boundary
to the village Kampili-Sri Palayam.

Bounded on the South by : To the south of the back bay forming part of the boundary
to Andalamala.

Bounded on South,-West by : South-west of the river at the corner of the back bay.

Bounded on the west by : West to the sea.

North West Boundary : To the south of the port at Peeligunchalapotu and to the

north west of the small tank near Isukapeta.

North bounded by : Northern side of Isukapeta which formed part of the

boundary to Cheemalapadu village.

North-East bounded by : North-east of the anthill near the pilgrimage centre Tiru-

varagam which is on the boundary of the village Tirumur.
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Place of Gift

This gift was given in, the Sri Rama Temple near Srikalahasti town.

Generally donors of gifts usually give importance to the four quarters east west etc. But in this

charter (see page 14, last 4 lines; page 16 lines 1 to 15) instead of the quarters, places were given more

prominence. While some mentioned the boundaries by mentioning the names of the land owners on those

boundaries, Sri Rangaraya fixed his boundaries to the donated land by showing to which side of which

places the donated villages were situated. So there may appear to be a little confusion in the sides for a

descerning observer, it will be clearly comprehensible.

Some points About Sri Rama Gift Inscription

1. Instigator for the gift

Damerla Venkatarayalu the son of Kari Chenna Bhoopala and grandson of Peda Venkataraya.

He belonged to Inigala Gotra and he was a great benefactor, brave soldier, patron of music and literature

and a devotee of Lord Sri Rama (see page 60, line 10 to the end)

2. Donor of the Gift Charter

Sri Rangaraya (4) son of Pina Venkatarayalu and great-grandson of Aliya Ramarayalu. He

was the adopted son of Gopala Raya the grandson of Venkatadri (Rayalu) Raju.

t
3. Receiver of the Gift

Sadasiva Pandit of Kaundinyasa gotra, Apasthambasutra, Yajussakhadhyayi, a Siva bhakta,

His father was Iswarayya and Kalabayya was his grandfather (page 58, lines 12 to last; page 60, 3 lines).

This Sadasiva Pandit was the priest in the Sri Kalahastiswara temple.

4. Period of the Inscription

Salivahana Saka 1566-Tarana nama samvatsara Magha masa- Sukla paksha Dwadasi-Somavaram

(see page 58, lines 12 to 18) Monday the 28th January 1644 A.D.

5. Intended purpose of the Gift

This donation of the village was done for the purposes of attending the afternoon anointing,

offering and other ceremonies to Lord Sri Kalahastiswaraswamy and the Friday offerings to the goddess

(see page 60, Telugu prose lines 3 to 7)

6. Boundaries of the Gifted Land

The village Kacherla situated in the Kalahasti region from the wet lands of Akkuriti, including

the Ramabhattu Tank. No specific boundaries were mentioned M the Inscription.

7. Place where the Gift was Donated

This gift was given in Sri Kalahasti town.
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Poetic excellences of the Charter

We may have to take charters, of yore whether written in different metres or in one metre alone,

or even in prose, as literary composition. It is not necessary that a poetical work should be called as such if

a thousand verses were written. Even if it is a single verse, if it is full of aesthetical taste it occupies the

place of a Kavya or literary work of merit and this was in agreement with our ancients views. It is for this

reason that it was said that .'Vakyam Rasatmakam Kavyam' even it be a single sentence, if only it contains

literary or artistic beauty, it deserves the place of a Kavya or literary work. In that case why these charters

or inscriptions containing descriptive and emotional verses could not be treated as poetical works irres-

pective of the language they were written. Nannaya Bhattu the first poet and an authority on Telugu

literature himself agreed with this view. Rajaraja Narendra gifted Nandanapudi village to Narayana
Bhattu on the 3rd November 1053 A.D. He issued a charter in Sanskrit to this effect. The author poet of

this charter was none else than our Nannaya Bhattu. It was clearly mentioned at the end of the Nandana-

pudi Inscription that 'Kavyanam Karta Nanniya Bhatto lekhako gandacharyah.' This inscription itself

classified it as a kavya which included both prose as well as poetry. There were several descriptive and

emotional slokas in this inscription and perhaps for this reason it was treated as several Kavyas or works

and not as one single work and with that meaning it might have been quoted as 'Kavyanam Karta' in the

plural. The last prose line and words were by the author poet Nannaya Bhattu. The scribe would never

add anything of his own accord. It was the author poet of a charter who had to give the entire matter that

was to be engraved. The scribes duty was only to copy 'verbatim et litteratim* whatever matter was given

to him, and nothing else. So the entire matter in the charter or inscription, was written by Nannaya includ-

ing the last sentence that mentioned the author of the charter and other details. In the light .of this both

Sri Virupaksha and Sri Rama Inscriptions are poetical works of Inscriptions. Though at the end of

Sri Virupaksha Inscription it was simply said "Tamra Sasana slokan kavi sasana Swayam bhoossarasa

mabhaneet.," we cannot deny the fact that is a literary work. The author of Sri Rama Inscription
went a step further than Nannaya Bhattu who classified his work consisting of prose and poetry in the

inscription as a poetical work, by calling the work of Sri Rama Inscription as literature 'Vangmayam*.
He said "Prah poutram sabhapatih kamakoti sutoh Ramakavisasana Vangmayam" that this was the only
literature of Inscription. How many kavyas make a literature? If Nannaya said that his composition in

the charter consisted of many kavyas, Rama Kavi said that his composition in the charter was a Yangmaya,
literature itslef which equals many many kavyas. Therefore though actually they cannot be compared to

poetical works ofliterature, the literary works ofInscriptions must be ranked as a special category in literature.

Let us examine these two inscriptions with this outlook. There is an opening sentence paying obeisance

(page 4 staring sentence) and a vachana at the end (page 16 last 6 lines) and rest of the inscription was in 77

slokas in different metres and one sloka was repeated. (Asranta visranana keerti samyam page 8 lines 18,

19, 20; page 10 lines 3, 4, 5). If we eliminate the repeated sloka, there are in all, a total of 76 slokas and
the entire work is in Sanskrit.

There is one sloka of obeisance in Sanskrit in the Sri Rama Inscription at the beginning (see page 48

first sentence) and two vachanas at the end in Telugu (see page 58 lines 12 to 18 and page 60 lines 3 to 7)
and the rest of it was in 57 Sanskrit slokas running in different metres. We must note that the entire Viru-

paksha Inscription was written in Sanskrit and the Sri Rama Inscription was written mainly in Sanskrit
and a few lines in Telugu. But many slokas from Sri Viroopaksha Inscription describing the Araveeti

dynasty tracing it back from 'Chandra' the moon to Sri Rangaraya the son of Tirumalaraya, and were taken
as thej were- in Sri Rama Inscription.
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It is not known that who wrote "Danapalanayoh
9 '

and other slokas numbering five towards the

end of the charter. These slokas were in use since a very long time in many inscriptions. Leaving aside

these five slokas, even if we do not count the popular slokas like "Atreya gotrajanam" etc. the remaining
1.7 slokas used in the Sri Viroopaksha Inscription were exactly copied in Srirama Inscription.

* The first half of this sloka is alone taken in Srirama Inscription.
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If we omit the five popular slokas 'Danapalanayoh' etc. and slokas like 'Atreya gotrajanam' etc.

there are 69 slokas and one vachana which were written by Sabhapati's son who was the author poet of
Sri Viroopaksha Inscription. Similarly if we omit these popular slokas and those 23 slokas written by
Sabhapati's son, which were taken from Sri Viroopaksha Inscription. We find 34 Sanskrit slokas written

by the author poet of Srirama Inscription, Ramakavi by himself and two vachanas. Just as there is

difference in the number of slokas in the two inscriptions there is a striking difference in style of writing.the

poetry. Almost all the descriptive slokas were taken from Sri Viroopaksha Inscription; and so after

Srirangaraya (2B) the son of Tirumalaraya, the writer of the inscription never attempted to show his

skill in poetical description while giving Aliyarama Raya's lineage on the one side and Venkatadri (Rayalu's)

Raju lineage on the other. In using the words, purity in the flow of language, Ramakavi the author
of Srirama Inscription never stands on par with Sabhapati's son, the author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription.
But he cannot be brushed aside lightly. Ramakavi's father was Karnakoti and grandfather SabhapatL
(In olden days, there used to be an elderly Brahmin in big villages who used to be the head of all the Brahmins
in those villages and he was called Sabhapati). The author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription has simply
mentioned as "son of Sabhapati who was like Lord Siva in commanding poets. He said that he had written

the slokas in an. easy style but he never mentioned any other details about his father or himself. But his

poetry is poetry itself ! How can anybody prevent the sweet fragrance of the beautiful flowers getting
absorbed in the light waves of the wind! Similarly, whether we know the author or not, discerning readers

gladly accept good works of literature and who can prevent them? Sabhapati's son, the author of
Sri Viroopaksha Inscription appears to be an extraordinarily talented poet and not a common place poet.
When we observe his methods of descriptions it appear that he ignored the cock and bull stories which
abound our puranas and after acquiring sound knowledge in Vedic literature he propounded his own new
theories and from his writings he appears to be capable.

Research in Heavenly World by our Sages of Yore

In the very first sloka in the Sri Viroopaksha Inscription the poet makes a salutation to Chandra-
mouli. He did not stop there.

"
Trailokya nagararambha moolasthambhaya sambhave "

(See page 4,

lines 1,2). He said Sambhu. stood as the base pillar in building the city of the three worlds. In another

sloka he prayed Varahavatara including the Meru mountain. In yet another sloka he addresses his prayers
to Vigneswara. The following are those slokas:

Hare rleelavarahasya damshtra dandassapatuvah
Hemadri kalasaayatra dhatrivruttasriyam dadhou ii

Kalyanayastu taddhama pratyuhatimirapaham
Yad gajopya gajahutam panchasyenapi ialitam n

(Page 4, lines 3 to 6)

The incomprehensible secrets of creation, of the abounding universe were recognised by our great

sages by conducting deep researches into the mysteries ofastronomy by their divine powers. While recognis-

ing these things several other things came to light and this great knowledge of our sages was secreted safely
in. the Vedic literature. Unable to recognise these secrets some incompetents, to eke out a liveliood,
wrote meanings, in whatever way they understood.
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In our puranas there are described seven Islands, seven principal Mountains, seven Seas and seven

upper Worlds, and seven lower Worlds. It was also described that earth is surrounded by the seven islands.

"
Manoswayam bhuvasyas-s-sandasa poutrastutatyamah

Yairiyara pruthivi sarva sapta dweepa samanvita."

(Vayupurana, Chapter 33, Sloka 4)

"
Etesham putra poutraistu saptadweepa vasundhara

Priya vratasya putrai stu bhukta swayarn bhuve SL. ntare"

(Markandeya Purana, Chapter 53, Sloka 42)

The following are the seven islands.

Jambu, Plaksha, Salmala, Kusa, Krouncha, Saka, Pushkara are the seven Islands.

Dweepattu dwiguno dweepo jarnbooh plaksho -a- dhasalmalah

kusah krounchasta dhasakah pushkaradweepa Evacha

(Markandeya Parana, Chapter 54, Sloka 7)

Himavan Hema kootascharushabho Mem revacha

Neelah swetastha thasrungee saptasrnin varshapar vatah.

(Markandeya Parana, Chapter 54, Sloka 9)

There are seven principal mountains Himavanta, Hemakuta, Rushabha, Meru, Neelagiri, Swetachala,

Sringavanta, in Jambu Dweepa (Island). The seven islands are surrounded^by the seven seas Lavana, Ikshu,

Sura, Sarvi, Dadhi, Dugdha, Jala which are one double in expansion than the other. This is described

in the following sloka.

"
Lavanekshu surasarpirdadhi dugdhaj^labdhibhih

Dwigunairdwigunairvrudhya Saratah pariveshtitah
**

(Markandeya Purana, Chapter 54 Sloka 7)

Similarly, the seven upper worlds and seven subterraneous worlds were also described in our

puranas and a link was established in the stories and legends not merely with earth but also with heavens,
hells and all other worlds. The hidden treasure of the vedic knowledge of our sages is not an inaccessible

fruit but a fruit that slipped from our hands and thus went out of one sight. So much so the symbolic stories

and legends that were founded on the vedic knowledge which came into existence at the will of God by way
of Puranas lost the link that bounded them with the vedic knowledge and thus the gap between the
Puranas and Vedic knowledge widened and the synthetic outlook to bring them together is absent and
they have even become very complicated fay some self-contradictory statement.

"Parvati is Himavanta's daughter. Parameswara is the husband of Parvati and his abode is

Kailasa and this Kailasa is North of Himalayas." Thus our Puranas and kavyas say. Himalaya mountains
as we know are on the northern side of Bharata Desa on this Bhoolofca. What can we say about these

Himalayas which are connected to the divine couple Parvati and Parameswara. The mountain of Mountains
Himavantais before eyes and in such a case is the story

^

ofthe daughter and son-in-law true or not? If it is not
true, the whole divinity attached to the divine couple Parvati and Parameswara will become unfounded
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and Baseless. Is there Kailasa or not? Animishas (those who don't wink), Aswedagatras (those who do

not sweat), Ajaramaras (those who have no old age or death) and all those celestials who possess these

qualities exist or not? There are innumerable and variegated stories in Maha Bharata and other works.

Indra the resident of Swarga(Heaven),is the Lord and such a Lord Indra sought refuge in an attempt to escape
from a danger in the filament of a lotus in Manasa Sarovara which is situated north of Himalayas such self

contradictory stories created doubts in the minds of critics. "These doubts and the absence of a synthetic
outlook to interpret these stories the descriptions of celestial happenings led to a new interpretation and
outlook by which these occurrings are taken to have occurred on Bhooloka and the descriptions pertaining
to the things in this Bhooloka and thus it gave way to new synthesis formed between history and geography.
Therefore it created a feeling that all the seven, islands, seven seas and seven principal mountains and the

14 lokas are on this Bhooloka." The heavenly word 'Trivishtapa' is interpreted to be the same as Tibet which
is situated north of Himalayas and those who live in Tibet as celestials according to this new synthesis.

People living in Tibet do not have protective hair on their eyelids and so when they wink we cannot see that

they are winking and so they are described as those who do not wink (Animishas). As Tibet is a very
cold place people there generally won't sweat and thus they come to be described as non-sweating and
the ruler of Tibetans had scars all over his body and so he is described as -Sahasraksha the thousand eyed
that is Indra and Mahendra." Thus the research critics satisfied themselves by their synthetic interpreta-
tions. They have even come forward to the stage to say that all the 14 lokas are on this Bhooloka and the
last of the seven regions under the earth is nothing else than America.

Actually speaking there is no one now to conduct research into the highly significant stories of the

Puranas with a correct vedic knowledge and interpret them in their true perspective. Those who actually
conducted such experimental researches into old literature with a synthetic outlook are not real scholars
in vedic knowledge and hence their findings went astray on a wrong path and proceeded in a topsyturvy
manner.

The puranic stories include besides those of the seven sages several other great sages and celestials
and also descriptions of the moving and fixed in the universe. Nevertheless the constellation of the seven
stars (Saptarshis) is high above in the sky of the world of stars. Puranic stories described that the seven
sages lived on Bhoomandala and led their lives along with their wives here. There are several stars besides
Dhruva (Polestar). The stories involving Dhruva and other names are innumerable giving us a lot of
information. Ganga (Thin milky way) is in the celestial sphere and there is also Ganga on this earth. All
these things were described in our puranas. Not only that, it is as if to say that seven heavenly worlds
are not situated on earth, our ancient texts described that they are one above the other even beyond the
sua millions of miles away. The seven worlds below earth were also described to be millions of miles away.
Then, would we believe the stories describing Indra ruling the Swarga lakhs of miles beyond the Sun? Or
would we reconcile to the theory that ." Tibet is the swarga and Tibetans are celestials and the ruler of
Tibetans who had scars all over his body is Indra?" Before the arguments of our sages that the worlds
above and the worlds below are situated millions of miles away from the earth in a systematical order is not
the argument that all the 14 lokas are situated on this universe itself is nothing but wool gathering. These
modem research scholars forget one thing that our
the Americans as Nagas is Nagaloka and the Nagapurushas and Naginis live possessed with supernatural
powers. Will they consider then and even if they accept that can it stand for argument ?
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I have probing deep for the past 15 years conducting researches into the mysteries of the establish-

ment of creation and other matters related to Astronomy in relation to the Vedic knowledge and super-

natural powers. During the course of my researches I have come across several hidden secrets. I have

come across several decisions which are inseparably connected with the Vedic knowledge and stories of

Puranas and these theories will be acceptable to the modern scientists and scholars. I have been writing a

comprehensive book propounding all the basic theories, which stand to logic and are unassailable and

uncontradictory. Yet, I have to discuss all these points here, because the author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscrip-

tion happened to be a Vedic scholar and a great poet and he described some of these things in the course of

his writing this charter. This poet in the very first sloka praising Sambhu as the foundation pillar for the

city of the three lokas. When he said three lokas some ancients thought that they are Swarga, Marthya-
loka and Patala some others thought that they are Bhoolokam, Bhuvarlokam and Swargalokam. This is

not true. These are seven heavenly worlds above, Bhooloka, Bhuvarloka, Swargaloka, Mahaloka, Janaloka

Tapoloka and Satyaloka. The seven worlds below are Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Talatala, Rasatala,

Mahatala and Patalas. As a matter of fact the 'definition of Trilokas should be the farthest among the

worlds below namely Patalaloka, the world in between the seven above and the seven below that is Bhooloka

and the loftiest and farthest among the seven worlds above namely Satyaloka, and these three should be

named as 'Trilokas'. Any other way of interpretation will neither stand for any logic nor it would be a fact.

Maheswara

The author of the inscription described Parameswara as the pivot of the Trailokyanagara. In the

entire astronomical set up and the eternal universe the sign of Gemini of the zodiac alone can only said

to represent Parameswara, Maheswara, Sambhu or Trinetra, Ardhanareeswara or such attributes to the name
of God, In the zodiac cycle of twelve this Gemini sign of the zodiac alone stands as attributed to Arthna-

reeswara. The third and fourth quarters of orion, (Mrigasira), Ardra (Betelgeaux, Orion, the Hunter) the

sixth star of the lunar mansion, the first three quarters of Punarvasu (Castor, Pollux, Procyon) the seventh of

the lunar mansion constitute Mithuna Rasi or Gemini of the zodiac. Moon who gives mankind stability,

pleasure, delight and longevity is the presiding deity of Mrigasira (Orion). The period of the year in which

sun happens to be in Mrigasira (Orion) is a life-giver quenching the thirst by bestowing water, to -us. It is

known as Mrigasira Karte. Chandra with Mrigasira is the moon that adores the matted hair of Maheswara

adding beauty to it. The star Ardra is a great sphere of fire representing the third eye of Trinetra. It is

such a vast sphere which equals the size of two crores and fifty lakh suns put together. The circumference

of earth is less than, 25,000 miles whereas the circumference of sun is 25,00,000 miles. We can

imagine the greatness of Ardra when compared to our earth. The group of stars in the Seventh Lunar

House namely Punarvasu represent the Ashta Vasuvus (demi-gods) and thus they are so powerful as to

recreate all the basic elements in the creation. Aditi the mother of Gods is the presiding deity of this

group of stars. All those celestials who bear the name Aditeya were created by the powers of the

presiding deity
^

Aditi' of this group of-'Stars.. These Aditeyas always crave the well-being of humanity.

There are twenty stars which are considered to be supreme in bringing prosperity and well-being to man-

kind with their powerful light and three, out of these twenty are part of Punarvasu itself. Thus the

Mithuna Rasi plays a vital role in the process of creation and this formed as a pivot for three worlds and
for the 14 worlds. This statement made by the author of the inscription and who knows how
many millions of years of research it would take for the modern scientists to find out the truth in

the statement.

There is no need to discuss here the symbloic islands that were formed by dividing the earth into

different regions.
'
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Mem

The author created a wonderful situation to show by the sloka "Harerleela Varahasya" etc., that

how deep the Arshavignana was and how rare the researches conducted by our great sages into the secrets

of Astronomy were. It is generally believed by Historians, Astronomers, and Researchers that 'Meru

Parvata* was situated on our globe. Contrary to this view, the. poet said that Meru was on the tip of the

tusk of the Varahavatara and not only that, without even describing the shape of the 'Meru' he went on to

describe that the summit of Meru resembled our globe. If the summit of Meru itself resembles our globe

what would be the shape of the entire Meru ? Is it not clear, that Meru was not on the earth but away from

it, the movement it was described to have been adoring the beautiful earth on its tip. Therefore the position

of Meru was not on our globe. Actually speaking the Meru is a zone of stars much above the zodiac signs

of scorpio (Vruschika) and Sagittarius (Dhanussu) on the sky. It is this place above the conjunction

of scorpio and Sagittarius is the seat of Varaha who was responsible for the destruction of Hiranyaksha, the

demon king in the shape of orion (Mrigasira) situated in the conjuction of Taurus (Vrishabha) and Gemini

(Mithuna) signs of the zodiac. Hiranyaksha means actually Hiranya the person who had an avaricious eye

on the gold lad'den (Hiranyamayamaina) Meru mountain. It was the Varaha who saved Meru from the

vicious designs of this wicked demon. It is clear that the position of Meru is a little bit below the ''Vishnu

Sthand* (Position of Vishnu) which is in an elevated position to Aquila the 22nd lunar mansion (Sravana),

It appears that this is actually situated at the centre point of all those stars which are called Brahmaswaroopa
Nakshatras. The author of the inscription proclaimed assertively in the sloka

"
Hutwamantra" page 8,

last line
; page 10 lines 1,2,3) that Meru was positioned on an elevated place in Satyaloka that is the top-

most place above the seven worlds above (Urthvalokas). It is thus Brahma has been described as Hiranya
garbha. Our ancients described on several occasions that the sun was revolving round Meruvu and there

are several persons who believed Meruvu to be the pole star (Dhruva). Brahmanda Purana described that

Meru was like a girdle round earth and that sun and moon revolve round it. It is a fact that Moon revolves
.

round the earth but not the sun. However, can any believer in ancient sciences accept the view that Meru is

on earth contrary to the fact Meru is somewhere in the universe at astronomical heights? Factually, the

description of the seven principal mountains in our puranas is unauthentic and it is dead against the Arsha-

vignana. Even according to some accounts of the yore the seven principle mountains originated from the

Himalayas. In such a case can the assertion in our Puranas that included Himalayas also in these seven

principal mountains be true and acceptable? There is an obscure story as follows. Not only the seven

principal mountains but all mountains, the offsprings of Himavanta used to have wings to them and they used
to fly at their will and land indiscriminately on towns and villages crushing them flat due to their weight.
Indra, the lord of heavens observed the plight of the humans at the hands of these flying mountains and
slew their wings with his Vajrayudha and out of fright the principal seven mountains took refuge in the
seas (When Indra struck the wings of the mountains, Mainaka the son of Himavanta took refuge in the sea
and this story, of course is popularly known). Even if we accept this story on symbolic significance, we
may have to say that these principal mountains are on the earth lying somewhere in the sea and not on any
place other than water. It will be of no consequence even if we ignore this legend as a portion hidden in
the Purana. However, there was an ancient theory that the seven principal mountains as described in

Markandeya and other Puranas was not correct and that, the real seven mountains were somewhere else.

Mahendro malayassad hya suktiman gandha madanah

vindhyascha pariyatrascha saptaite kulaparvatahn
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Thus the author of Trikanda Sesha Nighantu' reflected the views of some ancient thinkers. We have to

accept the fact according to this view that Meru was not included in the seven principal mountains (Sapta

kulaparvatas) and Meru was not at all situated on the earth but it was somewhere far away from earth. So

the statement based on Vedas and astronomy made by the author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription that the

global shaped Merus summit was on the tip of the tusk of Varaha is full of truth.

Seven Seas - Seven Islands

Several texts said that earth is bounded by the seven seas and seven islands. Though the existence

of the seven islands appears to be true, the statement that all the seven seas are also situated on the earth does

not appear to be true. If we accept the existence of the seven islands, there will be no room for the seven

seas, it will be only one sea. If we accept that the seven seas are on earth, we cannot say that the

seven islands also exist on earth. An island is a mass of earth surrounded on all sides by water. If we

accept seven islands it means that these seven islands are surrounded by a vast sheet of water. It is a vast

ocean in which seven, independent islands are situated just as seven mountains lying in avast sheet ofwater.

If seven seas, distinct from, other should exist on this globe, seven continents of earth should Have water on

either side (The sides should be facing each other). In that case the seven seas come to be accounted for

but the seven islands cannot be counted as such because they are merely seven masses of earth bounded

on the sides by water and land. So much so there cannot exist the theory of seven islands. If the seven

seas and seven islands are to exist on earth, there should be one island surrounded by one sea and there

should be seven separate islands with seven seas surrounding them but nowhere in our texts our ancients

mentioned such a state in existence.

According to the modern scientists, the area of our globe circumference is less than 25,000 miles.

But according to the views of some ancients that the seven seas and seven islands also existed on this

globe, the area of this globe earth is hundreds of times more than what the moderns calculated it to be.

The areas of islands and seas as given by our ancients are as follows :

Jamboo Dweepa ... 8,00,000 miles

Plaksha .. 16,00,000

Salmala .. 32,00,000

Kusa ..- 64,00,000

Krouncha .. 1,28,00,000

Saka
'

'

.. 2,56,00,000

Pushkara .. 5,12,00,000

10,16,00,000 miles

Lavana Samudra .. 16,00,000 miles

Ikshu '',;. .. 32,00,000

Sura .
.. 64,00,000

Sarpi .. 1,28,00,000

Dadhi
'

... 2,56,00,000

Ksheera .. 5,12,00,000

Jala .. 10,24,00,000

20,32,00,000 miles
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t Ifwe combine the areas of water and earth according to the above figures, it will be 30 crores 48 lakhs

miles. As against this massive figure, the modern, calculations of earth is area which is shown as a mere

25 thousand miles is not even one hundredth of it. If we take the calculations of our Puranas as standard, we

may have to surmise that out of that vast area of sea and land, more than hundred per cent went into obli-

vion and the remaining portion of it exists in the present shape. Actually speaking, out of the seven seas,

there is only one sea on earth. Then a doubt arises whether the sea on earth is sea of water or sea of salt ?

Is salt sea actually a sea of salt substances or merely a sea of salt water ? This is a subject to be probed into

by researchers in future. If the sea on earth is of salt water alone, a sea different from salt water must be in

existence at some other place. Likewise, if the sea on earth is a sea consisting of salt substances, a sea of

water different from this must be in existence at some other place. , If the sea on earth is a sea of water

alone, then it is to be understood that another sea of salt material should have existed at heavens.

The sea of milk described by great sages lies in the celestial sphere, far away near the stars of

Vishnu, and a little distance apart from the stars like Brahma, and Adiseshu, in the world of stars. This is

called 'Palapunta* by Telugus and is called Thick Milky way' by the scientists. Modern scientists must
conduct researches to trace out the existence of other seas also just as the ocean ofmilk existed'in the celestial

sphere. While describing the splendour of Tirumala Rayalu, the author of Sri Viroopaksha inscription

wrote the following sloka :

Yasyati proudha tejassavitarivimata dhwantabhedinyudeete
ksheeraraanta sphutatara vikasapundaree kopamasya

Swetachhatrasyamadhyekanakalasika bhasate karnika bha

tasyo pante maraladwaya miva vichala chhamara dwandwa maste.

(See page 8, lines 8,9,10,11)

In this sloka the poet mentioned., besides the ocean of milk, a pair ofwisks like a pair of swans. While
these two clusters of stars like a pair of swans near the Thick Milky way are described to be the conveyances
of Saraswati and Brahma, the poet described them as a pair of wisk resembling a pair of swans. If we look

into this description, we can safely say that this poet also was of the opinion that the ocean of milk was not

on the earth but was far beyond in the sky. In the sloka
"
Jayati ksheerajaladhe

"
(page 4, lines 5, 6) the

poet said that moon was bom out of the ocean of Milk and that moon was the left eye of Lord Vishnu .

According to the science ofAstronomy, Vishnu described to be resting on the ocean of Milk (Palakadali

sayana), is a star situated above the Milky way (the ocean of milk). All the planets, stars and constellations

of our solar family are travelling towards this star which is on the northern side of the celestial sphere. Even
modern astronomers accept this movement. We must note one thing. The moon described to be the eye
of Vishnu is different from the moon which is revolving round the earth. There are different moons re-

volving round different planets. One vedic sage felt that there is an originating force for all these moons
and that moon is shining gloriously as the left eye of Vishnu. Similarly the originating force of all the suns

is adorning in the right eye of Lord Vishnu, When the poet described the moon that was born from the

ocean of milk, is shining 'as the left eye of Vishnu, the poet is reminding us the fact that Milky way and the

moon are nearer to the stars of Vishnu (Vega).

Vinayaka

Many poets praised Vinayaka. But this author wrote a sloka of praise blending fine pun and
delicate ideas. Vighneswara is Gajamukha (elephant faced ) but is not of the descent of elephants. He is an

f According to the modern scientists "The Cercumfrence of the earth is about 24,901 miles. Complete area of the earth is

about 19,68,36,000 square miles, In this area land is in 5,57,86,000 square miles. And water area is 14,10,50,000
square miles." But according to old generation even this is also less.
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Agajasuta. Agaja is that which is not a Gaja (elephant) or Nagaraja kumari. Vinayaka is flattered child

of Panchasya. Here the word Panchasya signifies the five faced Parameswara and also king of the jungle
lion. Vinayaka is naturally coaxed by Siva. There is no wonder In that because he was first victimised

but later it was by Siva's kindness that Yinayaka was born. The lion and elephant are born enemies.

Lion, ultimately became the Vahana (conveyance) of the divine mother Parvati and still the lion and ele-

phant-headed one (Vighneswara) had no quarrel. The group of stars leo of the zodiac which serve as the

vehicle and flag to divine mother Parvati represented by the group of stars virgo of the zodiac adore Vinayaka
as ornaments like sacred thread etc. The poet described the system of ancient astronomy as related to

Puranas and thus he described the amity between the lion and elephant and his descriptions were not mere

poetical embellishments. And by describing Vinayaka as shining with lustre, the poet clearly given us to

understand that he shines as stars in the sky.

All the descriptions pertaining to the celestials by our ancients and particularly those which were

described by Arshavignanis are of utmost significance and are related to the system of celestial sphere.

Indratwa

When we say Tibet is not Trivishtapa, we must say that Tibetans are not celestials. The word
Indra is generally attributed to a celestial being. But actually the word Indra means 'Tejohitudu' (Goppa-

vadu) one who shines with glory and a great person. Devendra is greatest amongst the celestials. He was

the lord of Heaven. Manavendra is greatest amongst men. Devendra was described as Sahasraksha (the

thousand-eyed). The 'Sahasra' (thousand), word means 'Sahasradhika* (more than thousand). It is not

restricted to a mere thousand. The eyes of Devendra all over his body will be shut and not open. There is a

secret we have to remember, in the light of Arshavignana. Actually speaking, if only man attempts, every

man can become ever youthful and thus become a Manavendra. There are minutest pores aH over the body
of human beings. These are called 'Charma Chakshuvus' and so every man is a 'Sahasraksha'. It is only

through these pores that sweat finds its way out from inside the body. According to "Ham Sassoham"

the principles laid down in Arshavignana when humans can achieve 'Lochana bandha yoga* all the pores

on the body which are named as eyes will be closed. Then when all the eyes are closed a human becomes

'Manavendra'. He would not sweat. He would be ever youthful. Without distinguishing this important

aspect it will not stand to arguments when our moderners say that because he had thousand scars like eyes

he was called Sahasraksha. It will be far from truth to say that the ruler of Tibet was Devendra. There is

an urgent need for research using several powers of sound as well as silence, to find out about millions of

supernatural divine powers as attributed by Arshavignana. It will be then that the stories from our puranas

which have their origin in vedic knowledge, will stand as authenticated.

Replica of the Celestial Sphere

Our ancient sages conducted deep researches into the secrets of the celestial sciences and acquired

abounding knowledge and they created Vedic literature reflecting their knowledge thus far acquired.

It appears, that in order to spread this knowledge far and wide and to let that knowledge stay

for a long time, they might have created a set up on this globe similar to that on the celestial

sphere.- Keeping in view the different segments in the celestial set-up of stars and planets, a map of

earth might have been drawn up with names and places on it reflecting the original names and places on

the celestial sphere, IB the celestial sphere Ganges (Thin milky way) in the shape of a star originates from the

130
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foot of Lord Vishnu ascends the matted hair of Siva in the shape Mithuna the sign of Gemini of the zodiac

and appears to be following from there. As a replica to the celestial Ganges, a river on this globe

might have been named after that. Similarly keeping in view the galaxy of different stars the other

rivers such as Yamuna, Saraswati, Krishna, Godavari and other perennial rivers would have acquired their

names. Famous pilgrimage centres and temples which came into existence during the time of our ancients

are nothing but the reflections of the super-powered stars in the celestial world. When we do not accept

this theory, then comes the question why there should be a group of stars in the sky with the name of Ganges ?

Why should it be named only as Ganga? Why should it be called from ages downwards and why should

all the other rivers be called by their names? There is no answer to these amending questions. Cape of

Kanyakumari was not the innovation of the British after the birth of Christ under his influence. It is the place

decided by our ancients to be called after the sign of Virgo of the zodiac (Kanya). It is in this context

that the set up on earth accordingly to the twelve signs like Mesha etc. of the zodiac be viewed keeping

in view the abounding researches made in the celestial sphere by our great sages. Similarly as a symbol to

the celestial Mem some mountain on this earth might have been named as Meru. Our sages might have

even named several mountains like Vindhya symbolically after the great celestial spheres in the shape of

different stars. Merely because of this the places and things on earth can in any way be equal or resemble

those in the celestial sphere. Can we compare the Kanyarasi (Virgo of the zodiac, which extends in area

several crore times the area of earth) with the Cape of Kanyakumari on the earth? Similarly can the

celestial stream of the heavenly Ganga which several crores on earth in area be compared to the minutest

part of a mustard seed like Ganges on the earth.

If we examine the process of creation through Arshavignana we find that not only the earth but

also the entire creation as a 'Leela' pastime of God, it appears as a sport. Our ancients could call it a 'Leela*

and they could not find any other word for it. It seems that there is an unfathomable strangeness in this

'Leela' or pastime or sport. In this it appears that there is a special significance and eminence attached to

ancient country Bharatadesa and Aryavarta on the earth in the entire creation. Our modern astronomers

believe that there are gigantic masses of ice globes in the celestial sphere on the northern side. A few years

back in a large track of desert in Russia a huge block of ice, the size of village fell from the sky. After

examining this the scientists came to the conclusion that there are globes of ice in the northern hemisphere.
The cluster of stars known as Parvati might have originated from these globes of ice in the northern hemi-

sphere. However there is one significant point we have to recognise that the Himalayas are situated exactly

on the northern side of our country. That is why it leads us to believe that there is some significance attached

to our country in the creation. If there is no such speciality there is no other country where so many great

..sages took birth as they had taken birth in our country. As I said earlier I have been writing a voluminous

book correlating the multifaceted sciences, through the perspective of Arshavignana and in the light of the

order of creation. This book will reveal the fathomless Arshavignana to light and it will keep the

modern scientific world wondering.

Lapses in Panegyrics

Though the author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription was more knowledgeable in Arshavignana than
other poets, in an attempt to praise the kings too much, it appears that he even ignored certain basic realities

in his panegyrics. While describing the qualities of Tirumalaraya he wrote a sloka "Bhogitwe viditepi"

(Page 8, lines 9 to 13). He quoted the well-known things from Puranas that the earth is being carried by
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Adiseshu, Adi Koorma, Ashta Diggajas and the principal mountains. All these things like Adiseshu are

in the celestial sphere in the shape of gigantic stars. When the entire constellation, of stars is divided into

eight parts those eight parts appear to be like eight elephants to us. The eastern, side cluster will appear

to be more shining with more stars in it and hence it is distinguished specially from the other sides and hence

the Airavata occupies a special place. The present theory of the scientists is that by mutual, attraction

the stars and planets are standing in the sky. But our sages recognised the fact that the groups

of stars Adiseshu, Adi Koorma, and Ashta Diggajas had extraordinary attraction - power

and it is most powerful. We should not forget that the groups of stars like Adiseshu and others

are controlled by the power of the group of stars called Vishnu. The perverted, descriptions written

by the author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription that Adiseshu as having a crooked motion, Adi Koorma as

benumbed, Ashta Diggajas as losing their activeness due to 'Madajala' (the ichor exuding from the

temples of an elephant in rut) and the principal mountains as hard, are not correct. It is just to eulogise

Tirumalaraya that he described them thus, but there is only one thing in creation which is Nirakara,

Niranjana, Nirvikalpa, Sachhidananda. Except this there is nothing in this creation which has not got a

twisted motion, which does not seek benumbedness, which is devoid of passion, which is not rigid. He said

that the principal mountains are hard but Tirumalarayalu was not hard. But Tirumalaraya fought many
battles and won. them. Could he fight all those battles without being hard-hearted?

Similarly to describe the charitable character of Ramaraju and Tirumalarayalu the author of

the inscription wrote the slokas 'Vitaranaparipateeni' (Page 6, last 4 lines) and
'

Asranta Visranana' (Page 8,

lines 18, 19, 20) belittling the Kalpavriksha. According to the Arshavignana, the groups of Kalpavriksha

stars and stars of Kamadhenu, bestow the desired to those who acquired their powers seeking their favour.

The Kalpavriksha group of stars and the Kamadhenu group of stars which were recognised by our sages in,

the past could not be recognised by the western Astronomers till 1624 A.D.

Kalpavriksha
- CAMELOPARDALIS

Kamadhenu - URSAMAJOR groups of stars in the order

22 - 23 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 with the following signs :

Chi - Sai - Lambta - Mu - nu - ksai, are the Kamadhenu stars.

According to our sages, these Kamadhenu and Kalpavriksha groups of stars are all powerful. It is not

fair for a poet to compare a king who cannot even weigh as an atom before such extraordinary spheres,

with such celestial bodies and belittle them. Tirumalarayalu was not only not ever youthful but he was

not even ever prosperous. Though the tender leaves of Kalpavriksha were not tender, they were ever

energetic. The Kalpavriksha that could give whatever sought, could give the sounds of Veena which

excelled the playing of Vani/the goddess of Veena.

Tirumalaraya was described to be, besides all other qualities pure as fire in a sloka "Jislmutwe"

(Page 8, lines 20 to 24). It is really an exaggeration to compare an ordinary mortal with fire (Agni) who
consumes everything and anything.

Mantra Prayoga

Hutva Mantra Purassaram ripu yaso lajan (page 8, last lines
; page 10, lines 1

, 2, 3), Thus described

the poet of the Inscription that the glories of the enemies were consumed in the fires of his valour like parched

grain to the accompaniment of vedic mantras. Here the "Vamachara Prayoga' to demolish the glory by the
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might have been indisposed and hence some other person might have started engraving these 5J lines.

It might be Ganapayacharya's son. that took up the engraving of these 5J lines. After these 5% lines, again

Ganapayacharya resumed engraving. Because the major portion was engraved by Ganapayacharya
it might have been mentioned at the end that he engraved the whole Inscription. The author of Srirama

Inscription could not be compared to the author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription nevertheless he cannot

be treated lightly.

Lipi (Written characters) Uchharana (Pronunciation)

It was pointed out earlier, that though the Srirama Inscription was entirely in Sanskrit there

are two Vachanas in Telugu in the middle. We have to observe a peculiarity in writing.* Dwirukta Makara'.

Due to climatic conditions and for the sake of simplification in day-to-day usage, there will be so many

changes of form in language from time to time. In some cases the shape of the sound transforms due to

the influence of pronunciation. However great the poets, phoneticists, or scholars of prosody might be,

all of them succumbed to this influence. In some instances, due to the error in written characters, the spoken

word also came to be changed. When' Repha
*

the letter
* Ra '

is joined with a consonant, in the olden

days, they used to write the symbol e- (Valapalagilaka) instead of
* Ra '. The consonant before the

6 Ra' used to be reduplicated (Dwitwam). The practice of the symbol er. (Valapalagilaka) came into

existence with the system of writing the word to be uttered first as the second and the word to be uttered

latter as the first. So, those who read the written script, while reading, left out
4 Ra * and started writing

and uttering because the e- which is to be uttered first is written a letter later. They used to consider the

s~ after a word as reduplication of that letter and thus they used to writte that letter reduplicated. Thus

the 'samyuktakshara' with Repha became a reduplicated letter without Repha. We can take the following

as the examples to show the transformation in language due to changes in script.

(Karku)

(Narku)

(Morku)

(Orgu)

(Targu)

(Kargu)

(Argu)

(Ordu)

(Urpu)

(Karjamu)

(Karpooram)

(Gargu)

(Tarchu) Tachhur

Kakku

Nakku

Mokku (kka)

Oggu

Taggu

Kaggu

Aggu (to be beaten or wounded)

Oddu (Somebody else)

Uppu

Kajjamu

Kappooramu
Kappuramu

Gaggu

Trachhu-Tachhu

The * Ra '

in Taruchu crept even on to the first letter and transformed into reduplication. Our

ancestors used to employ e~ (Valapalagilaka) in place of Repha, and to stress the presence ofanother letter

or to caution that it should be pronounced with a stress the combined letter they used to write reduplicate
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that letter and write e. g. : Instead of writing Karjamu they used to write
4

Kajjag-mu' with the redupli-

cated letter before s-. By this change, some words of Sanskrit such as Bharga, Garga etc., lost the usage
of Repha

* R '

and became a Telugu word in a corrupted form of the Sanskrit word a tadbhava without

repha or
'

R'. Many poets including the Sivakavis like Nannechoda and others succumbed to such

usages. Actually, this omission of Repha can be seen to have crept into the vernacular derived from and

akin to Sanskrit even from the earliest period. We do not know the age of the language 'Pali' but has not the
* Dharma Patha

'

of that language become
*

Dammapada
'

? And in such a case there is no wonder if

Repha is found omitted in the 1500 years history of Telugu literature. In the same manner when the Repha
in the word Tirumala is omitted and along with it the letter 'la' is also lost and thus it became Timma'.
Therefore Tirumalaraya became Timmarayalu and Tirumalamba became Timmamba is used since a

long time. I have explained in my book Pracheena Vangmayamlo Vyaavaharika Bhasha (colloquial

language in ancient literature) or
' Dhwani -

Lipi
- Parinamam '

that by the influence of pronun-
ciation and written script, language undergoes changes. Especially, the changes that took place due to

the influence of written script which led to some mistakes have been enumerated (pages 67 to 72) in the

discussion on the hymns of Ru, Lu fat ?rj
in the above book.

When we utter, the reduplicate 'Ma' the first 'ma' will sound as the nasal character as Poorna-

nuswara. When we give dictation to children words like Amma spq?, komma cfrfwr, kammanikoora

cfiTTf1% w^ keeping in mind the nasal character in the first of the reduplicated letter it is natural that some
ex.

.

.

write the words with Anuswara before the reduplicated word such as ^-^f^-^Frf?r sflT I have

proved in.my earlier research works that some of the old grammarians and prosodians used Anuswara
.before Ma instead of a reduplicated Ma (see my Preface of

c

Andhra Bhasha Bhoosanam '

by Ketana

pages 42 to 53)
'

Dhwani -Lipi -Parinamam* a research work written by me (pages 164 to 240),

Recently some research scholars felt that the usage of Anusawara before 'ma' instead of a redu-

plicated Ma is not supported by any example from Inscriptions. In Sri Viroopaksha Inscription the

word '

Timmavadhani
9

can be seen Poornaanuswara written in Devanagari script as

(See Sri Viroopaksha Inscription) after page 14, 4th plate front side at the end of 18th line). In Sri-

rama Inscription instead of writing
'

Ammavariki '

a clear Telugu word it was engraved with Anuswara
SFRFanftfa before the reduplicated Ma in Devanagari script as spT (After page 60, plate 7, beginning
of the 5th line). Ananta the acknowledged grammarian of the yore used the Ma with an

*

o
*

before

it instead of using reduplicated 'MMa'. There are several others who followed him. When
grammarians and prosodians themselves were prone to use 'Ma' with an 'o' before it in place of

the reduplicate' MMa '

there is no wonder if authors of inscriptions and scribes write that way.

In Srirama Inscription after the 60th page, 6th line in the 4th plate back side the word 'Cheruvu'
was written as

'

Charuvu
'

Ramabhatala Charuvu Sahitamganu' is .the usage in the Inscription. This can be
seen clearly in the Devanagari script ^^ in which the Telugu sentence was written. This mistake

must have happened because of the scanty attention paid to both in Telugu and Sanskrit to the palatal
letter

' Cha 'and its intention or purpose. The letter (TT) E is first a guttural and then a palatal.
cAa'

is a guttural; So naturally when E acquires prominence as a guttural it will become ' Aa V Similarly
cAa'

also changes as ViBV In the common usage words like chekka, chempa, chedda, cheda, chemma, cliera,
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Jetti, Jemudu, Jela, Jeshta which have che and je change chakka, Champa, Chadda, Chada, Chamma,
Chara, Jatti, Jamudu, Jala, Jashta, etc. Thus in Cha and Ja the dental and palatals got intermixed some-

times in Telugu. Words like chandra from Sanskrit by way of pronunciation came to be written as

Chendrudu. Thus keeping in view of the Telugu cha-ja and the Aa, Ee complexity in Sanskrit words,

some grammarians carefully explained the shapes of sounds. I have discussed this at length in

my book *

Dhwanf-Lipi-Parinamam
'

(See pages 253-280). In the Srifama Inscription the word cheruvu

with
' E ' was written as Charuvu with

*

aa *. It is perhaps due to the fact that there is no scope to write

a short *E' in Devanagari and because this inscription was written in Devanagari it might have been written

as
c Charuvu '

keeping in view of the common usage of palatal usage of cha. However as there is no word

like charuvu with a dental cha, we can take it to be a real tank. This inscription also stands as a testimony

due to confusion of dental and palatal usages, words came to be used wrongly even in olden days.

Chhando a. lankaras (Prosody and Rhetoric)

The author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription wrote it in different metres. He used Anushtup,
Sardula Vikreedita and other metres as a great grammarian handles them. In the 69 slokas he had written

there are 16 different metres. 1. Anushtup 2. Aryageeti 3. Indravajravrutta. 4. Upajativrutta

5. Dodhaka vrutta 6. Pushpitagra vrutta 7. Prithvi vrutta 8. Malini vrutta 9. Rathoddatha

vrutta 10. Vasanta Tilaka Vrutta 11. Sardoola Vikreedita 12. Salineevrutta 13. Sikharinee

Vrutta 14. Sragdhara. In addition to these 14 vruttas two more unknown vruttas were also used by the

author of this inscription. 'Kandanavoli' (Page 6, 5th line) Uddhagirou (Page 10, llth line); 'Tandavitodayo'

(Page 12, llth line), these slokas were written with Bha, Ra,Na, Bha, Bha, Gaganas. As far as informa-

tion available ancient grammarians never named this metre. This is the 16th Ashti of the chhanda. In

this
c

Ashti
'

metre about 65, 136 vrittas were born and this vrutta having Bha, Ra
s Na, Bha, Bha, Ga is.

the 28019th of the Ashti.

It is doubtful whether the 42nd sloka (13, 14 lines) in the Sri Viroopaksha Inscription adhered

to any known metre or not. Certain portion of this sloka appear to be missing. It should be either a

Matra Chandas or a Vishama Vrutta.

The author of Srirama Inscription took many slokas from the Sri Viroopaksha Inscription and

himself wrote several slokas. The slokas written by Ramakavi are 34 and they are in Anushtup, Aryageeti,

Indravajravrutta, Upajati Vrutta, Manjubhashinee Vrutta, Vasanta Tilaka Vrutta, a mixture ofVansata

Tilaka, Indravajra Vruttas making it a complex vrutta, Sardoola Vikreeditam metres.

>The author of Sri Viroopaksha Inscription employed 13 different Alankaras (rhetorical figure

of speech) in 31 slokas. The following are the Alankaras used by him.

1. Atisayokti 8. Udattalankara with Rupaka
2. Utpreksha, with Aparnava 9. Rupakalankara

3. Utprekshalankara 10. Virodhabhasalankara

4. Upamalankara 11. Atisayoktyalankara along with

5. Parikaralankara Sleshagarbha Vyatirekalankara

6. Yamakalankara 12. Utpreksha along with Slesha

7. Ratnavalyalankara 13. Upamalankara with Sleshalankara
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Ramakavi the author of Srlrama Inscription, employed all these alankaras and also used exten-

sively Anuprasa, Viseshokti, Sahokti Alankaras, Upamalankara along with Slesha Alankara. There are

nine different Alankaras employed on 25 different occasions in the Srirama Inscription. They are the

following 1. Atisayokti, 2. Anuprasa, 3. Utpreksha, 4. Upama, 5. Yamaka, 6. Rupaka,
7. Yiseshokti. 8. Upama along with slesha 9. Sahoktyalankara.

- Both these two poets of these two inscriptions with a gap of three generations between them created

a praiseworthy and notable contribution to literature in accordance with the ancient theory that inscriptions

poetry also belonged to real poetry. There is nothing to mention specially about the beauty of poetry

in the Srirama Inscription. Ramakavi who followed in the footsteps of the author of Sri Viroopaksha

Inscription and adhered to the dynasty of the donor of Sri Viroopaksha Charter, Srirangaraya, and those

of his uncles elder and younger thereby reducing the burden on himself to certain extent. Upto the point
of the donor of the Sri Viroopaksha Charter he took the matter from the author of that Inscription.

Though these two inscriptions came into existence in 1576 A..D. and 1644 A. D.
3 they stand as a monu-

mental testimony without any break in the lineage to the Araveeti Dynasty. There is no doubt that they

provide unique version of the Araveeti Dynasty. Thus we will be able to see the traces of the shining glory

of the rulers of the Vijayanagara Empire who ruled the Telugu country.

Vangmaya Mahadyaksha

Hyderabad, VADLAMUDI GOPALA KRISHNAIAH

15-3-1973. Kala-Prapoorna
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NOTE

The original texts of the Sri Viroopaksha Srirama Copper Plate Inscriptions

have been published in Telugu and Devanagari scripts verbatim in this book. The

text of each plate of these inscriptions has been published first in the Telugu script

and in Devanagari script on the next page line to line as original and its replica. The

photo copies of the respective copper plates are printed in the page facing its

Devanagari texts.
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Dear Sir,

Received copies of Gita Govindam, Gita Sankaram (Sanskrit) and Radha

Vansidhar Vilasa Natak (Hindi).

It is really heartening to see the printed versions of the three classic operas

mentioned above, the first two in Telugu and the third in Devanagari scripts.

Originally Sri P. Sitapati the then Director contemplated to publish all the

three works in Telugu script in one volume only, when he first contacted me.

But it is really useful for the Hindi reading public and also appropriate that you

brought out Radha Vansidhar Vilas Natak in Hindi and the other two in Telugu script.

I am really astonished to read your masterly and thought provoking forewords

to these works and the extensive research work you have undertaken to give Raga
names to all the slokas for Gita Govindam and Gita Sankaram and include certain

slokas in these works comparing these works with other publications and originals.

Though I had given Ragas and Talas to astapadis suitable to render them

musically, Gita Govindam is sung in different parts of the country in different ragas.

It is really a great task to collect extensively, the different versions (Ragas and

Talas) and present them in a chart by you. Even in Gita Sankaram you have

given a comparative chart of the original ragas and the ones used by me for the

benefit of readers.

I am greateful to you for your patience in comparing the original work of

Radha Vansidhar Vilasa Natak with my manuscript and making necessary correc-

tions in the same.

Reading public all over the country will really be indebted to you for the

great work you are doing in the field of literature and fine arts, as the Joint Director,

Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Institute of Government of Andhra

Pradesh.

Thanking You,

Yours sincerely,

M. J. RAO
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